
Introduction to visual communication

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
To Sense, To Select, To Perceive
Light
The Eye, The Retina, And The Brain
What The Brain Sees: Color, Form, Depth, And Movement.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Perception and reality

 Selection

 Senses

Definition/Overview:

Sense: Depictions of the five senses became a popular subject for seventeenth-century artists,

especially among Dutch and Flemish Baroque painters. A typical example is Grard de Lairesse's

Allegory of the Five Senses (1668; Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum), in which each of the

figures in the main group allude to a sense: sight is the reclining boy with a convex mirror,

hearing is the cupid-like boy with a triangle, smell is represented by the girl with flowers, taste

by the woman with the fruit and touch by the woman holding the bird.
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Depictions of the five senses became a popular subject for seventeenth-century artists, especially

among Dutch and Flemish Baroque painters. A typical example is Grard de Lairesse's Allegory

of the Five Senses (1668; Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum), in which each of the figures in

the main group allude to a sense: sight is the reclining boy with a convex mirror, hearing is the

cupid-like boy with a triangle, smell is represented by the girl with flowers, taste by the woman

with the fruit and touch by the woman holding the bird.

Senses are the physiological methods of perception. The senses and their operation,

classification, and theory are overlapping topics studied by a variety of fields, most notably

neuroscience, cognitive psychology (or cognitive science), and philosophy of perception. The

nervous system has a specific sensory system, or organ, dedicated to each sense.

Select: In the context of evolution, certain traits or alleles of a species may be subject to

selection. Under selection, individuals with advantageous or "adaptive" traits tend to be more

successful than their peers reproductively--meaning they contribute more offspring to the

succeeding generation than others do. When these traits have a genetic basis, selection can

increase the prevalence of those traits, because offspring will inherit those traits from their

parents. When selection is intense and persistent, adaptive traits become universal to the

population or species, which may then be said to have evolved.

Perception: In psychology and the cognitive sciences, perception is the process of attaining

awareness or understanding of sensory information. It is a task far more complex than was

imagined in the 1950s and 1960s, when it was proclaimed that building perceiving machines

would take about a decade, but, needless to say, that is still very far from reality. The word

perception comes from the Latin perception, percepio, , meaning "receiving, collecting, action of

taking possession, apprehension with the mind or senses."

What one perceives is a result of interplays between past experiences, ones culture and the

interpretation of the perceived. If the percept does not have support in any of these perceptual

bases it is unlikely to rise above perceptual threshold.
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Perception gives rise to two types of consciousness; phenomenal and psychological. The

difference everybody can demonstrate to himself/herself by simple opening and closing his/her

eyes. Phenomenal consciousness is full of rich sensations that are hardly present when eyes are

closed.

Key Points:

1. Perception and reality

In the case of visual perception, some people can actually see the percept shift in their mind's

eye. Others, who are not picture thinkers, may not necessarily perceive the 'shape-shifting' as

their world changes. The 'esemplastic' nature has been shown by experiment: an ambiguous

image has multiple interpretations on the perceptual level.

Just as one object can give rise to multiple percepts, so an object may fail to give rise to any

percept at all: if the percept has no grounding in a person's experience, the person may literally

not perceive it.

Perception alters what humans see, into a diluted version of reality, which ultimately corrupts the

way humans perceive the truth. When people view something with a preconceived idea about it,

they tend to take those preconceived ideas and see them whether or not they are there. This

problem stems from the fact that humans are unable to understand new information, without the

inherent bias of their previous knowledge. The extent of a persons knowledge creates their

reality as much as the truth, because the human mind can only contemplate that which it has been

exposed to. When objects are viewed without understanding, the mind will try to reach for

something that it already recognizes, in order to process what it is viewing. That which most

closely relates to the unfamiliar from our past experiences, makes up what we see when we look

at things that we dont comprehend.
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This confusing ambiguity of perception is exploited in human technologies such as camouflage,

and also in biological mimicry, for example by Peacock butterflies, whose wings bear eye

markings that birds respond to as though they were the eyes of a dangerous predator. Perceptual

ambiguity is not restricted to vision. For example, recent touch perception research found that

kinesthesia-based haptic perception strongly relies on the forces experienced during touch. This

makes it possible to produce illusory touch percepts.

1.1 Perception-in-action

The ecological understanding of perception advanced from Gibson's early work is

perception-in-action, the notion that perception is a requisite property of animate action,

without perception action would not be guided and without action perception would be

pointless. Animate actions require perceiving and moving together. In a sense,

"perception and movement are two sides of the same coin, the coin is action." A

mathematical theory of perception-in-action has been devised and investigated in many

forms of controlled movement by many different species of organism, General Tau

Theory. According to this theory, tau information, or time-to-goal information is the

fundamental 'percept' in perception.-

1.2 Perception and action

We gather information about the world and interact with it through our actions.

Perceptual information is critical for action. Perceptual deficits may lead to profound

deficits in action.
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2. Selection

2.1 Types and subtypes

2.2 Patterns of selection

Aspects of selection may be divided into effects on a phenotype and their causes. The

effects are called patterns of selection, and do not necessarily result from particular

causes (mechanisms); in fact each pattern can arise from a number of different

mechanisms. Stabilizing selection favors individuals with intermediate characteristics

while its opposite, disruptive selection, favors those with extreme characteristics;

directional selection occurs when characteristics lie along a phenotypic spectrum and the

individuals at one end are more successful; and balancing selection is a pattern in which

multiple characteristics may be favored.

2.3 Mechanisms of selection

Distinct from patterns of selection are mechanisms of selection; for example, disruptive

selection often is the result of disassortative sexual selection, and balancing selection may

result from frequency-dependent selection and overdominance.

3. Senses

2.1 Sight

Sight or vision is the ability of the brain and eye to detect electromagnetic waves within

the visible range (light) interpreting the image as "sight." There is disagreement as to

whether this constitutes one, two or three senses. Neuroanatomists generally regard it as

two senses, given that different receptors are responsible for the perception of colour (the
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frequency of photons of light) and brightness (amplitude/intensity - number of photons of

light). Some argue that stereopsis, the perception of depth, also constitutes a sense, but it

is generally regarded as a cognitive (that is, post-sensory) function of brain to interpret

sensory input and to derive new information. The inability to see is called blindness.

2.2 Hearing

Hearing or audition is the sense of sound perception. Since sound is vibrations

propagating through a medium such as air, the detection of these vibrations, that is the

sense of the hearing, is a mechanical sense akin to a sense of touch, albeit a very

specialized one. In humans, this perception is executed by tiny hair fibres in the inner ear

which detect the motion of a membrane which vibrates in response to changes in the

pressure exerted by atmospheric particles within a range of 20 to 22000 Hz, with

substantial variation between individuals. Sound can also be detected as vibrations

conducted through the body by tactition. Lower and higher frequencies than that can be

heard are detected this way only. The inability to hear is called deafness.

2.3 Taste

Taste or gustation is one of the two main "chemical" senses. There are at least four types

of tastes that "buds" (receptors) on the tongue detect, and hence there are anatomists who

argue that these constitute five or more different senses, given that each receptor conveys

information to a slightly different region of the brain The inability to taste is called

ageusia.

The four well-known receptors detect sweet, salt, sour, and bitter, although the receptors

for sweet and bitter have not been conclusively identified. A fifth receptor, for a sensation

called umami, was first theorised in 1908 and its existence confirmed in 2000. The
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umami receptor detects the amino acid glutamate, a flavor commonly found in meat and

in artificial flavourings such as monosodium glutamate.

2.4 Smell

Smell or olfaction is the other "chemical" sense. Unlike taste, there are hundreds of

olfactory receptors, each binding to a particular molecular feature. Odor molecules

possess a variety of features and thus excite specific receptors more or less strongly. This

combination of excitatory signals from different receptors makes up what we perceive as

the molecule's smell. In the brain, olfaction is processed by the olfactory system.

Olfactory receptor neurons in the nose differ from most other neurons in that they die and

regenerate on a regular basis. The inability to smell is called anosmia.

2.5 Touch

Touch, also called tactition, mechanoreception or somatic sensation, is the sense of

pressure perception, generally in the skin. There are a variety of nerve endings that

respond to variations in pressure (e.g., firm, brushing, and sustained). The inability to feel

anything or almost anything is called anesthesia. Paresthesia is a sensation of tingling,

pricking, or numbness of a person's skin with no apparent long term physical effect.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Speed of light

 Refraction

 Optics
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 Light sources

 Theories about light

 Light pressure

Definition/Overview:

Light: Light, or visible light, is electromagnetic radiation of a wavelength that is visible to the

human eye (about 400700 nm). In a scientific context, the word light is sometimes used to refer

to the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Moreover, in optics, the term "visible light" refers to

electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths of ~300 nm (near UV) through ~1400 nm (near

infrared). Light is composed of elementary particles called photons.

Three primary properties of light are:

 Intensity;

 Frequency or wavelength and;

 Polarization.

Light can exhibit properties of both waves and particles. This property is referred to as

waveparticle duality. The study of light, known as optics, is an important research area in

modern physics.

Key Points:

1. Speed of light

The speed of light in a vacuum is exactly 299,792,458 m/s (about 186,282.397 miles per second).

The speed of light depends upon the medium in which it is traveling, and the speed will be lower
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in a transparent medium. Although commonly called the "velocity of light", technically the word

velocity is a vector quantity, having both magnitude and direction. Speed refers only to the

magnitude of the velocity vector. This fixed definition of the speed of light is a result of the

modern attempt, in physics, to define the basic unit of length in terms of the speed of light, rather

than defining the speed of light in terms of a length.

Different physicists have attempted to measure the speed of light throughout history. Galileo

attempted to measure the speed of light in the seventeenth century. A good early experiment to

measure the speed of light was conducted by Ole Rmer, a Danish physicist, in 1676. Using a

telescope, Ole observed the motions of Jupiter and one of its moons, Io. Noting discrepancies in

the apparent period of Io's orbit, Rmer calculated that light takes about 18 minutes to traverse the

diameter of Earth's orbit. Unfortunately, this was not a value that was known at that time. If Ole

had known the diameter of the Earth's orbit, he would have calculated a speed of 227,000,000

m/s.

Another, more accurate, measurement of the speed of light was performed in Europe by

Hippolyte Fizeau in 1849. Fizeau directed a beam of light at a mirror several kilometers away. A

rotating cog wheel was placed in the path of the light beam as it traveled from the source, to the

mirror and then returned to its origin. Fizeau found that at a certain rate of rotation, the beam

would pass through one gap in the wheel on the way out and the next gap on the way back.

Knowing the distance to the mirror, the number of teeth on the wheel, and the rate of rotation,

Fizeau was able to calculate the speed of light as 313,000,000 m/s.

Lon Foucault used an experiment which used rotating mirrors to obtain a value of 298,000,000

m/s in 1862. Albert A. Michelson conducted experiments on the speed of light from 1877 until

his death in 1931. He refined Foucault's methods in 1926 using improved rotating mirrors to

measure the time it took light to make a round trip from Mt. Wilson to Mt. San Antonio in

California. The precise measurements yielded a speed of 299,796,000 m/s.

Some scientists were able to bring light to a complete standstill by passing it through a Bose-

Einstein Condensate of the element rubidium.
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2. Refraction

When a beam of light crosses the boundary between a vacuum and another medium, or between

two different mediums, the wavelength of the light changes, but the frequency remains constant.

If the beam of light is not orthogonal to the boundary, the change in wavelength results in a

change in the direction of the beam. This change of direction is known as refraction.

The refraction quality of lenses is frequently used to manipulate light in order to change the

apparent size of images. Magnifying glasses, spectacles, contact lenses, microscopes and

refracting telescopes are all examples of this manipulation.

3. Optics

The study of light and the interaction of light and matter is termed optics. The observation and

study of optical phenomena such as rainbows and the aurora borealis offer many clues as to the

nature of light as well as much enjoyment.

4. Light sources

There are many sources of light. The most common light sources are thermal: a body at a given

temperature emits a characteristic spectrum of black-body radiation. Examples include sunlight

(the radiation emitted by the chromosphere of the Sun at around 6,000 K peaks in the visible

region of the electromagnetic spectrum), incandescent light bulbs (which emit only around 10%

of their energy as visible light and the remainder as infrared), and glowing solid particles in

flames. The peak of the blackbody spectrum is in the infrared for relatively cool objects like

human beings. As the temperature increases, the peak shifts to shorter wavelengths, producing

first a red glow, then a white one, and finally a blue color as the peak moves out of the visible

part of the spectrum and into the ultraviolet. These colors can be seen when metal is heated to

"red hot" or "white hot". The blue color is most commonly seen in a gas flame or a welder's

torch.
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Atoms emit and absorb light at characteristic energies. This produces "emission lines" in the

spectrum of each atom. Emission can be spontaneous, as in light-emitting diodes, gas discharge

lamps (such as neon lamps and neon signs, mercury-vapor lamps, etc.), and flames (light from

the hot gas itselfso, for example, sodium in a gas flame emits characteristic yellow light).

Emission can also be stimulated, as in a laser or a microwave maser.

Acceleration of a free charged particle, such as an electron, can produce visible radiation:

cyclotron radiation, synchrotron radiation, and bremsstrahlung radiation are all examples of this.

Particles moving through a medium faster than the speed of light in that medium can produce

visible Cherenkov radiation.

Certain chemicals produce visible radiation by chemoluminescence. In living things, this process

is called bioluminescence. For example, fireflies produce light by this means, and boats moving

through water can disturb plankton which produce a glowing wake.

Certain substances produce light when they are illuminated by more energetic radiation, a

process known as fluorescence. This is used in fluorescent lights. Some substances emit light

slowly after excitation by more energetic radiation. This is known as phosphorescence.

Phosphorescent materials can also be excited by bombarding them with subatomic particles.

Cathodoluminescence is one example of this. This mechanism is used in cathode ray tube

televisions.

5. Theories about light

5.1 Indian theories

In ancient India, the philosophical schools of Samkhya and Vaisheshika, from around the

6th5th century BC, developed theories on light. According to the Samkhya school, light

is one of the five fundamental "subtle" elements (tanmatra) out of which emerge the gross

elements. The atomicity of these elements is not specifically mentioned and it appears

that they were actually taken to be continuous.

On the other hand, the Vaisheshika school gives an atomic theory of the physical world

on the non-atomic ground of ether, space and time. The basic atoms are those of earth
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(prthivı), water (apas), fire (tejas), and air (vayu), that should not be confused with the

ordinary meaning of these terms. These atoms are taken to form binary molecules that

combine further to form larger molecules. Motion is defined in terms of the movement of

the physical atoms and it appears that it is taken to be non-instantaneous. Light rays are

taken to be a stream of high velocity of tejas (fire) atoms. The particles of light can

exhibit different characteristics depending on the speed and the arrangements of the tejas

atoms. Around the first century BC, the Vishnu Purana correctly refers to sunlight as the

"the seven rays of the sun". Later in 499, Aryabhata, who proposed a heliocentric solar

system of gravitation in his Aryabhatiya, wrote that the planets and the Moon do not have

their own light but reflect the light of the Sun.

The Indian Buddhists, such as Dignāga in the 5th century and Dharmakirti in the 7th

century, developed a type of atomism that is a philosophy about reality being composed

of atomic entities that are momentary flashes of light or energy. They viewed light as

being an atomic entity equivalent to energy, similar to the modern concept of photons,

though they also viewed all matter as being composed of these light/energy particles.

Greek and Hellenistic theories In the fifth century BC, Empedocles postulated that

everything was composed of four elements; fire, air, earth and water. He believed that

Aphrodite made the human eye out of the four elements and that she lit the fire in the eye

which shone out from the eye making sight possible. If this were true, then one could see

during the night just as well as during the day, so Empedocles postulated an interaction

between rays from the eyes and rays from a source such as the sun.

In about 300 BC, Euclid wrote Optica, in which he studied the properties of light. Euclid

postulated that light travelled in straight lines and he described the laws of reflection and

studied them mathematically. He questioned that sight is the result of a beam from the

eye, for he asks how one sees the stars immediately, if one closes one's eyes, then opens

them at night. Of course if the beam from the eye travels infinitely fast this is not a

problem.
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In 55 BC, Lucretius, a Roman who carried on the ideas of earlier Greek atomists, wrote:

"The light & heat of the sun; these are composed of minute atoms which, when they are

shoved off, lose no time in shooting right across the interspace of air in the direction

imparted by the shove." - On the nature of the Universe

Despite being similar to later particle theories, Lucretius's views were not generally

accepted and light was still theorized as emanating from the eye.

Ptolemy (c. 2nd century) wrote about the refraction of light, and developed a theory of

vision that objects are seen by rays of light emanating from the eyes.

5.2 Optical theory

The Muslim scientist, Ibn al-Haytham (965-1040), known as Alhacen or Alhazen in the

West, in his Book of Optics (1021), developed a broad theory that explained vision, using

geometry and anatomy, which stated that each point on an illuminated area or object

radiates light rays in every direction, but that only one ray from each point, which strikes

the eye perpendicularly, can be seen. The other rays strike at different angles and are not

seen. He described the pinhole camera and invented the camera obscura, which produces

an inverted image, and used it as an example to support his argument. This contradicted

Ptolemy's theory of vision that objects are seen by rays of light emanating from the eyes.

Alhacen held light rays to be streams of minute energy particles that travelled at a finite

speed. He improved Ptolemy's theory of the refraction of light, and went on to discover

the laws of refraction.

He also carried out the first experiments on the dispersion of light into its constituent

colors. His major work Kitab al-Manazir (Book of Optics) was translated into Latin in the

Middle Ages, as well his book dealing with the colors of sunset. He dealt at length with

the theory of various physical phenomena like shadows, eclipses, the rainbow. He also

attempted to explain binocular vision, and gave a correct explanation of the apparent

increase in size of the sun and the moon when near the horizon, known as the moon

illusion. Because of his extensive experimental research on optics, Ibn al-Haytham is

considered the "father of modern optics".
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Ibn al-Haytham also correctly argued that we see objects because the sun's rays of light,

which he believed to be streams of tiny energy particles travelling in straight lines, are

reflected from objects into our eyes. He understood that light must travel at a large but

finite velocity, and that refraction is caused by the velocity being different in different

substance He also studied spherical and parabolic mirrors, and understood how refraction

by a lens will allow images to be focused and magnification to take place. He understood

mathematically why a spherical mirror produces aberration.

Avicenna (980-1037) agreed that the speed of light is finite, as he "observed that if the

perception of light is due to the emission of some sort of particles by a luminous source,

the speed of light must be finite." Abū Rayhān al-Bīrūnī (973-1048) also agreed that light

has a finite speed, and he was the first to discover that the speed of light is much faster

than the speed of sound. In the late 13th and early 14th centuries, Qutb al-Din al-Shirazi

(1236-1311) and his student Kamāl al-Dīn al-Fārisī (1260-1320) continued the work of

Ibn al-Haytham, and they were the first to give the correct explanations for the rainbow

phenomenon.

5.3 The 'plenum' theory

Ren Descartes (1596-1650) held that light was a disturbance of the plenum, the

continuous substance of which the universe was composed. In 1637 he published a theory

of the refraction of light that assumed, incorrectly, that light travelled faster in a denser

medium than in a less dense medium. Descartes arrived at this conclusion by analogy

with the behaviour of sound waves. Although Descartes was incorrect about the relative

speeds, he was correct in assuming that light behaved like a wave and in concluding that

refraction could be explained by the speed of light in different media. As a result,

Descartes' theory is often regarded as the forerunner of the wave theory of light.

5.4 Particle theory

Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen) (965-1040) proposed a particle theory of light in his Book of

Optics (1021). He held light rays to be streams of minute energy particles that travel in

straight lines at a finite speed. He states in his optics that "the smallest parts of light," as
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he calls them, "retain only properties that can be treated by geometry and verified by

experiment; they lack all sensible qualities except energy."

Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655), an atomist, proposed a particle theory of light which was

published posthumously in the 1660s. Isaac Newton studied Gassendi's work at an early

age, and preferred his view to Descartes' theory of the plenum. He stated in his

Hypothesis of Light of 1675 that light was composed of corpuscles (particles of matter)

which were emitted in all directions from a source. One of Newton's arguments against

the wave nature of light was that waves were known to bend around obstacles, while light

travelled only in straight lines. He did, however, explain the phenomenon of the

diffraction of light (which had been observed by Francesco Grimaldi) by allowing that a

light particle could create a localised wave in the aether.

Newton's theory could be used to predict the reflection of light, but could only explain

refraction by incorrectly assuming that light accelerated upon entering a denser medium

because the gravitational pull was greater. Newton published the final version of his

theory in his Opticks of 1704. His reputation helped the particle theory of light to hold

sway during the 18th century. The particle theory of light led Laplace to argue that a

body could be so massive that light could not escape from it. In other words it would

become what is now called a black hole. Laplace withdrew his suggestion when the wave

theory of light was firmly established. A translation of his essay appears in The large

scale structure of space-time, by Stephen Hawking and George F. R. Ellis.

5.5 Wave theory

In the 1660s, Robert Hooke published a wave theory of light. Christiaan Huygens worked

out his own wave theory of light in 1678, and published it in his Treatise on light in 1690.

He proposed that light was emitted in all directions as a series of waves in a medium

called the Luminiferous ether. As waves are not affected by gravity, it was assumed that

they slowed down upon entering a denser medium.
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The wave theory predicted that light waves could interfere with each other like sound

waves (as noted around 1800 by Thomas Young), and that light could be polarized.

Young showed by means of a diffraction experiment that light behaved as waves. He also

proposed that different colors were caused by different wavelengths of light, and

explained color vision in terms of three-colored receptors in the eye.

Another supporter of the wave theory was Leonhard Euler. He argued in Nova theoria

lucis et colorum (1746) that diffraction could more easily be explained by a wave theory.

Later, Augustin-Jean Fresnel independently worked out his own wave theory of light, and

presented it to the Acadmie des Sciences in 1817. Simeon Denis Poisson added to

Fresnel's mathematical work to produce a convincing argument in favour of the wave

theory, helping to overturn Newton's corpuscular theory.

The weakness of the wave theory was that light waves, like sound waves, would need a

medium for transmission. A hypothetical substance called the luminiferous aether was

proposed, but its existence was cast into strong doubt in the late nineteenth century by the

Michelson-Morley experiment.

Newton's corpuscular theory implied that light would travel faster in a denser medium,

while the wave theory of Huygens and others implied the opposite. At that time, the

speed of light could not be measured accurately enough to decide which theory was

correct. The first to make a sufficiently accurate measurement was Lon Foucault, in 1850.

His result supported the wave theory, and the classical particle theory was finally

abandoned.

5.5 Electromagnetic theory

In 1845, Michael Faraday discovered that the angle of polarization of a beam of light as it

passed through a polarizing material could be altered by a magnetic field, an effect now

known as Faraday rotation. This was the first evidence that light was related to

electromagnetism. Faraday proposed in 1847 that light was a high-frequency

electromagnetic vibration, which could propagate even in the absence of a medium such

as the ether.
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Faraday's work inspired James Clerk Maxwell to study electromagnetic radiation and

light. Maxwell discovered that self-propagating electromagnetic waves would travel

through space at a constant speed, which happened to be equal to the previously

measured speed of light. From this, Maxwell concluded that light was a form of

electromagnetic radiation: he first stated this result in 1862 in On Physical Lines of

Force. In 1873, he published A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, which contained a

full mathematical description of the behaviour of electric and magnetic fields, still known

as Maxwell's equations. Soon after, Heinrich Hertz confirmed Maxwell's theory

experimentally by generating and detecting radio waves in the laboratory, and

demonstrating that these waves behaved exactly like visible light, exhibiting properties

such as reflection, refraction, diffraction, and interference. Maxwell's theory and Hertz's

experiments led directly to the development of modern radio, radar, television,

electromagnetic imaging, and wireless communications.

5.6 The special theory of relativity

The wave theory was wildly successful in explaining nearly all optical and

electromagnetic phenomena, and was a great triumph of nineteenth century physics. By

the late nineteenth century, however, a handful of experimental anomalies remained that

could not be explained by or were in direct conflict with the wave theory. One of these

anomalies involved a controversy over the speed of light. The constant speed of light

predicted by Maxwell's equations and confirmed by the Michelson-Morley experiment

contradicted the mechanical laws of motion that had been unchallenged since the time of

Galileo, which stated that all speeds were relative to the speed of the observer. In 1905,

Albert Einstein resolved this paradox by revising the Galilean model of space and time to

account for the constancy of the speed of light. Einstein formulated his ideas in his

special theory of relativity, which radically altered humankind's understanding of space

and time. Einstein also demonstrated a previously unknown fundamental equivalence

between energy and mass with his famous equation
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where E is energy, m is rest mass, and c is the speed of light.

5.7 Particle theory revisited

Another experimental anomaly was the photoelectric effect, by which light striking metal

surface ejected electrons from the surface, causing an electric current to flow across an

applied voltage. Experimental measurements demonstrated that the energy of individual

ejected electrons was proportional to the frequency, rather than the intensity, of the light.

Furthermore, below a certain minimum frequency, which depended on the particular

metal, no current would flow regardless of the intensity. These observations clearly

contradicted the wave theory, and for years physicists tried in vain to find an explanation.

In 1905, Einstein solved this puzzle as well, this time by resurrecting the particle theory

of light to explain the observed effect. Because of the preponderance of evidence in favor

of the wave theory, however, Einstein's ideas were met initially by great skepticism

among established physicists. But eventually Einstein's explanation of the photoelectric

effect would triumph, and it ultimately formed the basis for waveparticle duality and

much of quantum mechanics.

5.8 Quantum theory

A third anomaly that arose in the late 19th century involved a contradiction between the

wave theory of light and measurements of the electromagnetic spectrum emitted by

thermal radiators, or so-called black bodies. Physicists struggled with this problem, which

later became known as the ultraviolet catastrophe, unsuccessfully for many years. In

1900, Max Planck developed a new theory of black-body radiation that explained the

observed spectrum correctly. Planck's theory was based on the idea that black bodies emit

light (and other electromagnetic radiation) only as discrete bundles or packets of energy.

These packets were called quanta, and the particle of light was given the name photon, to

correspond with other particles being described around this time, such as the electron and

proton. A photon has an energy, E, proportional to its frequency, f, by
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where h is Planck's constant, λ is the wavelength and c is the speed of light. Likewise,

the momentum p of a photon is also proportional to its frequency and inversely

proportional to its wavelength:

As it originally stood, this theory did not explain the simultaneous wave- and particle-like

natures of light, though Planck would later work on theories that did. In 1918, Planck

received the Nobel Prize in Physics for his part in the founding of quantum theory.

5.9 Waveparticle duality

The modern theory that explains the nature of light includes the notion of waveparticle

duality, described by Albert Einstein in the early 1900s, based on his study of the

photoelectric effect and Planck's results. Einstein asserted that the energy of a photon is

proportional to its frequency. More generally, the theory states that everything has both a

particle nature and a wave nature, and various experiments can be done to bring out one

or the other. The particle nature is more easily discerned if an object has a large mass,

and it was not until a bold proposition by Louis de Broglie in 1924 that the scientific

community realized that electrons also exhibited waveparticle duality. The wave nature

of electrons was experimentally demonstrated by Davission and Germer in 1927. Einstein

received the Nobel Prize in 1921 for his work with the waveparticle duality on photons

(especially explaining the photoelectric effect thereby), and de Broglie followed in 1929

for his extension to other particles.
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6. Light pressure

Light pushes on objects in its way, just as the wind would do. This pressure is most easily

explainable in particle theory: photons hit and transfer their momentum. Light pressure can cause

asteroids to spin faster,[ acting on their irregular shapes as on the vanes of a windmill. The

possibility to make solar sails that would accelerate spaceships in space is also under

investigation

Although the motion of the Crookes radiometer was originally attributed to light pressure, this

interpretation is incorrect; the characteristic Crookes rotation is the result of a partial vacuum.

This should not be confused with the Nichols radiometer, in which the motion is directly caused

by light pressure.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Physics of color

 Colour vision

 Spectral colors

 Color of objects

 Color perception

 Nonstandard color perception

 Color constancy

 Color naming

 Monocular cues pf Depth

 Binocular and oculomotor cues

 Depth perception in art
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Definition/Overview:

Color: Color or colour is the visual perceptual property corresponding in humans to the

categories called red, yellow, blue, black, etc. Color derives from the spectrum of light

(distribution of light energy versus wavelength) interacting in the eye with the spectral

sensitivities of the light receptors. Color categories and physical specifications of color are also

associated with objects, materials, light sources, etc., based on their physical properties such as

light absorption, reflection, or emission spectra.

Typically, only features of the composition of light that are detectable by humans (wavelength

spectrum from 400 nm to 700 nm, roughly) are included, thereby objectively relating the

psychological phenomenon of color to its physical specification. Because perception of color

stems from the varying sensitivity of different types of cone cells in the retina to different parts

of the spectrum, colors may be defined and quantified by the degree to which they stimulate

these cells. These physical or physiological quantifications of color, however, do not fully

explain the psychophysical perception of color appearance.

The science of color is sometimes called chromatics. It includes the perception of color by the

human eye and brain, the origin of color in materials, color theory in art, and the physics of

electromagnetic radiation in the visible range (that is, what we commonly refer to simply as

Light).

Depth perception: Depth perception is the visual ability to perceive the world in three

dimensions. Although any animal capable of moving around its environment must be able to

sense the distance of objects in that environment, the term perception is reserved for humans,

who are the only animals who can tell each other about their experiences of distances. Depth

sensation is the ability to move accurately, or to respond consistently, based on the distances of
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objects in an environment. With this definition, every moving animal has some sensation of

depth.

Depth perception arises from a variety of depth cues. These are typically classified into binocular

cues that require input from both eyes and monocular cues that require the input from just one

eye. Binocular cues include stereopsis, yielding depth from binocular vision through

exploitation of parallax. Monocular cues include size: distant objects subtend smaller visual

angles than near objects. A third class of cues requires synthetic integration of binocular and

monocular cues. Movement: Movement is a motion, a change in position. Movement can also

refer to:

Motion: In physics, motion means a continuous change in the location of a body. Change in

motion is the result of applied force. Motion is typically described in terms of velocity,

acceleration, displacement, and time. An object's momentum is directly related to the object's

mass and velocity, and is conserved within a system, as described by the law of conservation of

momentum.

Everything in the universe is moving. As there is no absolute reference system, absolute motion

cannot be determined and only motion relative to a point of reference can be determined; this is

emphasised by the term relative motion.

Form: The form or shape (OE. sceap Eng. created thing) of an object located in some space

refers to the part of space occupied by the object as determined by its external boundary

abstracting from other aspects the object may have such as its colour, content, or the substance of

which it is composed, as well as from the object's position and orientation in space, and its size.
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Simple two-dimensional shapes can be described by basic geometry such as points, line, curves,

plane, and so on. Shapes that occur in the physical world are often quite complex; they may be

arbitrarily curved as studied by differential geometry, or fractal, as for plants or coastlines).

Key Points:

1. Physics of color

Electromagnetic radiation is a mixture of radiation of different wavelengths and intensities.

When this radiation has a wavelength inside the human visibility range (approximately from 380

nm to 740 nm), it is known as light within the (human) visible spectrum. The light's spectrum

records each wavelength's intensity. The full spectrum of the incoming radiation from an object

determines the visual appearance of that object, including its perceived colour. As we will see,

there are many more spectra than colour sensations; in fact one may formally define a colour to

be the whole class of spectra which give rise to the same colour sensation, although any such

definition would vary widely among different species and also somewhat among individuals

intraspecifically.

A surface that diffusely reflects all wavelengths equally is perceived as white, while a dull black

surface absorbs all wavelengths and does not reflect (for mirror reflection this is different: a

proper mirror also reflects all wavelengths equally, but is not perceived as white, while shiny

black objects do reflect).

The familiar colours of the rainbow in the spectrumnamed from the Latin word for appearance or

apparition by Isaac Newton in 1671contains all those colours that consist of visible light of a

single wavelength only, the pure spectral or monochromatic colours.

The frequencies are approximations and given in terahertz (THz). The wavelengths, valid in

vacuum, are given in nanometers (nm). A list of other objects of similar size is available.
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colour wavelength interval frequency interval

red ~ 625-740 nm ~ 480-405 THz

orange ~ 590-625 nm ~ 510-480 THz

yellow ~ 565-590 nm ~ 530-510 THz

green ~ 500-565 nm ~ 600-530 THz

cyan ~ 485-500 nm ~ 620-600 THz

blue ~ 440-485 nm ~ 680-620 THz

violet ~ 380-440 nm ~ 790-680 THz

Continuous optical spectrum

Designed for monitors with gamma 1.5.

Computer "spectrum"

The bars below show the relative intensities of the three

colours mixed to make the colour immediately above.

[Fig 1: The colours of the visible light spectrum.]

Colour /nm /1014 Hz /104 cm-1 /eV /kJ mol-1

Infrared >1000 <3.00 <1.00 <1.24 <120
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Red 700 4.28 1.43 1.77 171

Orange 620 4.84 1.61 2.00 193

Yellow 580 5.17 1.72 2.14 206

Green 530 5.66 1.89 2.34 226

Blue 470 6.38 2.13 2.64 254

Violet 420 7.14 2.38 2.95 285

Near ultraviolet 300 10.0 3.33 4.15 400

Far ultraviolet <200 >15.0 >5.00 >6.20 >598

[Fig 2: Colour, frequency, and energy of light.]

2. Colour vision

Though the exact status of colour is a matter of current philosophical dispute, colour is arguably

a psychophysical phenomenon that exists only in our minds. (See Qualia, for some of that

dispute.) A "red" apple does not give off "red light", and it is misleading to think of things that

we see, or of light itself, as objectively coloured at all. Rather, the apple simply absorbs light of

various wavelengths shining on it to different degrees, in such a way that the unabsorbed light

which it reflects is perceived as red. An apple is perceived to be red only because normal human

colour vision perceives light with different mixes of wavelengths differentlyand we have

language to describe that difference.

In 1931, an international group of experts called the Commission Internationale d'Eclairage

(CIE) developed a mathematical colour model. The premise used by the CIE is that colour is the
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combination of three things: a light source, an object, and an observer. The CIE tightly controlled

each of these variables in an experiment that produced the measurements for the system.

Although Aristotle and other ancient scientists speculated on the nature of light and colour

vision, it was not until Newton that light was correctly identified as the source of the colour

sensation. Goethe studied the theory of colours, and in 1801 Thomas Young proposed his

trichromatic theory which was later refined by Hermann von Helmholtz. That theory was

confirmed in the 1960s and will be described below.

The retina of the human eye contains three different types of colour receptor cells, or cones. One

type, relatively distinct from the other two, is most responsive to light that we perceive as violet,

with wavelengths around 420 nm (cones of this type are sometimes called short-wavelength

cones, S cones, or, most commonly but quite misleadingly, blue cones). The other two types are

closely related genetically, chemically and in response. Each type is most responsive to light that

we perceive as green or greenish. One of these types (sometimes called long-wavelength cones,

L cones, or, misleadingly, red cones) is most sensitive to light we perceive as yellowish-green,

with wavelengths around 564 nm; the other type (sometimes called middle-wavelength cones, M

cones, or misleadingly green cones) is most sensitive to light perceived as green, with

wavelengths around 534 nm. The term "red cones" for the long-wavelength cones is deprecated

as this type is actually maximally responsive to light we perceive as greenish, albeit longer

wavelength light than that which maximally excites the mid-wavelength/"green" cones.

The sensitivity curves of the cones are roughly bell-shaped, and overlap considerably. The

incoming signal spectrum is thus reduced by the eye to three values, sometimes called tristimulus

values, representing the intensity of the response of each of the cone types.

Because of the overlap between the sensitivity ranges, some combinations of responses in the

three types of cone are impossible no matter what light stimulation is used. For example, it is not

possible to stimulate only the mid-wavelength/"green" cones: the other cones must be stimulated

to some degree at the same time, even if light of some single wavelength is used (including that

to which the target cones are maximally sensitive). The set of all possible tristimulus values

determines the human colour space. It has been estimated that humans can distinguish roughly

10 million different colours, although the identification of a specific colour is highly subjective,
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since even the two eyes of a single individual perceive colours slightly differently. This is

discussed in more detail below.

The rod system (which vision in very low light relies on exclusively) does not by itself sense

differences in wavelength; therefore it is not normally implicated in colour vision. But

experiments have conclusively shown that in certain marginal conditions a combination of rod

stimulation and cone stimulation can result in colour discriminations not based on the

mechanisms described above.

While the mechanisms of colour vision at the level of the cones in the retina are well described in

terms of tristimulus values (see above), colour processing and perception above that base level

are organized differently. A dominant theory of the higher neural mechanisms of colour vision

proposes three opponent processes, or opponent channels, constructed out of the raw input from

the cones: a red-green channel, a blue-yellow channel, and a black-white ("luminance") channel.

This theory tries to account for the structure of our subjective colour experience (see discussion

below). Blue and yellow are considered complementary colours, or opposites: you could not

experience a bluish yellow (or a greenish red), any more than you could experience a dark

brightness or a hot coldness. The four "polar" colours proposed as extremes in the two opponent

processes other than black-white have some natural claim to being called primary colours. This

is in competition with various sets of three primary colours proposed as "generators" of all

normal human colour experience (see below).

2.1 Clinical issues

If one or more types of a person's colour-sensing cones are missing or less responsive

than normal to incoming light, that person has a smaller or skewed colour space and is

said to be colour deficient. Another term frequently used is colour blind, although this

can be misleading; only a small fraction of colour deficient individuals actually see

completely in black and white, and most simply have anomalous colour perception. Some

kinds of colour deficiency are caused by anomalies in the number or nature of cones of

the various types, as just described. Others (like central or cortical achromatopsia) are

caused by neural anomalies in those parts of the brain where visual processing takes

place.
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Some animals may have more than three different types of colour receptor (most

marsupials, birds, reptiles, and fish; see tetrachromat, below) or fewer (most mammals;

these are called dichromats and monochromats). Humans and other old-world primates

are actually rather unusual in possessing three kinds of receptors.

An unusual and elusive neurological condition sometimes affecting colour perception is

synaesthesia.

2.2 Tetrachromat

A normal human is a trichromat (from Greek: tri=three, chroma=colour). In theory it may

be possible for a person to have four, rather than three, distinct types of cone cell. If these

four types are sufficiently distinct in spectral sensitivity and the neural processing of the

input from the four types is developed, a person may be a tetrachromat (tetra=four). Such

a person might have an extra and slightly different copy of either the medium- or long-

wave cones. It is not clear whether such people exist or that the human brain could

actually process the information from such an extra cone type separately from the

standard three. However, strong evidence suggests that such people do exist, they are all

female by genetic imperative, and their brains gladly adapt to use the additional

information. For many species, tetrachromacy is the normal case, although the cone cells

of animal tetrachromats have a very different (more evenly-spaced) spectral sensitivity

distribution than those of possible human tetrachromats.

3. Spectral colors

The familiar colors of the rainbow in the spectrum named using the Latin word for appearance or

apparition by Isaac Newton in 1671 include all those colors that can be produced by visible light

of a single wavelength only, the pure spectral or monochromatic colors. The table at right shows

approximate frequencies (in terahertz) and wavelengths (in nanometers) for various pure spectral

colors. The wavelengths are measured in vacuum.

The color table should not be interpreted as a definitive list the pure spectral colors form a

continuous spectrum, and how it is divided into distinct colors is a matter of culture, taste, and

language. A common list identifies six main bands: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet.
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Newton's conception included a seventh color, indigo, between blue and violet but most people

do not distinguish it, and most color scientists do not recognize it as a separate color; it is

sometimes designated as wavelengths of 420440 nm.

The intensity of a spectral color may alter its perception considerably; for example, a low-

intensity orange-yellow is brown, and a low-intensity yellow-green is olive-green.

As discussed in the section on color vision, a light source need not actually be of one single

wavelength to be perceived as a pure spectral color.

4. Color of objects

The upper disk and the lower disk have exactly the same objective color, and are in identical

gray surrounds; based on context differences, humans perceive the squares as having different

reflectances, and may interpret the colors as different color categories.

The upper disk and the lower disk have exactly the same objective color, and are in identical

gray surrounds; based on context differences, humans perceive the squares as having different

reflectances, and may interpret the colors as different color categories

The color of an object depends on both the physics of the object in its environment and the

characteristics of the perceiving eye and brain. Physically, objects can be said to have the color

of the light leaving their surfaces, which normally depends on the spectrum of that light and of

the incident illumination, as well as potentially on the angles of illumination and viewing. Some

objects not only reflect light, but also transmit light or emit light themselves , which contribute to

the color also. And a viewer's perception of the object's color depends not only on the spectrum

of the light leaving its surface, but also on a host of contextual cues, so that the color tends to be

perceived as relatively constant: that is, relatively independent of the lighting spectrum, viewing

angle, etc. This effect is known as color constancy.
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Some generalizations of the physics can be drawn, neglecting perceptual effects for now:

 Light arriving at an opaque surface is either reflected "specularly" (that is, in the manner of a

mirror), scattered (that is, reflected with diffuse scattering), or absorbed or some combination of

these.

 Opaque objects that do not reflect specularly (which tend to have rough surfaces) have their

color determined by which wavelengths of light they scatter more and which they scatter less

(with the light that is not scattered being absorbed). If objects scatter all wavelengths, they

appear white. If they absorb all wavelengths, they appear black.

 Opaque objects that specularly reflect light of different wavelengths with different efficiencies

look like mirrors tinted with colors determined by those differences. An object that reflects some

fraction of impinging light and absorbs the rest may look black but also be faintly reflective;

examples are black objects coated with layers of enamel or lacquer.

 Objects that transmit light are either translucent (scattering the transmitted light) or transparent

(not scattering the transmitted light). If they also absorb (or reflect) light of varying wavelengths

differentially, they appear tinted with a color determined by the nature of that absorption (or that

reflectance).

 Objects may emit light that they generate themselves, rather than merely reflecting or

transmitting light. They may do so because of their elevated temperature (they are then said to be

incandescent), as a result of certain chemical reactions (a phenomenon called

chemoluminescence), or for other reasons

 Objects may absorb light and then as a consequence emit light that has different properties. They

are then called fluorescent (if light is emitted only while light is absorbed) or phosphorescent (if

light is emitted even after light ceases to be absorbed; this term is also sometimes loosely applied

to light emitted due to chemical reactions).
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5. Color perception

Development of theories of color vision

Although Aristotle and other ancient scientists had already written on the nature of light

and color vision, it was not until Newton that light was identified as the source of the

color sensation. In 1810, Goethe published his comprehensive Theory of Colors. In 1801

Thomas Young proposed his trichromatic theory, based on the observation that any color

could be matched with a combination of three lights. This theory was later refined by

James Clerk Maxwell and Hermann von Helmholtz. As Helmholtz puts it, "the principles

of Newton's law of mixture were experimentally confirmed by Maxwell in 1856. Young's

theory of color sensations, like so much else that this marvellous investigator achieved in

advance of his time, remained unnoticed until Maxwell directed attention to it."

At the same time as Helmholtz, Ewald Hering developed the opponent process theory of

color, noting that color blindness and afterimages typically come in opponent pairs (red-

green, blue-yellow, and black-white). Ultimately these two theories were synthesized in

1957 by Hurvich and Jameson, who showed that retinal processing corresponds to the

trichromatic theory, while processing at the level of the lateral geniculate nucleus

corresponds to the opponent theory.

In 1931, an international group of experts known as the Commission Internationale

d'Eclairage (CIE) developed a mathematical color model, which mapped out the space of

observable colors and assigned a set of three numbers to each.

5.2 Color in the eye

The ability of the human eye to distinguish colors is based upon the varying sensitivity of

different cells in the retina to light of different wavelengths. The retina contains three
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types of color receptor cells, or cones. One type, relatively distinct from the other two, is

most responsive to light that we perceive as violet, with wavelengths around 420 nm.

(Cones of this type are sometimes called short-wavelength cones, S cones, or,

misleadingly, blue cones.) The other two types are closely related genetically and

chemically. One of them (sometimes called long-wavelength cones, L cones, or,

misleadingly, red cones) is most sensitive to light we perceive as yellowish-green, with

wavelengths around 564 nm; the other type (sometimes called middle-wavelength cones,

M cones, or, misleadingly, green cones) is most sensitive to light perceived as green, with

wavelengths around 534 nm.

Light, no matter how complex its composition of wavelengths, is reduced to three color

components by the eye. For each location in the visual field, the three types of cones

yield three signals based on the extent to which each is stimulated. These values are

sometimes called tristimulus values.

The response curve as a function of wavelength for each type of cone is illustrated above.

Because the curves overlap, some tristimulus values do not occur for any incoming light

combination. For example, it is not possible to stimulate only the mid-

wavelength/"green" cones; the other cones will inevitably be stimulated to some degree at

the same time. The set of all possible tristimulus values determines the human color

space. It has been estimated that humans can distinguish roughly 10 million different

colors.

The other type of light-sensitive cell in the eye, the rod, has a different response curve. In

normal situations, when light is bright enough to strongly stimulate the cones, rods play

virtually no role in vision at all. On the other hand, in dim light, the cones are

understimulated leaving only the signal from the rods, resulting in a colorless response.

(Furthermore, the rods are barely sensitive to light in the "red" range.) In certain
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conditions of intermediate illumination, the rod response and a weak cone response can

together result in color discriminations not accounted for by cone responses alone.

5.3 Color in the brain

The visual dorsal stream (green) and ventral stream (purple) are shown. The ventral

stream is responsible for color perception.

The visual dorsal stream (green) and ventral stream (purple) are shown. The ventral

stream is responsible for color perception.

While the mechanisms of color vision at the level of the retina are well-described in

terms of tristimulus values, color processing after that point is organized differently. A

dominant theory of color vision proposes that color information is transmitted out of the

eye by three opponent processes, or opponent channels, each constructed from the raw

output of the cones: a red-green channel, a blue-yellow channel and a black-white

"luminance" channel. This theory has been supported by neurobiology, and accounts for

the structure of our subjective color experience. Specifically, it explains why we cannot

perceive a "reddish green" or "yellowish blue," and it predicts the color wheel: it is the

collection of colors for which at least one of the two color channels measures a value at

one of its extremes.

The exact nature of color perception beyond the processing already described, and indeed

the status of color as a feature of the perceived world or rather as a feature of our

perception of the world, is a matter of complex and continuing philosophical dispute.
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6. Nonstandard color perception

6.1 Color deficiency

If one or more types of a person's color-sensing cones are missing or less responsive than

normal to incoming light, that person can distinguish fewer colors and is said to be color

deficient or color blind (though this latter term can be misleading; almost all color

deficient individuals can distinguish at least some colors). Some kinds of color deficiency

are caused by anomalies in the number or nature of cones in the retina. Others (like

central or cortical achromatopsia) are caused by neural anomalies in those parts of the

brain where visual processing takes place.

6.2 Tetrachromacy

While most humans are trichromatic (having three types of color receptors), many

animals, known as tetrachromats, have four types. These include some species of spiders,

most marsupials, birds, reptiles, and many species of fish. Other species are sensitive to

only two axes of color or do not perceive color at all; these are called dichromats and

monochromats respectively. A distinction is made between retinal tetrachromacy (having

four pigments in cone cells in the retina, compared to three in trichromats) and functional

tetrachromacy (having the ability to make enhanced color discriminations based on that

retinal difference). As many as half of all women, but only a small percentage of men, are

retinal tetrachromats The phenomenon arises when an individual receives two slightly

different copies of the gene for either the medium- or long-wavelength cones, which are

carried on the x-chromosome, accounting for the differences between genders. For some

of these retinal tetrachromats, color discriminations are enhanced, making them

functional tetrachromats
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6.3 Synesthesia

In certain forms of synesthesia, perceiving letters and numbers (graphemecolor

synesthesia) or hearing musical sounds (musiccolor synesthesia) will lead to the unusual

additional experiences of seeing colors. Behavioral and functional neuroimaging

experiments have demonstrated that these color experiences lead to changes in behavioral

tasks and lead to increased activation of brain regions involved in color perception, thus

demonstrating their reality, and similarity to real color percepts, albeit evoked through a

non-standard route.

6.4 Afterimages

After exposure to strong light in their sensitivity range, photoreceptors of a given type

become desensitized. For a few seconds after the light ceases, they will continue to signal

less strongly than they otherwise would. Colors observed during that period will appear

to lack the color component detected by the desensitized photoreceptors. This effect is

responsible for the phenomenon of afterimages, in which the eye may continue to see a

bright figure after looking away from it, but in a complementary color.

7. Color constancy

There is an interesting phenomenon which occurs when an artist uses a limited color palette: the

eye tends to compensate by seeing any grey or neutral color as the color which is missing from

the color wheel. E.g., in a limited palette consisting of red, yellow, black and white, a mixture of

yellow and black will appear as a variety of green, a mixture of red and black will appear as a

variety of purple, and pure grey will appear bluish.

The trichromatric theory discussed above is strictly true only if the whole scene seen by the eye

is of one and the same color, which of course is unrealistic. In reality, the brain compares the

various colors in a scene, in order to eliminate the effects of the illumination. If a scene is
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illuminated with one light, and then with another, as long as the difference between the light

sources stays within a reasonable range, the colors of the scene will nevertheless appear constant

to us. This was studied by Edwin Land in the 1970s and led to his retinex theory of color

constancy.

8. Color naming

Colors vary in several different ways, including hue (red vs. orange vs. blue), saturation,

brightness, and gloss. Some color words are derived from the name of an object of that color,

such as "orange" or "salmon", while others are abstract, like "red".

Different cultures have different terms for colors, and may also assign some color names to

slightly different parts of the spectrum: for instance, the Chinese character青 (rendered as qīng

in Mandarin and ao in Japanese) has a meaning that covers both blue and green; blue and green

are traditionally considered shades of "青."

9. Monocular cues pf Depth

 Motion parallax - When an observer moves, the apparent relative motion of several stationary

objects against a background gives hints about their relative distance. This effect can be seen

clearly when driving in a car nearby things pass quickly, while far off objects appear stationary.

Some animals that lack binocular vision due to wide placement of the eyes employ parallax more

explicitly than humans for depth cueing (e.g. some types of birds, which bob their heads to

achieve motion parallax, and squirrels, which move in lines orthogonal to an object of interest to

do the same).

 Depth from motion - A form of depth from motion, kinetic depth perception, is determined by

dynamically changing object size. As objects in motion become smaller, they appear to recede

into the distance or move farther away; objects in motion that appear to be getting larger seem to

be coming closer. This a form of kinetic depth perception. Using kinetic depth perception
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enables the brain to calculate time to crash distance (TTC) at a particular velocity. When driving,

we are constantly judging the dynamically changing headway (TTC) by kinetic depth perception.

 Color vision - Correct interpretation of color, and especially lighting cues, allows the beholder to

determine the shape of objects, and thus their arrangement in space. The color of distant objects

is also shifted towards the blue end of the spectrum. (e.g. distant mountains.) Painters, notably

Cezanne, employ "warm" pigments (red, yellow and orange) to bring features forward towards

the viewer, and "cool" ones (blue, violet, and blue-green) to indicate the part of a form that

curves away from the picture plane.

 Perspective - The property of parallel lines converging at infinity allows us to reconstruct the

relative distance of two parts of an object, or of landscape features.

 Relative size - An automobile that is close to us looks larger than one that is far away; our visual

system exploits the relative size of similar (or familiar) objects to judge distance.

 Aerial perspective - Due to light scattering by the atmosphere, objects that are a great distance

away have lower luminance contrast and lower color saturation. In computer graphics, this is

called "distance fog". The foreground has high contrast; the background has low contrast.

Objects differing only in their contrast with a background appear to be at different depths.

 Depth from Focus - The lens of the eye can change its shape to bring objects at different

distances into focus. Knowing at what distance the lens is focused when viewing an object means

knowing the approximate distance to that object.

 Occlusion (also referred to as interposition) - Occlusion (blocking the sight) of objects by others

is also a clue which provides information about relative distance. However, this information only

allows the observer to create a "ranking" of relative nearness.

 Peripheral vision - At the outer extremes of the visual field, parallel lines become curved, as in a

photo taken through a fish-eye lens. This effect, although it's usually eliminated from both art

and photos by the cropping or framing of a picture, greatly enhances the viewer's sense of being

positioned within a real, three dimensional space. (Classical perspective has no use for this so-

called "distortion", although in fact the "distortions" strictly obey optical laws and provide

perfectly valid visual information, just as classical perspective does for the part of the field of

vision that falls within its frame.)
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 Texture gradient - Suppose you are standing on a gravel road. The gravel near you can be clearly

seen in terms of shape, size and colour. As your vision shifts towards the distant road the texture

cannot be clearly differentiated.

10. Binocular and oculomotor cues

 Stereopsis or Retinal disparity - Animals that have their eyes placed frontally can also use

information derived from the different projection of objects onto each retina to judge depth. By

using two images of the same scene obtained from slightly different angles, it is possible to

triangulate the distance to an object with a high degree of accuracy. If an object is far away, the

disparity of that image falling on both retinas will be small. If the object is close or near, the

disparity will be large. It is stereopsis that tricks people into thinking they perceive depth when

viewing Magic Eyes, Autostereograms, 3D movies and stereoscopic photos.

 Accommodation - This is an oculomotor cue for depth perception. When we try to focus on far

away objects, the ciliary muscles stretches the eye lens, making it thinner. The kinesthetic

sensations of the contracting and relaxing ciliary muscles (intraocular muscles) is sent to the

visual cortex where it is used for interpreting distance/depth.

 Convergence - This is also an oculomotor cue for distance/depth perception. By virtue of

stereopsis the two eye balls focus on the same object. In doing so they converge. The

convergence will stretch the extraocular muscles. Kinesthetic sensations from these extraocular

muscles also help in depth/distance perception. The angle of convergence is larger when the eye

is fixating on far away objects.

Of these various cues, only convergence, focus and familiar size provide absolute distance

information. All other cues are relative (ie, they can only be used to tell which objects are closer

relative to others). Stereopsis is merely relative because a greater or lesser disparity for nearby

objects could either mean that those objects differ more or less substantially in relative depth or

that the foveated object is nearer or further away (the further away a scene is, the smaller is the

retinal disparity indicating the same depth difference).

Binocular cues can be directly perceived far more easily and eloquently than they can be

described in words. Try looking around at the room you're in with just one eye open. Then look
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with just the other eye; the difference you notice will probably be negligible. After that, open

both eyes, and see what happens.

11. Depth perception in art

Photographs capturing perspective are two-dimensional images that often illustrate the illusion of

depth. (This differs from a painting, which may use the physical matter of the paint to create a

real presence of convex forms and spacial depth.) Stereoscopes and Viewmasters, as well as 3-D

movies, employ binocular vision by forcing the viewer to see two images created from slightly

different positions (points of view). By contrast, a telephoto lens used in televised sports, for

example, to zero in on members of a stadium audience has the opposite effect. The viewer sees

the size and detail of the scene as if it were close enough to touch, but the camera's perspective is

still derived from its actual position a hundred meters away, so background faces and objects

appear about the same size as those in the foreground.

Trained artists are keenly aware of the various methods for indicating spacial depth (color

shading, distance fog, perspective and relative size), and take advantage of them to make their

works appear "real". The viewer feels it would be possible to reach in and grab the nose of a

Rembrandt portrait or an apple in a Cezanne still life or step inside a landscape and walk around

among its trees and rocks.

Cubism was based on the idea of incorporating multiple points of view in a painted image, as if

to simulate the visual experience of being physically in the presence of the subject, and seeing it

from different angles. The radical "High Cubist" experiments of Braque and Picasso circa 1909

are interesting but more bizarre than convincing in visual terms. Slightly later paintings by their

followers, such as Robert Delaunay's views of the Eiffel Tower, or John Marin's Manhattan

cityscapes, borrow the explosive angularity of Cubism to exaggerate the traditional illusion of

three-dimensional space. A century after the Cubist adventure, the verdict of art history is that
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the most subtle and successful use of multiple points of view can be found in the pioneering late

work of Cezanne, which both anticipated and inspired the first actual Cubists. Cezanne's

landscapes and still lifes powerfully suggest the artist's own highly-developed depth perception.

At the same time, like the other Post-Impressionists, Cezanne had learned from Japanese prints

the significance of respecting the flat (two-dimensional) rectangle of the picture itself; Hokusai

and Hiroshige ignored or even reversed linear perspective and thereby remind the viewer that a

the picture can only be "true" when it acknowledges the truth of its own flat surface. By contrast,

European "academic" painting was devoted to a sort of Big Lie that the surface of the canvas is

only an enchanted doorway to a "real" scene unfolding beyond, and that the artist's main task is

to distract the viewer from any disenchanting awareness of the presence of the painted canvas.

Cubism, and indeed most of modern art is a struggle to confront, if not resolve, the paradox of

suggesting spacial depth on a flat surface, and explore that inherent contradiction through

innovative ways of seeing, as well as new methods of drawing and painting.

11.1 Disorders affecting depth perception

o Ocular conditions such as amblyopia, optic nerve hypoplasia, and strabismus may reduce the

perception of depth.

o Since (by definition), binocular depth perception requires two functioning eyes, a person with

only one functioning eye has none.

It is typically felt that Depth perception must be learned in infancy using an unconscious

inference.

Test Introduction to Visual Communication
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Anatomy of the mammalian eye

 Mammalian Eye Diagram Explanation

 Anterior and posterior segments

 Extraocular anatomy

 Function of the mammalian eye

 Anatomy of vertebrate retina

 Vertebrate and cephalopod retina differences

 Physiology

 Spatial Encoding

 Mind and brain

 Comparative anatomy

Definition/Overview:

Eye: Eyes are organs that detect light. Different kinds of light-sensitive organs are found in a

variety of animals. The simplest "eyes", in even unicellular organisms, do nothing but detect

whether the surroundings are light or dark, which is sufficient for the entrainment of circadian

rhythms and may allow the organism to seek out or avoid light, but hardly can be called vision.

More complex eyes can distinguish shapes and colors. The visual fields of some such complex

eyes largely overlap, to allow better depth perception (binocular vision), as in humans; and

others are placed so as to minimize the overlap, such as in rabbits and chameleons.
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The first proto-eyes evolved among animals 540 million years ago, about the time of the so-

called Cambrian explosion. Almost all animals have eyes, or descend from animals that did. In

most vertebrates and some mollusks, the eye works by allowing light to enter it and project onto

a light-sensitive panel of cells, known as the retina, at the rear of the eye. The cone cells (for

color) and the rod cells (for low-light contrasts) in the retina detect and convert light into neural

signals. The visual signals are then transmitted to the brain via the optic nerve. Such eyes are

typically roughly spherical, filled with a transparent gel-like substance called the vitreous

humour, with a focusing lens and often an iris; the relaxing or tightening of the muscles around

the iris change the size of the pupil, thereby regulating the amount of light that enters the eye,

and reducing aberrations when there is enough light.

The eyes of cephalopods, fish, amphibians and snakes usually have fixed lens shapes, and

focusing vision is achieved by telescoping the lenssimilar to how a camera focuses.

Compound eyes are found among the arthropods and are composed of many simple facets which,

depending on the details of anatomy, may give either a single pixelated image or multiple

images, per eye. Each sensor has its own lens and photosensitive cell(s). Some eyes have up to

28,000 such sensors, which are arranged hexagonally, and which can give a full 360-degree field

of vision. Compound eyes are very sensitive to motion. Some arthropods, including many

Strepsiptera, have compound eyes of only a few facets, each with a retina capable of creating an

image, creating multiple-image vision. With each eye viewing a different angle, a fused image

from all the eyes is produced in the brain, providing very wide-angle, high-resolution images.

Retina: The vertebrate retina is a light sensitive part inside the inner layer of the eye. Two of its

three types of photoreceptor cells, rods and cones, receive light and transform it into image-

forming signals which are transmitted through the optic nerve to the brain. In this respect, the

retina is comparable to the film in a camera.
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The third and more recently discovered category of photosensitive cells is probably not involved

in image-forming vision. These are a small proportion, about 2% in humans, of the retina's

ganglion cells, themselves photosensitive through the photopigment melanopsin, which transmit

information about light through the RHT (retinohypothalamic tract) directly to the SCN

(suprachiasmatic nucleus) and other brain structures. Signals from these ganglion cells are used

to adjust the size of the pupil, entrain the body's circadian rhythms and acutely suppress the

pineal hormone melatonin, processes which in fact function in many blind people who do not

have functioning rods and cones.

While rods and cones respond maximally to wavelengths around 555 nanometers (green), the

light sensitive ganglion cells respond maximally to about 480nm (blue-violet). There are several

different photopigments involved.

Neural signals from the rods and cones undergo complex processing by other neurons of the

retina. The output takes the form of action potentials in retinal ganglion cells whose axons form

the optic nerve. Several important features of visual perception can be traced to the retinal

encoding and processing of light.

In vertebrate embryonic development, the retina and the optic nerve originate as outgrowths of

the developing brain. Hence, the retina is part of the central nervous system (CNS). It is the only

part of the CNS that can be imaged directly.

The unique structure of the blood vessels in the retina has been used for biometric identification.

Brain: In human beings, the brain is the control center of the central nervous system, responsible

for behavior. In mammals, the brain is located in the head, protected by the skull and close to the

primary sensory apparatus of vision, hearing, equilibrioception (balance), sense of taste, and

olfaction (smell).
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While all vertebrates have a brain, most invertebrates have either a centralized brain or

collections of individual ganglia. Some animals such as cnidarians and echinoderms do not have

a centralized brain, and instead have a decentralized nervous system, while animals such as

sponges lack both a brain and nervous system entirely.

Brains can be extremely complex. For example, the human brain contains roughly 100 billion

neurons, each linked to as many as 10,000 other neurons.

Key Points:

1. Anatomy of the mammalian eye

1.1 Dimensions

Dimensions vary only 12 mm among humans. The vertical diameter is 24 mm; the

transverse being larger. At birth it is generally 1617 mm, enlarging to 22.523 mm by

three years of age. Between then and age 13 the eye attains its mature size. It weighs 7.5

grams and its volume is roughly 6.5 milliliters.

1.2 Three layers

The structure of the mammalian eye can be divided into three main layers or tunics

whose names reflect their basic functions: the fibrous tunic, the vascular tunic, and the

nervous tunic

o The fibrous tunic, also known as the tunica fibrosa oculi, is the outer layer of the eyeball

consisting of the cornea and sclera. The sclera gives the eye most of its white color. It consists of

dense connective tissue filled with the protein collagen to both protect the inner components of

the eye and maintain its shape.

o The vascular tunic, also known as the tunica vasculosa oculi, is the middle vascularized layer

which includes the iris, ciliary body, and choroid. The choroid contains blood vessels that supply
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the retinal cells with necessary oxygen and remove the waste products of respiration. The

choroid gives the inner eye a dark color, which prevents disruptive reflections within the eye.

The iris is seen rather than the cornea when looking straight in one's eye due to the latter's

transparency, the pupil (central aperture of iris) is black because there is no light reflected out of

the interior eye. If an ophthalmoscope is used, one can see the fundus, as well as vessels

especially those crossing the optic diskthe point where the optic nerve fibers depart from the

eyeballamong others

o The nervous tunic, also known as the tunica nervosa oculi, is the inner sensory which includes

the retina.

▪ Contributing to vision, the retina contains the photosensitive rod and cone

cells and associated neurons. To maximise vision and light absorption, the

retina is a relatively smooth (but curved) layer. It has two points at which

it is different; the fovea and optic disc. The fovea is a dip in the retina

directly opposite the lens, which is densely packed with cone cells. It is

largely responsible for color vision in humans, and enables high acuity,

such as is necessary in reading. The optic disc, sometimes referred to as

the anatomical blind spot, is a point on the retina where the optic nerve

pierces the retina to connect to the nerve cells on its inside. No

photosensitive cells exist at this point, it is thus "blind".

▪ In addition to the rods and cones, a small proportion (about 1-2% in

humans) of the ganglion cells in the retina are themselves photosensitive

through the pigment melanopsin. They are generally most excitable by

blue light, about 470485 nm. Their information is sent to the SCN

(suprachiasmatic nuclei), not to the visual center, through the

retinohypothalamic tract which is formed as melanopsin-sensitive axons

exit the optic nerve. It is primarily these light signals which regulate

circadian rhythms in mammals and several other animals. Many, but not

all, totally blind individuals have their circadian rhythms adjusted daily in

this way.
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2. Mammalian Eye Diagram Explanation

 posterior compartment

 ora serrata

 ciliary muscle

 ciliary zonules

 canal of Schlemm

 pupil

 anterior chamber

 cornea

 iris

 lens cortex

 lens nucleus

 ciliary process

 conjunctiva

 inferior oblique muscule

 inferior rectus muscule

 medial rectus muscle

 retinal arteries and veins

 optic disc

 dura mater

 central retinal artery

 central retinal vein

 optical nerve

 vorticose vein

 bulbar sheath

 macula

 fovea

 sclera

 choroid

 superior rectus muscule
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 retina

3. Anterior and posterior segments

The mammalian eye can also be divided into two main segments: the anterior segment and the

posterior segment.

The human eye is not a plain sphere but is like two spheres combined, a smaller, sharper curved

one and a larger lesser curved sphere. The former, the anterior segment is the front sixth of the

eye that includes the structures in front of the vitreous humour: the cornea, iris, ciliary body, and

lens.

Within the anterior segment are two fluid-filled spaces:

 the anterior chamber between the posterior surface of the cornea (i.e. the corneal endothelium)

and the iris.

 the posterior chamber between the iris and the front face of the vitreous.

Aqueous humor fills these spaces within the anterior segment and provides nutrients to the

surrounding structures.

Some ophthalmologists specialize in the treatment and management of anterior segment

disorders and diseases

The posterior segment is the back five-sixths of the eye that includes the anterior hyaloid

membrane and all of the optical structures behind it: the vitreous humor, retina, choroid, and

optic nerve.

The radii of the anterior and posterior sections are 8 mm and 12 mm, respectively. The point of

junction is called the limbus. On the other side of the lens is the second humour, the aqueous

humour, which is bounded on all sides: by the lens, ciliary body, suspensory ligaments and by

the retina. It lets light through without refraction, helps maintain the shape of the eye and

suspends the delicate lens. In some animals, the retina contains a reflective layer (the tapetum

lucidum) which increases the amount of light each photosensitive cell perceives, allowing the

animal to see better under low light conditions. Some ophthalmologists specialise in the

treatment and management of posterior segment disorders and diseases.
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4. Extraocular anatomy

Lying over the sclera and the interior of the eyelids is a transparent membrane called the

conjunctiva. It helps lubricate the eye by producing mucus and tears. It also contributes to

immune surveillance and helps to prevent the entrance of microbes into the eye.

In many animals, including humans, eyelids wipe the eye and prevent dehydration. They spread

tears on the eyes, which contains substances which help fight bacterial infection as part of the

immune system. Some aquatic animals have a second eyelid in each eye which refracts the light

and helps them see clearly both above and below water. Most creatures will automatically react

to a threat to its eyes (such as an object moving straight at the eye, or a bright light) by covering

the eyes, and/or by turning the eyes away from the threat. Blinking the eyes is, of course, also a

reflex.

In many animals, including humans, eyelashes prevent fine particles from entering the eye. Fine

particles can be bacteria, but also simple dust which can cause irritation of the eye, and lead to

tears and subsequent blurred vision.

In many species, the eyes are inset in the portion of the skull known as the orbits or eyesockets.

This placement of the eyes helps to protect them from injury.

In humans, the eyebrows redirect flowing substances (such as rainwater or sweat) away from the

eye.

5. Function of the mammalian eye

The structure of the mammalian eye owes itself completely to the task of focusing light onto the

retina. This light causes chemical changes in the photosensitive cells of the retina, the products

of which trigger nerve impulses which travel to the brain.

In the human eye, light enters the pupil and is focused on the retina by the lens. Light-sensitive

nerve cells called rods (for brightness), cones (for color) and non-imaging ipRGC (intrinsincally

photosensitive retinal ganglion cells) react to the light. They interact with each other and send

messages to the brain. The rods and cones enable vision. The ipRGCs enable entrainment to the
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earth's 24-hour cycle, resizing of the pupil and acute suppression of the pineal hormone

melatonin.

5.1 Retina

The retina contains two forms of photosensitive cells important to visionrods and conesin

addition to the photosensitive ganglion cells involved in circadian adjustment but

probably not involved in vision. Though structurally and metabolically similar, the

functions of rods and cones are quite different. Rod cells are highly sensitive to light,

allowing them to respond in dim light and dark conditions; however, they cannot detect

color differences. These are the cells that allow humans and other animals to see by

moonlight, or with very little available light (as in a dark room). Cone cells, conversely,

need high light intensities to respond and have high visual acuity. Different cone cells

respond to different wavelengths of light, which allows an organism to see color. The

shift from cone vision to rod vision is why the darker conditions become, the less color

objects seem to have.

The differences between rods and cones are useful; apart from enabling sight in both dim

and light conditions, they have further advantages. The fovea, directly behind the lens,

consists of mostly densely-packed cone cells. The fovea gives humans a highly detailed

central vision, allowing reading, bird watching, or any other task which primarily

requires staring at things. Its requirement for high intensity light does cause problems for

astronomers, as they cannot see dim stars, or other celestial objects, using central vision

because the light from these is not enough to stimulate cone cells. Because cone cells are

all that exist directly in the fovea, astronomers have to look at stars through the "corner of

their eyes" (averted vision) where rods also exist, and where the light is sufficient to

stimulate cells, allowing an individual to observe faint objects.

Rods and cones are both photosensitive, but respond differently to different frequencies

of light. They contain different pigmented photoreceptor proteins. Rod cells contain the

protein rhodopsin and cone cells contain different proteins for each color-range. The

process through which these proteins go is quite similar upon being subjected to

electromagnetic radiation of a particular wavelength and intensity, the protein breaks
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down into two constituent products. Rhodopsin, of rods, breaks down into opsin and

retinal; iodopsin of cones breaks down into photopsin and retinal. The breakdown results

in the activation of Transducin and this activates cyclic GMP Phosphodiesterase, which

lowers the number of open Cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channels on the cell membrane,

which leads to hyperpolarization; this hyperpolarization of the cell leads to decreased

release of transmitter molecules at the synapse.

Differences between the rhodopsin and the iodopsins is the reason why cones and rods

enable organisms to see in dark and light conditions each of the photoreceptor proteins

requires a different light intensity to break down into the constituent products. Further,

synaptic convergence means that several rod cells are connected to a single bipolar cell,

which then connects to a single ganglion cell by which information is relayed to the

visual cortex. This convergence is in direct contrast to the situation with cones, where

each cone cell is connected to a single bipolar cell. This divergence results in the high

visual acuity, or the high ability to distinguish detail, of cone cells compared to rods. If a

ray of light were to reach just one rod cell, the cell's response may not be enough to

hyperpolarize the connected bipolar cell. But because several "converge" onto a bipolar

cell, enough transmitter molecules reach the synapses of the bipolar cell to hyperpolarize

it.

Furthermore, color is distinguishable due to the different iodopsins of cone cells; there

are three different kinds, in normal human vision, which is why we need three different

primary colors to make a color space.

A small percentage of the ganglion cells in the retina contain melanopsin and, thus, are

themselves photosensitive. The light information from these cells is not involved in

vision and it reaches the brain not directly via the optic nerve but via the

retinohypothalamic tract, the RHT. By way of this light information, the body clock's

inherent approximate 24-hour cycling is adjusted daily to nature's light/dark cycle.

Signals from these photosensitive ganglion cells have at least two other roles in addition.
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They exercise control over the size of the pupil, and they lead to acute suppression of

melatonin secretion by the pineal gland.

5.2 Accommodation

The purpose of the optics of the mammalian eye is to bring a clear image of the visual

world onto the retina. Because of limited depth of field of the mammalian eye, an object

at one distance from the eye might project a clear image, while an object either closer to

or further from the eye will not. To make images clear for objects at different distances

from the eye, its optical power needs to be changed. This is accomplished mainly by

changing the curvature of the lens. For distant objects, the lens needs to be made flatter,

for near objects the lens needs to be made thicker and more rounded.

Water in the eye can alter the optical properties of the eye and blur vision. It can also

wash away the tear fluidalong with it the protective lipid layerand can alter corneal

physiology, due to osmotic differences between tear fluid and freshwater. Osmotic effects

are made apparent when swimming in freshwater pools, because the osmotic gradient

draws water from the pool into the corneal tissue (the pool water is hypotonic), causing

edema, and subsequently leaving the swimmer with "cloudy" or "misty" vision for a short

period thereafter. The edema can be reversed by irrigating the eye with hypertonic saline

which osmotically draws the excess water out of the eye.

6. Anatomy of vertebrate retina

All vertebrate retinas are composed of three layers of nerve cell bodies and two layers of

synapses. The outer nuclear layer contains cell bodies of the rods and cones, the inner nuclear

layer contains cell bodies of the bipolar, horizontal and amacrine cells and the ganglion cell layer

contains cell bodies of ganglion cells and displaced amacrine cells. Dividing these nerve cell

layers are two neuropils where synaptic contacts occur.
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6.1 Section of retina

o The vertebrate retina has ten distinct layers. From innermost to outermost, they include:

o Inner limiting membrane - Mller cell footplates

o Nerve fiber layer

o Ganglion cell layer - Layer that contains nuclei of ganglion cells and gives rise to optic nerve

fibers.

o Inner plexiform layer

o Inner nuclear layer

o Outer plexiform layer - In the macular region, this is known as the Fiber layer of Henle.

o Outer nuclear layer

o External limiting membrane - Layer that separates the inner segment portions of the

photoreceptors from their cell nuclei.

o Photoreceptor layer - Rods / Cones

o Retinal pigment epithelium

6.2 Physical structure of human retina

In adult humans the entire retina is 72% of a sphere about 22 mm in diameter. An area of

the retina is the optic disc, sometimes known as "the blind spot" because it lacks

photoreceptors. It appears as an oval white area of 3 mm. Temporal (in the direction of

the temples) to this disc is the macula. At its center is the fovea, a pit that is most

sensitive to light and is responsible for our sharp central vision. Human and non-human

primates possess one fovea as opposed to certain bird species such as hawks who actually

are bifoviate and dogs and cats who possess no fovea but a central band known as the

visual streak. Around the fovea extends the central retina for about 6 mm and then the

peripheral retina. The edge of the retina is defined by the ora serrata. The length from one

ora to the other (or macula), the most sensitive area along the horizontal meridian is about

3.2 mm.
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Retina's simplified axial organization. The retina is a stack of several neuronal layers.

Light is concentrated from the eye and passes across these layers (from left to right) to hit

the photoreceptors (right layer). This elicits chemical transformation mediating a

propagation of signal to the bipolar and horizontal cells (middle yellow layer). The signal

is then propagated to the amacrine and ganglion cells. These neurons ultimately may

produce action potentials on their axons. This spatiotemporal pattern of spikes determines

the raw input from the eyes to the brain. (Modified from a drawing by Ramn y Cajal.)

In section the retina is no more than 0.5 mm thick. It has three layers of nerve cells and

two of synapses. The optic nerve carries the ganglion cell axons to the brain and the

blood vessels that open into the retina. As a byproduct of evolution, the ganglion cells lie

innermost in the retina while the photoreceptive cells lie outermost. Because of this

arrangement, light must first pass through the thickness of the retina before reaching the

rods and cones. However it does not pass through the epithelium or the choroid (both of

which are opaque).

The white blood cells in the capillaries in front of the photoreceptors can be perceived as

tiny bright moving dots when looking into blue light. This is known as the blue field

entoptic phenomenon (or Scheerer's phenomenon).

Between the ganglion cell layer and the rods and cones there are two layers of neuropils

where synaptic contacts are made. The neuropil layers are the outer plexiform layer and

the inner plexiform layer. In the outer the rod and cones connect to the vertically running

bipolar cells and the horizontally oriented horizontal cells connect to ganglion cells.

The central retina is cone-dominated and the peripheral retina is rod-dominated. In total

there are about seven million cones and a hundred million rods. At the centre of the

macula is the foveal pit where the cones are smallest and in a hexagonal mosaic, the most

efficient and highest density. Below the pit the other retina layers are displaced, before

building up along the foveal slope until the rim of the fovea or parafovea which is the
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thickest portion of the retina. The macula has a yellow pigmentation from screening

pigments and is known as the macula lutea.

7. Vertebrate and cephalopod retina differences

The vertebrate retina is inverted in the sense that the light sensing cells sit at the back side of the

retina, so that light has to pass through a layer of neurons before it reaches the rods and cones.

By contrast, the cephalopod retina is everted: the photoreceptors are located at the front side of

the retina, with processing neurons behind them. Because of this, cephalopods do not have a

blind spot.

The cephalopod retina does not originate as an outgrowth of the brain, as the vertebrate one does.

This shows that vertebrate and cephalopod eyes are not homologous but have evolved separately.

8. Physiology

An image is produced by the "patterned excitation" of the cones and rods in the retina. The

excitation is processed by the neuronal system and various parts of the brain working in parallel

to form a representation of the external environment in the brain.

The cones respond to bright light and mediate high-resolution vision and colour vision. The rods

respond to dim light and mediate lower-resolution, black-and-white, night vision. It is a lack of

cones sensitive to red, blue, or green light that causes individuals to have deficiencies in colour

vision or various kinds of colour blindness. Humans and old world monkeys have three different

types of cones (trichromatic vision) while other mammals lack cones with red sensitive pigment

and therefore have poorer (dichromatic) colour vision.

When light falls on a receptor it sends a proportional response synaptically to bipolar cells which

in turn signal the retinal ganglion cells. The receptors are also 'cross-linked' by horizontal cells

and amacrine cells, which modify the synaptic signal before the ganglion cells. Rod and cone

signals are intermixed and combine, although rods are mostly active in very poorly lit conditions

and saturate in broad daylight, while cones function in brighter lighting because they are not

sensitive enough to work at very low light levels.
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Despite the fact that all are nerve cells, only the retinal ganglion cells and few amacrine cells

create action potentials. In the photoreceptors, exposure to light hyperpolarizes the membrane in

a series of graded shifts. The outer cell segment contains a photopigment. Inside the cell the

normal levels of cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) keep the Na+ channel open and thus

in the resting state the cell is depolarised. The photon causes the retinal bound to the receptor

protein to isomerise to trans-retinal. This causes receptor to activate multiple G-proteins. This in

turn causes the Ga-subunit of the protein to bind and degrade cGMP inside the cell which then

cannot bind to the Na+ cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channels (CNGs). Thus the cell is

hyperpolarised. The amount of neurotransmitter released is reduced in bright light and increases

as light levels fall. The actual photopigment is bleached away in bright light and only replaced as

a chemical process, so in a transition from bright light to darkness the eye can take up to thirty

minutes to reach full sensitivity.

In the retinal ganglion cells there are two types of response, depending on the receptive field of

the cell. The receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells comprise a central approximately circular

area, where light has one effect on the firing of the cell, and an annular surround, where light has

the opposite effect on the firing of the cell. In ON cells, an increment in light intensity in the

centre of the receptive field causes the firing rate to increase. In OFF cells, it makes it decrease.

In a linear model, this response profile is well described by a Difference of Gaussians and is the

basis for edge detection algorithms. Beyond this simple difference ganglion cells are also

differentiated by chromatic sensitivity and the type of spatial summation. Cells showing linear

spatial summation are termed X cells (also called "parvocellular", "P", or "midget" ganglion

cells), and those showing non-linear summation are Y cells (also called "magnocellular, "M", or

"parasol" retinal ganglion cells), although the correspondence between X and Y cells (in the cat

retina) and P and M cells (in the primate retina) is not as simple as it once seemed.

In the transfer of visual signals to the brain, the visual pathway, the retina is vertically divided in

two, a temporal (nearer to the temple) half and a nasal (nearer to the nose) half. The axons from
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the nasal half cross the brain at the optic chiasma to join with axons from the temporal half of the

other eye before passing into the lateral geniculate body.

Although there are more than 130 million retinal receptors, there are only approximately 1.2

million fibres (axons) in the optic nerve; a large amount of pre-processing is performed within

the retina. The fovea produces the most accurate information. Despite occupying about 0.01% of

the visual field (less than 2 of visual angle), about 10% of axons in the optic nerve are devoted to

the fovea. The resolution limit of the fovea has been determined at around 10,000 points. The

information capacity is estimated at 500,000 bits per second) without colour or around 600,000

bits per second including colour.

9. Spatial Encoding

9.1 On-centers and off-centers of the retina

The retina, unlike a camera, does not simply send a picture to the brain. The retina

spatially encodes (compresses) the image to fit the limited capacity of the optic nerve.

Compression is necessary because there are 100 times more Photoreceptor cells than

ganglion cells as mentioned above. The retina does so by "decorrelating" the incoming

images in a manner to be described below. These operations are carried out by the center

surround structures as implemented by the bipolar and ganglion cells.

There are two types of center surround structures in the retina -- on-centers and off-

centers. On-centers have a positively weighted center and a negatively weighted

surround. Off-centers are just the opposite. Positive weighting is more commonly known

as excitatory and negative weighting is more commonly known as inhibitory.

These center surround structures are not physical in the sense that you cannot see them by

staining samples of tissue and examining the retina's anatomy. The center surround

structures are logical (i.e., mathematically abstract) in the sense that they depend on the

connection strengths between ganglion and bipolar cells.
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It is believed that the connection strengths between cells is caused by the number and

types of ion channels embedded in the synapses between the ganglion and bipolar cells.

Stephen Kuffler in the 1950s was the first person to begin to understand these center

surround structures in the retina of cats..

The center surround structures are mathematically equivalent to the edge detection

algorithms used by computer programmers to extract or enhance the edges in a digital

photograph. Thus the retina performs operations on the image to enhance the edges of

objects within its visual field. For example, in a picture of a dog, a cat and a car, it is the

edges of these objects that contain the most information. In order for higher functions in

the brain (or in a computer for that matter) to extract and classify objects such as a dog

and a cat, the retina is the first step to separating out the various objects within the scene.

As an example, the following matrix is at the heart of the computer algorithm that

implements edge detection. This matrix is the computer equivalent to the center surround

structure. In this example, each box (element) within this matrix would be connected to

one photoreceptor. The photoreceptor in the center is the current receptor being

processed. The center photoreceptor is multiplied by the +1 weight factor. The

surrounding photoreceptors are the "nearest neighbors" to the center and are multiplied

by the -1/8 value. The sum of all nine of these elements is finally calculated. This

summation is repeated for every photoreceptor in the image by shifting left to the end of a

row and then down to the next line.

The total sum of this matrix is zero if all the inputs from the nine photoreceptors are the

same value. The zero result indicates the image was uniform (non-changing) within this

small patch. Negative or positive sums mean something was varying (changing) within

this small patch of nine photoreceptors.
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10. Mind and brain

The distinction between the mind and the brain is fundamental in philosophy of mind. The mind-

body problem is one of the central problems in the history of philosophy. The brain is the

physical and biological matter contained within the skull, responsible for electrochemical

neuronal processes. The mind, in contrast, consists in mental attributes, such as beliefs, desires,

perceptions, and so on. There are scientifically demonstrable correlations between mental events

and neuronal events; the philosophical question is whether these phenomena are identical, at

least partially distinct, or related in some other way.

Philosophical positions on the mind-body problem fall into two main categories. The first

category is dualism, according to which the mind exists independently of the brain. Dualist

theories are further divided into substance dualism and property dualism. Ren Descartes is

perhaps the most prominent substance dualist, while property dualism is more popular among

contemporary dualists like David Chalmers. The second category is materialism, according to

which mental phenomena are identical to neuronal phenomena. A third category of view,

idealism, claims that only mental substances and phenomena exist. This view, most prominently

held by 18th century Irish philosopher Bishop George Berkeley, has few contemporary

adherents.

Both dualism and materialism face serious philosophical challenges. Dualism requires admitting

non-physical substances or properties into ontology, which is in apparent conflict with the

scientific world view. Materialism, on the other hand, must provide an explanation of how two

seemingly different kinds of phenomena the mental and the physical could be identical. This is

particularly challenging in that mental phenomena have certain characteristics particularly

intentionality and phenomenal character that cannot (at least currently) be explained

satisfactorily by a purely physical analysis of the brain.
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11. Comparative anatomy

Three groups of animals have notably complex brains: the arthropods (insects, crustaceans,

arachnids, and others), the cephalopods (octopuses, squids, and similar mollusks), and the

craniates (vertebrates and hagfish). The brain of arthropods and cephalopods arises from twin

parallel nerve cords that extend through the body of the animal. Arthropods have a central brain

with three divisions and large optical lobes behind each eye for visual processing.

The brain of craniates develops from the anterior section of a single dorsal nerve cord, which

later becomes the spinal cord.In craniates, the brain is protected by the bones of the skull.

Mammals have a six-layered neocortex (or homotypic cortex, neopallium), in addition to having

some parts of the brain that are allocortex. In mammals, increasing convolutions of the brain are

characteristic of animals with more advanced brains. These convolutions provide a larger surface

area for a greater number of neurons while keeping the volume of the brain compact enough to

fit inside the skull. The folding allows more grey matter to fit into a smaller volume. The folds

are called sulci, while the spaces between the folds are called gyri.

In birds, the part of the brain that functionally corresponds to the neocortex is called nidopallium

and derives from a different part of the brain. Some birds (like corvids and parrots), are thought

by some to have high intelligence, but even in these, the brain region that forms the mammalian

neocortex is in fact almost entirely absent.

Although the general histology of the brain is similar from person to person, the structural

anatomy can differ. Apart from the gross embryological divisions of the brain, the location of

specific gyri and sulci, primary sensory regions, and other structures differs between species.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Physics of color

 Colour vision

 Spectral colors

 Color of objects

 Color perception

 Nonstandard color perception

 Color constancy

 Color naming

 Monocular cues pf Depth

 Binocular and oculomotor cues

 Depth perception in art

Definition/Overview:

Color: Color or colour is the visual perceptual property corresponding in humans to the

categories called red, yellow, blue, black, etc. Color derives from the spectrum of light

(distribution of light energy versus wavelength) interacting in the eye with the spectral

sensitivities of the light receptors. Color categories and physical specifications of color are also

associated with objects, materials, light sources, etc., based on their physical properties such as

light absorption, reflection, or emission spectra.

Typically, only features of the composition of light that are detectable by humans (wavelength

spectrum from 400 nm to 700 nm, roughly) are included, thereby objectively relating the

psychological phenomenon of color to its physical specification. Because perception of color

stems from the varying sensitivity of different types of cone cells in the retina to different parts
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of the spectrum, colors may be defined and quantified by the degree to which they stimulate

these cells. These physical or physiological quantifications of color, however, do not fully

explain the psychophysical perception of color appearance.

The science of color is sometimes called chromatics. It includes the perception of color by the

human eye and brain, the origin of color in materials, color theory in art, and the physics of

electromagnetic radiation in the visible range (that is, what we commonly refer to simply as

Light).

Depth perception: Depth perception is the visual ability to perceive the world in three

dimensions. Although any animal capable of moving around its environment must be able to

sense the distance of objects in that environment, the term perception is reserved for humans,

who are the only animals who can tell each other about their experiences of distances. Depth

sensation is the ability to move accurately, or to respond consistently, based on the distances of

objects in an environment. With this definition, every moving animal has some sensation of

depth.

Depth perception arises from a variety of depth cues. These are typically classified into binocular

cues that require input from both eyes and monocular cues that require the input from just one

eye. Binocular cues include stereopsis, yielding depth from binocular vision through

exploitation of parallax. Monocular cues include size: distant objects subtend smaller visual

angles than near objects. A third class of cues requires synthetic integration of binocular and

monocular cues. Movement: Movement is a motion, a change in position. Movement can also

refer to:
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Motion: In physics, motion means a continuous change in the location of a body. Change in

motion is the result of applied force. Motion is typically described in terms of velocity,

acceleration, displacement, and time. An object's momentum is directly related to the object's

mass and velocity, and is conserved within a system, as described by the law of conservation of

momentum.

Everything in the universe is moving. As there is no absolute reference system, absolute motion

cannot be determined and only motion relative to a point of reference can be determined; this is

emphasised by the term relative motion.

Form: The form or shape (OE. sceap Eng. created thing) of an object located in some space

refers to the part of space occupied by the object as determined by its external boundary

abstracting from other aspects the object may have such as its colour, content, or the substance of

which it is composed, as well as from the object's position and orientation in space, and its size.

Simple two-dimensional shapes can be described by basic geometry such as points, line, curves,

plane, and so on. Shapes that occur in the physical world are often quite complex; they may be

arbitrarily curved as studied by differential geometry, or fractal, as for plants or coastlines).

Key Points:

12. Physics of color

Electromagnetic radiation is a mixture of radiation of different wavelengths and intensities.

When this radiation has a wavelength inside the human visibility range (approximately from 380

nm to 740 nm), it is known as light within the (human) visible spectrum. The light's spectrum

records each wavelength's intensity. The full spectrum of the incoming radiation from an object
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determines the visual appearance of that object, including its perceived colour. As we will see,

there are many more spectra than colour sensations; in fact one may formally define a colour to

be the whole class of spectra which give rise to the same colour sensation, although any such

definition would vary widely among different species and also somewhat among individuals

intraspecifically.

A surface that diffusely reflects all wavelengths equally is perceived as white, while a dull black

surface absorbs all wavelengths and does not reflect (for mirror reflection this is different: a

proper mirror also reflects all wavelengths equally, but is not perceived as white, while shiny

black objects do reflect).

The familiar colours of the rainbow in the spectrumnamed from the Latin word for appearance or

apparition by Isaac Newton in 1671contains all those colours that consist of visible light of a

single wavelength only, the pure spectral or monochromatic colours.

The frequencies are approximations and given in terahertz (THz). The wavelengths, valid in

vacuum, are given in nanometers (nm). A list of other objects of similar size is available.

colour wavelength interval frequency interval

red ~ 625-740 nm ~ 480-405 THz

orange ~ 590-625 nm ~ 510-480 THz

yellow ~ 565-590 nm ~ 530-510 THz

green ~ 500-565 nm ~ 600-530 THz

cyan ~ 485-500 nm ~ 620-600 THz

blue ~ 440-485 nm ~ 680-620 THz

violet ~ 380-440 nm ~ 790-680 THz
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Continuous optical spectrum

Designed for monitors with gamma 1.5.

Computer "spectrum"

The bars below show the relative intensities of the three

colours mixed to make the colour immediately above.

[Fig 1: The colours of the visible light spectrum.]

Colour /nm /1014 Hz /104 cm-1 /eV /kJ mol-1

Infrared >1000 <3.00 <1.00 <1.24 <120

Red 700 4.28 1.43 1.77 171

Orange 620 4.84 1.61 2.00 193

Yellow 580 5.17 1.72 2.14 206

Green 530 5.66 1.89 2.34 226

Blue 470 6.38 2.13 2.64 254

Violet 420 7.14 2.38 2.95 285

Near ultraviolet 300 10.0 3.33 4.15 400

Far ultraviolet <200 >15.0 >5.00 >6.20 >598

[Fig 2: Colour, frequency, and energy of light.]
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13. Colour vision

Though the exact status of colour is a matter of current philosophical dispute, colour is arguably

a psychophysical phenomenon that exists only in our minds. (See Qualia, for some of that

dispute.) A "red" apple does not give off "red light", and it is misleading to think of things that

we see, or of light itself, as objectively coloured at all. Rather, the apple simply absorbs light of

various wavelengths shining on it to different degrees, in such a way that the unabsorbed light

which it reflects is perceived as red. An apple is perceived to be red only because normal human

colour vision perceives light with different mixes of wavelengths differentlyand we have

language to describe that difference.

In 1931, an international group of experts called the Commission Internationale d'Eclairage

(CIE) developed a mathematical colour model. The premise used by the CIE is that colour is the

combination of three things: a light source, an object, and an observer. The CIE tightly controlled

each of these variables in an experiment that produced the measurements for the system.

Although Aristotle and other ancient scientists speculated on the nature of light and colour

vision, it was not until Newton that light was correctly identified as the source of the colour

sensation. Goethe studied the theory of colours, and in 1801 Thomas Young proposed his

trichromatic theory which was later refined by Hermann von Helmholtz. That theory was

confirmed in the 1960s and will be described below.

The retina of the human eye contains three different types of colour receptor cells, or cones. One

type, relatively distinct from the other two, is most responsive to light that we perceive as violet,

with wavelengths around 420 nm (cones of this type are sometimes called short-wavelength

cones, S cones, or, most commonly but quite misleadingly, blue cones). The other two types are

closely related genetically, chemically and in response. Each type is most responsive to light that

we perceive as green or greenish. One of these types (sometimes called long-wavelength cones,

L cones, or, misleadingly, red cones) is most sensitive to light we perceive as yellowish-green,

with wavelengths around 564 nm; the other type (sometimes called middle-wavelength cones, M

cones, or misleadingly green cones) is most sensitive to light perceived as green, with
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wavelengths around 534 nm. The term "red cones" for the long-wavelength cones is deprecated

as this type is actually maximally responsive to light we perceive as greenish, albeit longer

wavelength light than that which maximally excites the mid-wavelength/"green" cones.

The sensitivity curves of the cones are roughly bell-shaped, and overlap considerably. The

incoming signal spectrum is thus reduced by the eye to three values, sometimes called tristimulus

values, representing the intensity of the response of each of the cone types.

Because of the overlap between the sensitivity ranges, some combinations of responses in the

three types of cone are impossible no matter what light stimulation is used. For example, it is not

possible to stimulate only the mid-wavelength/"green" cones: the other cones must be stimulated

to some degree at the same time, even if light of some single wavelength is used (including that

to which the target cones are maximally sensitive). The set of all possible tristimulus values

determines the human colour space. It has been estimated that humans can distinguish roughly

10 million different colours, although the identification of a specific colour is highly subjective,

since even the two eyes of a single individual perceive colours slightly differently. This is

discussed in more detail below.

The rod system (which vision in very low light relies on exclusively) does not by itself sense

differences in wavelength; therefore it is not normally implicated in colour vision. But

experiments have conclusively shown that in certain marginal conditions a combination of rod

stimulation and cone stimulation can result in colour discriminations not based on the

mechanisms described above.

While the mechanisms of colour vision at the level of the cones in the retina are well described in

terms of tristimulus values (see above), colour processing and perception above that base level

are organized differently. A dominant theory of the higher neural mechanisms of colour vision

proposes three opponent processes, or opponent channels, constructed out of the raw input from

the cones: a red-green channel, a blue-yellow channel, and a black-white ("luminance") channel.

This theory tries to account for the structure of our subjective colour experience (see discussion

below). Blue and yellow are considered complementary colours, or opposites: you could not

experience a bluish yellow (or a greenish red), any more than you could experience a dark

brightness or a hot coldness. The four "polar" colours proposed as extremes in the two opponent
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processes other than black-white have some natural claim to being called primary colours. This

is in competition with various sets of three primary colours proposed as "generators" of all

normal human colour experience (see below).

2.1 Clinical issues

If one or more types of a person's colour-sensing cones are missing or less responsive

than normal to incoming light, that person has a smaller or skewed colour space and is

said to be colour deficient. Another term frequently used is colour blind, although this

can be misleading; only a small fraction of colour deficient individuals actually see

completely in black and white, and most simply have anomalous colour perception. Some

kinds of colour deficiency are caused by anomalies in the number or nature of cones of

the various types, as just described. Others (like central or cortical achromatopsia) are

caused by neural anomalies in those parts of the brain where visual processing takes

place.

Some animals may have more than three different types of colour receptor (most

marsupials, birds, reptiles, and fish; see tetrachromat, below) or fewer (most mammals;

these are called dichromats and monochromats). Humans and other old-world primates

are actually rather unusual in possessing three kinds of receptors.

An unusual and elusive neurological condition sometimes affecting colour perception is

synaesthesia.

2.2 Tetrachromat

A normal human is a trichromat (from Greek: tri=three, chroma=colour). In theory it may

be possible for a person to have four, rather than three, distinct types of cone cell. If these

four types are sufficiently distinct in spectral sensitivity and the neural processing of the

input from the four types is developed, a person may be a tetrachromat (tetra=four). Such

a person might have an extra and slightly different copy of either the medium- or long-

wave cones. It is not clear whether such people exist or that the human brain could

actually process the information from such an extra cone type separately from the

standard three. However, strong evidence suggests that such people do exist, they are all

female by genetic imperative, and their brains gladly adapt to use the additional

information. For many species, tetrachromacy is the normal case, although the cone cells
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of animal tetrachromats have a very different (more evenly-spaced) spectral sensitivity

distribution than those of possible human tetrachromats.

14. Spectral colors

The familiar colors of the rainbow in the spectrum named using the Latin word for appearance or

apparition by Isaac Newton in 1671 include all those colors that can be produced by visible light

of a single wavelength only, the pure spectral or monochromatic colors. The table at right shows

approximate frequencies (in terahertz) and wavelengths (in nanometers) for various pure spectral

colors. The wavelengths are measured in vacuum.

The color table should not be interpreted as a definitive list the pure spectral colors form a

continuous spectrum, and how it is divided into distinct colors is a matter of culture, taste, and

language. A common list identifies six main bands: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet.

Newton's conception included a seventh color, indigo, between blue and violet but most people

do not distinguish it, and most color scientists do not recognize it as a separate color; it is

sometimes designated as wavelengths of 420440 nm.

The intensity of a spectral color may alter its perception considerably; for example, a low-

intensity orange-yellow is brown, and a low-intensity yellow-green is olive-green.

As discussed in the section on color vision, a light source need not actually be of one single

wavelength to be perceived as a pure spectral color.

15. Color of objects

The upper disk and the lower disk have exactly the same objective color, and are in identical

gray surrounds; based on context differences, humans perceive the squares as having different

reflectances, and may interpret the colors as different color categories.
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The upper disk and the lower disk have exactly the same objective color, and are in identical

gray surrounds; based on context differences, humans perceive the squares as having different

reflectances, and may interpret the colors as different color categories

The color of an object depends on both the physics of the object in its environment and the

characteristics of the perceiving eye and brain. Physically, objects can be said to have the color

of the light leaving their surfaces, which normally depends on the spectrum of that light and of

the incident illumination, as well as potentially on the angles of illumination and viewing. Some

objects not only reflect light, but also transmit light or emit light themselves , which contribute to

the color also. And a viewer's perception of the object's color depends not only on the spectrum

of the light leaving its surface, but also on a host of contextual cues, so that the color tends to be

perceived as relatively constant: that is, relatively independent of the lighting spectrum, viewing

angle, etc. This effect is known as color constancy.

Some generalizations of the physics can be drawn, neglecting perceptual effects for now:

 Light arriving at an opaque surface is either reflected "specularly" (that is, in the manner of a

mirror), scattered (that is, reflected with diffuse scattering), or absorbed or some combination of

these.

 Opaque objects that do not reflect specularly (which tend to have rough surfaces) have their

color determined by which wavelengths of light they scatter more and which they scatter less

(with the light that is not scattered being absorbed). If objects scatter all wavelengths, they

appear white. If they absorb all wavelengths, they appear black.

 Opaque objects that specularly reflect light of different wavelengths with different efficiencies

look like mirrors tinted with colors determined by those differences. An object that reflects some

fraction of impinging light and absorbs the rest may look black but also be faintly reflective;

examples are black objects coated with layers of enamel or lacquer.

 Objects that transmit light are either translucent (scattering the transmitted light) or transparent

(not scattering the transmitted light). If they also absorb (or reflect) light of varying wavelengths
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differentially, they appear tinted with a color determined by the nature of that absorption (or that

reflectance).

 Objects may emit light that they generate themselves, rather than merely reflecting or

transmitting light. They may do so because of their elevated temperature (they are then said to be

incandescent), as a result of certain chemical reactions (a phenomenon called

chemoluminescence), or for other reasons

 Objects may absorb light and then as a consequence emit light that has different properties. They

are then called fluorescent (if light is emitted only while light is absorbed) or phosphorescent (if

light is emitted even after light ceases to be absorbed; this term is also sometimes loosely applied

to light emitted due to chemical reactions).

16. Color perception

Development of theories of color vision

Although Aristotle and other ancient scientists had already written on the nature of light

and color vision, it was not until Newton that light was identified as the source of the

color sensation. In 1810, Goethe published his comprehensive Theory of Colors. In 1801

Thomas Young proposed his trichromatic theory, based on the observation that any color

could be matched with a combination of three lights. This theory was later refined by

James Clerk Maxwell and Hermann von Helmholtz. As Helmholtz puts it, "the principles

of Newton's law of mixture were experimentally confirmed by Maxwell in 1856. Young's

theory of color sensations, like so much else that this marvellous investigator achieved in

advance of his time, remained unnoticed until Maxwell directed attention to it."

At the same time as Helmholtz, Ewald Hering developed the opponent process theory of

color, noting that color blindness and afterimages typically come in opponent pairs (red-
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green, blue-yellow, and black-white). Ultimately these two theories were synthesized in

1957 by Hurvich and Jameson, who showed that retinal processing corresponds to the

trichromatic theory, while processing at the level of the lateral geniculate nucleus

corresponds to the opponent theory.

In 1931, an international group of experts known as the Commission Internationale

d'Eclairage (CIE) developed a mathematical color model, which mapped out the space of

observable colors and assigned a set of three numbers to each.

5.2 Color in the eye

The ability of the human eye to distinguish colors is based upon the varying sensitivity of

different cells in the retina to light of different wavelengths. The retina contains three

types of color receptor cells, or cones. One type, relatively distinct from the other two, is

most responsive to light that we perceive as violet, with wavelengths around 420 nm.

(Cones of this type are sometimes called short-wavelength cones, S cones, or,

misleadingly, blue cones.) The other two types are closely related genetically and

chemically. One of them (sometimes called long-wavelength cones, L cones, or,

misleadingly, red cones) is most sensitive to light we perceive as yellowish-green, with

wavelengths around 564 nm; the other type (sometimes called middle-wavelength cones,

M cones, or, misleadingly, green cones) is most sensitive to light perceived as green, with

wavelengths around 534 nm.

Light, no matter how complex its composition of wavelengths, is reduced to three color

components by the eye. For each location in the visual field, the three types of cones

yield three signals based on the extent to which each is stimulated. These values are

sometimes called tristimulus values.
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The response curve as a function of wavelength for each type of cone is illustrated above.

Because the curves overlap, some tristimulus values do not occur for any incoming light

combination. For example, it is not possible to stimulate only the mid-

wavelength/"green" cones; the other cones will inevitably be stimulated to some degree at

the same time. The set of all possible tristimulus values determines the human color

space. It has been estimated that humans can distinguish roughly 10 million different

colors.

The other type of light-sensitive cell in the eye, the rod, has a different response curve. In

normal situations, when light is bright enough to strongly stimulate the cones, rods play

virtually no role in vision at all. On the other hand, in dim light, the cones are

understimulated leaving only the signal from the rods, resulting in a colorless response.

(Furthermore, the rods are barely sensitive to light in the "red" range.) In certain

conditions of intermediate illumination, the rod response and a weak cone response can

together result in color discriminations not accounted for by cone responses alone.

5.3 Color in the brain

The visual dorsal stream (green) and ventral stream (purple) are shown. The ventral

stream is responsible for color perception.

The visual dorsal stream (green) and ventral stream (purple) are shown. The ventral

stream is responsible for color perception.

While the mechanisms of color vision at the level of the retina are well-described in

terms of tristimulus values, color processing after that point is organized differently. A

dominant theory of color vision proposes that color information is transmitted out of the

eye by three opponent processes, or opponent channels, each constructed from the raw
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output of the cones: a red-green channel, a blue-yellow channel and a black-white

"luminance" channel. This theory has been supported by neurobiology, and accounts for

the structure of our subjective color experience. Specifically, it explains why we cannot

perceive a "reddish green" or "yellowish blue," and it predicts the color wheel: it is the

collection of colors for which at least one of the two color channels measures a value at

one of its extremes.

The exact nature of color perception beyond the processing already described, and indeed

the status of color as a feature of the perceived world or rather as a feature of our

perception of the world, is a matter of complex and continuing philosophical dispute.

17. Nonstandard color perception

6.1 Color deficiency

If one or more types of a person's color-sensing cones are missing or less responsive than

normal to incoming light, that person can distinguish fewer colors and is said to be color

deficient or color blind (though this latter term can be misleading; almost all color

deficient individuals can distinguish at least some colors). Some kinds of color deficiency

are caused by anomalies in the number or nature of cones in the retina. Others (like

central or cortical achromatopsia) are caused by neural anomalies in those parts of the

brain where visual processing takes place.

6.2 Tetrachromacy

While most humans are trichromatic (having three types of color receptors), many

animals, known as tetrachromats, have four types. These include some species of spiders,
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most marsupials, birds, reptiles, and many species of fish. Other species are sensitive to

only two axes of color or do not perceive color at all; these are called dichromats and

monochromats respectively. A distinction is made between retinal tetrachromacy (having

four pigments in cone cells in the retina, compared to three in trichromats) and functional

tetrachromacy (having the ability to make enhanced color discriminations based on that

retinal difference). As many as half of all women, but only a small percentage of men, are

retinal tetrachromats The phenomenon arises when an individual receives two slightly

different copies of the gene for either the medium- or long-wavelength cones, which are

carried on the x-chromosome, accounting for the differences between genders. For some

of these retinal tetrachromats, color discriminations are enhanced, making them

functional tetrachromats

6.3 Synesthesia

In certain forms of synesthesia, perceiving letters and numbers (graphemecolor

synesthesia) or hearing musical sounds (musiccolor synesthesia) will lead to the unusual

additional experiences of seeing colors. Behavioral and functional neuroimaging

experiments have demonstrated that these color experiences lead to changes in behavioral

tasks and lead to increased activation of brain regions involved in color perception, thus

demonstrating their reality, and similarity to real color percepts, albeit evoked through a

non-standard route.

6.4 Afterimages

After exposure to strong light in their sensitivity range, photoreceptors of a given type

become desensitized. For a few seconds after the light ceases, they will continue to signal

less strongly than they otherwise would. Colors observed during that period will appear

to lack the color component detected by the desensitized photoreceptors. This effect is

responsible for the phenomenon of afterimages, in which the eye may continue to see a

bright figure after looking away from it, but in a complementary color.
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18. Color constancy

There is an interesting phenomenon which occurs when an artist uses a limited color palette: the

eye tends to compensate by seeing any grey or neutral color as the color which is missing from

the color wheel. E.g., in a limited palette consisting of red, yellow, black and white, a mixture of

yellow and black will appear as a variety of green, a mixture of red and black will appear as a

variety of purple, and pure grey will appear bluish.

The trichromatric theory discussed above is strictly true only if the whole scene seen by the eye

is of one and the same color, which of course is unrealistic. In reality, the brain compares the

various colors in a scene, in order to eliminate the effects of the illumination. If a scene is

illuminated with one light, and then with another, as long as the difference between the light

sources stays within a reasonable range, the colors of the scene will nevertheless appear constant

to us. This was studied by Edwin Land in the 1970s and led to his retinex theory of color

constancy.

19. Color naming

Colors vary in several different ways, including hue (red vs. orange vs. blue), saturation,

brightness, and gloss. Some color words are derived from the name of an object of that color,

such as "orange" or "salmon", while others are abstract, like "red".

Different cultures have different terms for colors, and may also assign some color names to

slightly different parts of the spectrum: for instance, the Chinese character青 (rendered as qīng

in Mandarin and ao in Japanese) has a meaning that covers both blue and green; blue and green

are traditionally considered shades of "青."
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20. Monocular cues pf Depth

 Motion parallax - When an observer moves, the apparent relative motion of several stationary

objects against a background gives hints about their relative distance. This effect can be seen

clearly when driving in a car nearby things pass quickly, while far off objects appear stationary.

Some animals that lack binocular vision due to wide placement of the eyes employ parallax more

explicitly than humans for depth cueing (e.g. some types of birds, which bob their heads to

achieve motion parallax, and squirrels, which move in lines orthogonal to an object of interest to

do the same).

 Depth from motion - A form of depth from motion, kinetic depth perception, is determined by

dynamically changing object size. As objects in motion become smaller, they appear to recede

into the distance or move farther away; objects in motion that appear to be getting larger seem to

be coming closer. This a form of kinetic depth perception. Using kinetic depth perception

enables the brain to calculate time to crash distance (TTC) at a particular velocity. When driving,

we are constantly judging the dynamically changing headway (TTC) by kinetic depth perception.

 Color vision - Correct interpretation of color, and especially lighting cues, allows the beholder to

determine the shape of objects, and thus their arrangement in space. The color of distant objects

is also shifted towards the blue end of the spectrum. (e.g. distant mountains.) Painters, notably

Cezanne, employ "warm" pigments (red, yellow and orange) to bring features forward towards

the viewer, and "cool" ones (blue, violet, and blue-green) to indicate the part of a form that

curves away from the picture plane.

 Perspective - The property of parallel lines converging at infinity allows us to reconstruct the

relative distance of two parts of an object, or of landscape features.

 Relative size - An automobile that is close to us looks larger than one that is far away; our visual

system exploits the relative size of similar (or familiar) objects to judge distance.

 Aerial perspective - Due to light scattering by the atmosphere, objects that are a great distance

away have lower luminance contrast and lower color saturation. In computer graphics, this is

called "distance fog". The foreground has high contrast; the background has low contrast.

Objects differing only in their contrast with a background appear to be at different depths.

 Depth from Focus - The lens of the eye can change its shape to bring objects at different

distances into focus. Knowing at what distance the lens is focused when viewing an object means

knowing the approximate distance to that object.
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 Occlusion (also referred to as interposition) - Occlusion (blocking the sight) of objects by others

is also a clue which provides information about relative distance. However, this information only

allows the observer to create a "ranking" of relative nearness.

 Peripheral vision - At the outer extremes of the visual field, parallel lines become curved, as in a

photo taken through a fish-eye lens. This effect, although it's usually eliminated from both art

and photos by the cropping or framing of a picture, greatly enhances the viewer's sense of being

positioned within a real, three dimensional space. (Classical perspective has no use for this so-

called "distortion", although in fact the "distortions" strictly obey optical laws and provide

perfectly valid visual information, just as classical perspective does for the part of the field of

vision that falls within its frame.)

 Texture gradient - Suppose you are standing on a gravel road. The gravel near you can be clearly

seen in terms of shape, size and colour. As your vision shifts towards the distant road the texture

cannot be clearly differentiated.

21. Binocular and oculomotor cues

 Stereopsis or Retinal disparity - Animals that have their eyes placed frontally can also use

information derived from the different projection of objects onto each retina to judge depth. By

using two images of the same scene obtained from slightly different angles, it is possible to

triangulate the distance to an object with a high degree of accuracy. If an object is far away, the

disparity of that image falling on both retinas will be small. If the object is close or near, the

disparity will be large. It is stereopsis that tricks people into thinking they perceive depth when

viewing Magic Eyes, Autostereograms, 3D movies and stereoscopic photos.

 Accommodation - This is an oculomotor cue for depth perception. When we try to focus on far

away objects, the ciliary muscles stretches the eye lens, making it thinner. The kinesthetic

sensations of the contracting and relaxing ciliary muscles (intraocular muscles) is sent to the

visual cortex where it is used for interpreting distance/depth.

 Convergence - This is also an oculomotor cue for distance/depth perception. By virtue of

stereopsis the two eye balls focus on the same object. In doing so they converge. The

convergence will stretch the extraocular muscles. Kinesthetic sensations from these extraocular

muscles also help in depth/distance perception. The angle of convergence is larger when the eye

is fixating on far away objects.
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Of these various cues, only convergence, focus and familiar size provide absolute distance

information. All other cues are relative (ie, they can only be used to tell which objects are closer

relative to others). Stereopsis is merely relative because a greater or lesser disparity for nearby

objects could either mean that those objects differ more or less substantially in relative depth or

that the foveated object is nearer or further away (the further away a scene is, the smaller is the

retinal disparity indicating the same depth difference).

Binocular cues can be directly perceived far more easily and eloquently than they can be

described in words. Try looking around at the room you're in with just one eye open. Then look

with just the other eye; the difference you notice will probably be negligible. After that, open

both eyes, and see what happens.

22. Depth perception in art

Photographs capturing perspective are two-dimensional images that often illustrate the illusion of

depth. (This differs from a painting, which may use the physical matter of the paint to create a

real presence of convex forms and spacial depth.) Stereoscopes and Viewmasters, as well as 3-D

movies, employ binocular vision by forcing the viewer to see two images created from slightly

different positions (points of view). By contrast, a telephoto lens used in televised sports, for

example, to zero in on members of a stadium audience has the opposite effect. The viewer sees

the size and detail of the scene as if it were close enough to touch, but the camera's perspective is

still derived from its actual position a hundred meters away, so background faces and objects

appear about the same size as those in the foreground.

Trained artists are keenly aware of the various methods for indicating spacial depth (color

shading, distance fog, perspective and relative size), and take advantage of them to make their

works appear "real". The viewer feels it would be possible to reach in and grab the nose of a
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Rembrandt portrait or an apple in a Cezanne still life or step inside a landscape and walk around

among its trees and rocks.

Cubism was based on the idea of incorporating multiple points of view in a painted image, as if

to simulate the visual experience of being physically in the presence of the subject, and seeing it

from different angles. The radical "High Cubist" experiments of Braque and Picasso circa 1909

are interesting but more bizarre than convincing in visual terms. Slightly later paintings by their

followers, such as Robert Delaunay's views of the Eiffel Tower, or John Marin's Manhattan

cityscapes, borrow the explosive angularity of Cubism to exaggerate the traditional illusion of

three-dimensional space. A century after the Cubist adventure, the verdict of art history is that

the most subtle and successful use of multiple points of view can be found in the pioneering late

work of Cezanne, which both anticipated and inspired the first actual Cubists. Cezanne's

landscapes and still lifes powerfully suggest the artist's own highly-developed depth perception.

At the same time, like the other Post-Impressionists, Cezanne had learned from Japanese prints

the significance of respecting the flat (two-dimensional) rectangle of the picture itself; Hokusai

and Hiroshige ignored or even reversed linear perspective and thereby remind the viewer that a

the picture can only be "true" when it acknowledges the truth of its own flat surface. By contrast,

European "academic" painting was devoted to a sort of Big Lie that the surface of the canvas is

only an enchanted doorway to a "real" scene unfolding beyond, and that the artist's main task is

to distract the viewer from any disenchanting awareness of the presence of the painted canvas.

Cubism, and indeed most of modern art is a struggle to confront, if not resolve, the paradox of

suggesting spacial depth on a flat surface, and explore that inherent contradiction through

innovative ways of seeing, as well as new methods of drawing and painting.

11.1 Disorders affecting depth perception

o Ocular conditions such as amblyopia, optic nerve hypoplasia, and strabismus may reduce the

perception of depth.

o Since (by definition), binocular depth perception requires two functioning eyes, a person with

only one functioning eye has none.
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It is typically felt that Depth perception must be learned in infancy using an unconscious

inference.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:

The Sensual And Perceptual Theories Of Visual Communication

Visual Persuasion In Advertising, Public Relations, And Journalism

Images That Injure: Pictorial Stereotypes In The Media

Typography

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Syntax

 Syntactic Theory

 Modern theories

 Generative grammar

 Categorial grammar

Definition/Overview:

Visual communication: Visual communication as the name suggests is communication through

visual aid. It is the conveyance of ideas and information in forms that can be read or looked

upon. Primarily associated with two dimensional images, it includes: art, signs, typography,

drawing, graphic design, illustration, colour and electronic resources. It solely relies on vision. It
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is form of communication with visual effect. It explores the idea that a visual message with text

has a greater power to inform, educate or persuade a person. It is communication by presenting

information through Visual form. There exists a variety of ways to present information visually,

like gestures, body languages, video and TV. Here, focus is on the presentation of text, pictures,

diagrams, photos, et cetera, integrated on a computer display. The term visual presentation is

used to refer to the actual presentation of information. Recent research in the field has focused on

web design and graphically oriented usability. Graphic designers use methods of visual

communication in their professional practice.

Visual communication on the World Wide Web is perhaps the most important form of

communication taking place when users are surfing the Internet. When experiencing the web,

one uses the eyes as the primary sense and therefore the visual dsplay of a website is important

for the users understanding of the communication taking place.

Key Points:

1. Syntax

In linguistics, syntax (from Ancient Greek συν- syn-, "together", and τάξις txis, "arrangement")

is the study of the principles and rules for constructing sentences in natural languages. In

addition to referring to the discipline, the term syntax is also used to refer directly to the rules

and principles that govern the sentence structure of any individual language, as in "the syntax of

Modern Irish". Modern research in syntax attempts to describe languages in terms of such rules.

Many professionals in this discipline attempt to find general rules that apply to all natural

languages. The term syntax is also sometimes used to refer to the rules governing the behavior of

mathematical systems, such as logic, artificial formal languages, and computer programming

languages.
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2. Syntactic Theory

Works on grammar were being written long before modern syntax came about; the Aṣṭādhyāyī of

Pāṇini is often cited as an example of a pre-modern work that approaches the sophistication of a

modern syntactic theory. In the West, the school of thought that came to be known as "traditional

grammar" began with the work of Dionysius Thrax.

For centuries, work in syntax was dominated by a framework known as grammaire gnrale, first

expounded in 1660 by Antoine Arnauld in a book of the same title. This system took as its basic

premise the assumption that language is a direct reflection of thought processes and therefore

there is a single, most natural way to express a thought. That way, coincidentally, was exactly the

way it was expressed in French.

However, in the 19th century, with the development of historical-comparative linguistics,

linguists began to realize the sheer diversity of human language, and to question fundamental

assumptions about the relationship between language and logic. It became apparent that there

was no such thing as a most natural way to express a thought, and therefore logic could no longer

be relied upon as a basis for studying the structure of language.

The Port-Royal grammar modeled the study of syntax upon that of logic (indeed, large parts of

the Port-Royal Logic were copied or adapted from the Grammaire gnrale Syntactic categories

were identified with logical ones, and all sentences were analyzed in terms of "Subject Copula

Predicate". Initially, this view was adopted even by the early comparative linguists such as Franz

Bopp.

The central role of syntax within theoretical linguistics became clear only in the 20th century,

which could reasonably be called the "century of syntactic theory" as far as linguistics is

concerned. For a detailed and critical survey of the history of syntax in the last two centuries
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3. Modern theories

There are a number of theoretical approaches to the discipline of syntax. Many linguists (e.g.

Noam Chomsky) see syntax as a branch of biology, since they conceive of syntax as the study of

linguistic knowledge as embodied in the human mind. Others (e.g. Gerald Gazdar) take a more

Platonistic view, since they regard syntax to be the study of an abstract formal system. Yet others

(e.g. Joseph Greenberg) consider grammar a taxonomical device to reach broad generalizations

across languages. Some of the major approaches to the discipline are listed below.

4. Generative grammar

The hypothesis of generative grammar is that language is a structure of the human mind. The

goal of generative grammar is to make a complete model of this inner language (known as i-

language). This model could be used to describe all human language and to predict the

grammaticality of any given utterance (that is, to predict whether the utterance would sound

correct to native speakers of the language). This approach to language was pioneered by Noam

Chomsky. Most generative theories (although not all of them) assume that syntax is based upon

the constituent structure of sentences. Generative grammars are among the theories that focus

primarily on the form of a sentence, rather than its communicative function.

Among the many generative theories of linguistics are:

 Transformational Grammar (TG) (now largely out of date)

 Government and binding theory (GB) (common in the late 1970s and 1980s)

 Minimalism (MP) (the most recent Chomskyan version of generative grammar)

Other theories that find their origin in the generative paradigm are:

 Generative semantics (now largely out of date)

 Relational grammar (RG) (now largely out of date)
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 Arc Pair grammar

 Generalized phrase structure grammar (GPSG; now largely out of date)

 Head-driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG)

 Lexical-functional grammar (LFG)

5. Categorial grammar

Categorial grammar is an approach that attributes the syntactic structure not to rules of grammar,

but to the properties of the syntactic categories themselves. For example, rather than asserting

that sentences are constructed by a rule that combines a noun phrase (NP) and a verb phrase (VP)

(e.g. the phrase structure rule S → NP VP), in categorial grammar, such principles are embedded

in the category of the head word itself. So the syntactic category for an intransitive verb is a

complex formula representing the fact that the verb acts as a functor which requires an NP as an

input and produces a sentence level structure as an output. This complex category is notated as

(NP\S) instead of V. NP\S is read as " a category that searches to the left (indicated by \) for a

NP (the element on the left) and outputs a sentence (the element on the right)". The category of

transitive verb is defined as an element that requires two NPs (its subject and its direct object) to

form a sentence. This is notated as (NP/(NP\S)) which means "a category that searches to the

right (indicated by /) for an NP (the object), and generates a function (equivalent to the VP)

which is (NP\S), which in turn represents a function that searches to the left for an NP and

produces a sentence).

Perceptual control theory

Perceptual control theory (PCT) is a psychological theory of animal and Human behavior

originated by maverick scientist William T. Powers. In contrast with other theories of

psychology and behavior, which assume that behavior is a function of perception that perceptual

inputs determine or cause behavior PCT postulates that an organism's behavior is a means of

controlling its perceptions. In contrast with engineering control theory, the reference variable for

each negative feedback control loop in a control hierarchy is set from within the system (the
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organism), rather than by an external agent changing the setpoint of the controller. PCT also

applies to nonliving autonomic systems.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Media

 Covert advertising

 Television commercials

 Newer media and advertising approaches

 Measuring the impact of mass advertising

 Methods, tools and tactics

Definition/Overview:

Persuasion in Advertising: Persuasion technology is technology which can be used for

presenting or promoting a point of view. Any technology designed and deployed for those

purposes can be considered a persuasion technology. Such aids are regularly used in sales,

diplomacy, politics, religion, military training and management, and may potentially be used in

any area of human interaction. Persuasion technology is related but not identical to "persuasive

technology", which focuses on the use of computers to change attitudes and behaviors.

Generally, persuasion technology is used to augment a human face-to-face or voice interaction,

particularly in a selling or other situation where the persuader or 'seller' seeks to gain an edge on

the recruit or 'buyer'. In this general sense, 'sellers' can be those promoting any particular idea,
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and 'buyers' anyone they attempt to recruit. Political or religious views can be (and often are)

promoted using the same general methods and technologies.

Persuasion in Public relations: Public relations (PR) is the practice of managing the flow of

information between an organization and its publics.1 PR aims to gain an organization or

individual positive exposure to their key stakeholders. Common activities include speaking at

conferences, winning industry awards, working with the press and employee communications.

Persuasion Journalism: Journalism is a style of writing or communicating, formally employed

by publications and broadcasters, for the benefit of a particular community of people. The writer

or journalist is expected to take the help of facts in describing events, ideas, or issues that are

relevant to the public. Journalists (also known as news analysts, reporters, and correspondents)

gather information, and broadcast it so we remain informed about local, state, national, and

international events. They can also present their points of view on current issues and report on

the actions of the government, public officials, corporate executives, interest groups, media

houses, and those who hold social power or authority.

In journalism, a story refers to a single article, news item or feature. A story is usually relevant to

a single event, issue, theme, or profile of a person. Stories are usually inspired through news pegs

(the central premise of the story). Correspondents report on news occurring in the main, locally,

from their own country, or from foreign cities where they are stationed.
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Key Points:

1. Media

Commercial advertising media can include wall paintings, billboards, street furniture

components, printed flyers and rack cards, radio, cinema and television ads, web banners, mobile

telephone screens, shopping carts, web popups, skywriting, bus stop benches, human directional,

magazines, newspapers, town criers, sides of buses or airplanes ("logojets"), taxicab doors, roof

mounts and passenger screens, musical stage shows, subway platforms and trains, elastic bands

on disposable diapers, stickers on apples in supermarkets, shopping cart handles, the opening

section of streaming audio and video, posters, and the backs of event tickets and supermarket

receipts. Any place an "identified" sponsor pays to deliver their message through a medium is

advertising.

Another way to measure advertising effectiveness is known as ad tracking. This advertising

research methodology measures shifts in target market perceptions about the brand and product

or service. These shifts in perception are plotted against the consumers levels of exposure to the

companys advertisements and promotions.The purpose of Ad Tracking is generally to provide a

measure of the combined effect of the media weight or spending level, the effectiveness of the

media buy or targeting, and the quality of the advertising executions or creative. Ad Tracking

Article

1.1 Print

In a print publication, the first phase of presenting a story finds the reporter involved in

investigation, observation of events, and interviews with people. Reporters take notes and

also take photographs or shoot videos, either on their own, or through a photographer or

camera person. In the second phase, they organize the material, determine the focus or

emphasis (identify the peg), and finally write their stories. The story is then edited by

news or copy-editors, who function from the news desk. The headline of the story is

always decided by the news desk, and practically never by the reporter or the writer of
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the piece. Often, the news desk also heavily re-writes or changes the style and tone of the

first draft prepared by the original writer or reporter. Finally, a collection of stories that

have been picked for the newspaper or magazine edition, are layed out on dummy (trial)

pages, and after the chief editor has approved the content, style and language in the

material, it is sent for publishing. The writer is given a byline for the piece that is

published; his or her name appears alongside the article. This process takes place

according to the frequency of the publication. News can be published in a variety of

formats (broadsheet, tabloid, magazine and periodical publications) as well as periods

(daily, weekly, biweekly, fortnightly or monthly).

1.2 Television

In a broadcast setup (television), journalists or reporters are also involved with editing the

video material that has been shot alongside their research, and in working on the visual

narrative of the story. Broadcast journalists often make an appearance in the news story at

the beginning or end of the video clip.

In television or broadcast journalism, news analysts (also called news-casters or news

anchors) examine, interpret, and broadcast news received from various sources of

information. Anchors present this as news, either videotaped or live, through

transmissions from on-the-scene reporters (news correspondents).

News clips can vary in length; there are some which may be as long as ten minutes,

others that need to fit in all the relevant information and material in two or three minutes.

News channels these days have also begun to host special documentary films that stretch

for much longer durations and are able to explore a news subject or issue in greater detail.
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1.3 Wire services

Wire services are typically news agencies that provide news to publications, broadcasters

and media houses by the minute. They work through technical tie-ups and arrangements

with practically all mainstream news organizations, who pay them for the content that

they provide. The public has no direct access to this content, unless it is carried by a local

newspaper or television channel. Most of these agencies, like Reuters for instance, work

on international, local, and national fronts.

Often, routine news is sourced directly from these agencies, by the news desk. Routine

news is information related to announcements, press conferences, statements made by

government or corporate officals, and any other mundane facts. The news desk recieves

updates from agencies every few minutes. Information related to the outbreak of a

calamity, or important developments concerning national issues is usually obtained from

agencies itself. These news items often go without any reporter's byline, that is, the credit

is given to the newspaper in general, or is attributed to the agency that has broken the

information. If not very impactful, they are carried as small news briefs. On television,

these items are the snippets displayed on the ticker: the rolling text at the bottom of the

screen. Reporters who work for agencies do not usually get any credit for their work, as it

is sent out as an "agency copy". Wire agencies are extremely important to the functioning

of journalism; they are the backbones of most news organisations today, who heavily

depend on them for important, routine content. They provide the material that an

organisation may not be able to cover through its own limited resources alone.

Exclusive stories on the contrary, are the stories or news items that a publication or

channel has obtained through its own resources; it is when a reporter associated with a

particular organisation has found certain information through personal sources, and not

through public announcements or from PR officials. The exclusivity of a story is also

dependent on the condition that no other news channel or publication carries it

simultaneously. Often, a reporter may find an exclusive story, but finds that it has lost its
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exclusivity when his or her source gives out that information to other newspapers and

channels. While routine stories may provide the basic material that is required, exclusive

stories are the ones that form the editorial identity or the voice of the newspaper.

Morning newspapers are obliged to carry both routine and exclusive news; afternoon

editions usually have to go a step further and work hard on follow-ups and their own

exclusive stories. Most afternoon dailies do not carry routine news at all. Their content is

lighter, and is meant to be a second reflection of the day's events. Magazines and

weeklies also focus entirely on features and exclusive stories.

1.4 Internet

The Internet has allowed the formal and informal publication of news stories through

mainstream medial outlets as well as blogs and other self-published news stories.

1.5 Newscasters

Newscasters function at large stations and networks that usually specialise in a particular

type of news, such as sports or weather. Weathercasters, also called weather reporters,

report current and forecasted weather conditions. They gather information from national

satellite weather services, wire services, and local and regional weather bureaus. Some

weathercasters are trained meteorologists and develop their own weather forecasts.

Sportscasters select, write, and deliver sports news. This may include interviews with

sports personalities and coverage of games and other sporting events.

1.6 Article topics and writing

Articles are written about topics that are considered notable by the editors of the

publication, with notability varying depending on the focus and audience of the publisher.
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Large agencies or companies may have reporters that are specialized to discuss specific

topics (a beat); smaller agencies are more likely to have a small number of reporters

covering all areas of interest. Investigative reports may cover lengthy stories that require

days or weeks to gather sufficient information. Articles must be produced to meet a

limited deadline determined by the broadcast or print time of the specific publication and

working hours may vary according to the deadlines set and depending on projects or last-

minute developments may be long or irregular.

2. Covert advertising

Covert advertising is when a product or brand is embedded in entertainment and media. For

example, in a film, the main character can use an item or other of a definite brand, as in the

movie Minority Report, where Tom Cruise's character John Anderton owns a phone with the

Nokia logo clearly written in the top corner, or his watch engraved with the Bulgari logo.

Another example of advertising in film is in I, Robot, where main character played by Will

Smith mentions his Converse shoes several times, calling them "classics," because the film is set

far in the future. I, Robot and Spaceballs also showcase futuristic cars with the Audi and

Mercedes-Benz logos clearly displayed on the front of the vehicles. Cadillac chose to advertise

in the movie The Matrix Reloaded, which as a result contained many scenes in which Cadillac

cars were used. Similarly, product placement for Omega Watches, Ford, Vaio, BMW and Aston-

Martin cars are featured in recent James Bond films, most notably Casino Royale.

3. Television commercials

The TV commercial is generally considered the most effective mass-market advertising format,

as is reflected by the high prices TV networks charge for commercial airtime during popular TV

events. The annual Super Bowl football game in the United States is known as the most

prominent advertising event on television. The average cost of a single thirty-second TV spot

during this game has reached $2.7 million (as of 2007).

The majority of television commercials feature a song or jingle that listeners soon relate to the

product.
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Virtual advertisements may be inserted into regular television programming through computer

graphics. It is typically inserted into otherwise blank backdrops or used to replace local

billboards that are not relevant to the remote broadcast audience. More controversially, virtual

billboards may be inserted into the background where none existing in real-life. Virtual product

placement is also possible.

4. Newer media and advertising approaches

Increasingly, other media are overtaking television because of a shift towards consumer's usage

of the internet as well as devices such as TiVo. Advertising on the World Wide Web is a recent

phenomenon. Prices of Web-based advertising space are dependent on the "relevance" of the

surrounding web content and the traffic that the website receives.

E-mail advertising is another recent phenomenon. Unsolicited bulk E-mail advertising is known

as "spam".

Some companies have proposed to place messages or corporate logos on the side of booster

rockets and the International Space Station. Controversy exists on the effectiveness of subliminal

advertising and the pervasiveness of mass messages

Unpaid advertising (also called word of mouth advertising), can provide good exposure at

minimal cost. Personal recommendations ("bring a friend", "sell it"), spreading buzz, or

achieving the feat of equating a brand with a common noun (in the United States, "Xerox" =

"photocopier", "Kleenex" = tissue, "Vaseline" = petroleum jelly, "Hoover" = vacuum cleaner,

and "Band-Aid" = adhesive bandage) these are the pinnacles of any advertising campaign.

However, some companies oppose the use of their brand name to label an object. Equating a

brand with a common noun also risks turning that brand into a genericized trademark - turning it

into a generic term which means that its legal protection as a trademark is lost.
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As the mobile phone became a new mass media in 1998 when the first paid downloadable

content appeared on mobile phones in Finland, it was only a matter of time until mobile

advertising followed, also first launched in Finland in 2000. By 2007 the value of mobile

advertising had reached 2.2 billion dollars and providers such as Admob delivered billions of

mobile ads.

One type of mobile ad is based on SMS (Short Message Service) text messages. SMS has

become the largest data application on the planet with over 2.4 billion active users. The addition

of a text-back number is gaining prevalence as a www address of yesterday. Used as part of your

companies 'how to contact us' these can be very effective. These can be a (rented) keyword on a

short-code or your own system on a standard number (like Mojio Messenger). The benefit of

SMS text messages is people can respond where they are, right now, stuck in traffic, sitting on

the metro. The use of SMS text messages can also be a great way to get a viral (word-of-mouth)

campaign off the ground to build your own database of prospects. Interstitial advertisement is a

form of advertisement which takes place while a page loads.

More advanced mobile ads include banner ads, coupons, MMS picture and video messages,

advergames and various engagement marketing campaigns. A particular feature driving mobile

ads is the 2D Barcode, which replaces the need to do any typing of web addresses, and uses the

camera feature of modern phones to gain immediate access to web content. 83 percent of

Japanese mobile phone users already are active users of 2D barcodes.

A new form of advertising that is growing rapidly is Social network advertising. It is Online

Advertising with a focus on social networking sites. This is a relatively immature market, but it

has shown a lot of promise as advertisers are able to take advantage of the demographic

information the user has provided to the social networking site.
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From time to time, The CW airs short programming breaks called "Content Wraps," to advertise

one company's product during an entire commercial break. The CW pioneered "content wraps"

and some products featured were Herbal Essences, Crest, Guitar Hero 2, Cover Girl, and recently

Toyota.

5. Measuring the impact of mass advertising

The most common method for measuring the impact of mass media advertising is the use of the

rating point (rp) or the more accurate target rating point (trp). These two measures refer to the

percentage of the universe of the existing base of audience members that can be reached by the

use of each media outlet in a particular moment in time. The difference between the two is that

the rating point refers to the percentage to the entire universe while the target rating point refers

to the percentage of a particular segment or target. This becomes very useful when focusing

advertising efforts on a particular group of people. One of the reasons advertising is successful is

because it can target a particular audience to build awareness of what the advertiser has to offer.

6. Methods, tools and tactics

Public relations and publicity are not synonymous but many PR campaign include provisions for

publicity. Publicity is the spreading of information to gain public awareness for a product,

person, service, cause or organization, and can be seen as a result of effective PR planning.

6.1 Publics targeting

A fundamental technique used in public relations is to identify the target audience, and to

tailor every message to appeal to that audience. It can be a general, nationwide or

worldwide audience, but it is more often a segment of a population. Marketers often refer

to economy-driven "demographics," such as "white males 18-49," but in public relations

an audience is more fluid, being whoever someone wants to reach. For example, recent
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political audiences include "soccer moms" and "NASCAR dads." There is also a

psychographic grouping based on fitness level, eating preferences, "adrenaline

junkies,"etc...

In addition to audiences, there are usually stakeholders, literally people who have a

"stake" in a given issue. All audiences are stakeholders (or presumptive stakeholders), but

not all stakeholders are audiences. For example, a charity commissions a PR agency to

create an advertising campaign to raise money to find a cure for a disease. The charity

and the people with the disease are stakeholders, but the audience is anyone who is likely

to donate money.

Sometimes the interests of differing audiences and stakeholders common to a PR effort

necessitate the creation of several distinct but still complementary messages. This is not

always easy to do, and sometimes especially in politics a spokesperson or client says

something to one audience that angers another audience or group of stakeholders.

6.2 Lobby groups

Lobby groups are established to influence government policy, corporate policy, or public

opinion. These groups claim to represent a particular interest. When a lobby group hides

its true purpose and support base it is known as a front group.

6.3 Spin Situation

In public relations, spin is sometimes a pejorative term signifying a heavily biased

portrayal in one's own favour of an event or situation. While traditional public relations

may also rely on creative presentation of the facts, "spin" often, though not always,

implies disingenuous, deceptive and/or highly manipulative tactics. Politicians are often
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accused of spin by commentators and political opponents, when they produce a counter

argument or position. In the modern world, most PR practitioners are discouraged to use

spin because it is fundamentally counterproductive to the industry's ultimate goal of

building relationships with constituents.

The techniques of "spin" include Selectively presenting facts and quotes that support

one's position (cherry picking), the so-called "non-denial denial," Phrasing in a way that

assumes unproven truths, euphemisms for drawing attention away from items considered

distasteful, and ambiguity in public statements. Another spin technique involves careful

choice of timing in the release of certain news so it can take advantage of prominent

events in the news. A famous reference to this practice occurred when British

Government press officer Jo Moore used the phrase It's now a very good day to get out

anything we want to bury, (widely paraphrased or misquoted as "It's a good day to bury

bad news"), in an email sent on September 11, 2001. The furor caused when this email

was reported in the press eventually caused her to resign.

6.4 Spin doctor

Skilled practitioners of spin are sometimes called "spin doctors", though probably not to

their faces unless it is said facetiously. It is the PR equivalent of calling a writer a "hack".

Perhaps the most well-known person in the UK often described as a "spin doctor" is

Alastair Campbell, who was involved with Tony Blair's public relations between 1994

and 2003, and also played a controversial role as press relations officer to the British and

Irish Lions rugby union side during their 2005 tour of New Zealand.

State-run media in many countries also engage in spin by selectively allowing news

stories that are favorable to the government while censoring anything that could be

considered critical. They may also use propaganda to indoctrinate or actively influence

citizens' opinions.
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6.5 Meet and Greet

Many businesses and organizations will use a Meet and Greet as a method of introducing

two or more parties to each other in a comfortable setting. These will generally involve

some sort of incentive, usually food catered from restaurants, to encourage employees or

members to participate

There are opposing schools of thought as to how the specific mechanics of a Meet and

Greet operate. The Gardiner school of thought states that unless specified as an informal

event, all parties should arrive promptly at the time at which the event is schedule to start.

The Kolanowski school of thought, however, states that parties may arrive at any time

after the event begins, in order to provide a more relaxed interaction environment.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Stereotyping role in art and culture

 Racial and ethnic stereotyping

 History of ethnic stereotypes in the United States

 Stereotypical portrayal in the media

Definition/Overview:
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Pictorial Stereotype: A stereotype is a simplified and/or standardized conception or image with

specific meaning, often held in common by people about another group. A stereotype can be a

conventional and oversimplified conception, opinion, or image, based on the assumption that

there are attributes that members of the other group hold in common. Stereotypes are sometimes

formed by a previous illusory correlation, a false association between two variables that are

loosely if at all correlated. Stereotypes may be positive or negative in tone. They are typically

generalizations based on minimal or limited knowledge about a group to which the person doing

the stereotyping does not belong. Persons may be grouped based on racial group, ethnicity,

religion, sexual orientation, age or any number of other categories. Stereotyping is a way of

representing other people. Stereotypes can revolve around a certain characteristic of the group of

persons to which they are assigned. The persons of that group may even be reduced to being

known and understood through a lens based on the stereotype that results from this, rather than

being viewed as individuals. Stereotypes may refuse to recognize a distinction between an

individual and the group to which he or she belongs. Stereotypes may represent people entirely

in terms of narrow assumptions about their biology, nationality, sexual orientation, disability, or

any other number of categories. Stereotype may be either positive or negative. Stereotype may

appear in media because of the base of writers, directors, reporters, producers, and editors.

Key Points:

1. Role in art and culture

Stereotype is often used as a form of dramatic shorthand for "stock character". Stereotypes

change with time. The unwitting use of some stereotypes appears awkward to a present-day

audience which refuses to tolerate a representation of individuals based on that stereotype. Many

other stereotypes pass unnoticed, sometimes even by those being stereotyped. Examples of active

use are found in the work of Brecht and other dramatic styles which allow the actor to

demonstrate a character's level of role distance, thus showing the active use. Retrospectively

these stock characters have been illuminated by the work of Brecht, Dario Fo and Jacques Lecoq,

despite their original reference to local Italian stereotypes in their early genesis. Importantly in
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drama the actor does not create a stereotype; rather their characterisation may be simple in that

they represent an uncritical reflection of the stereotype, and it is this simplicity which aggravates

a present-day audience. A subtle and detailed characterisation, especially of the commedia

Dell'arte stock characters, results in a unique and immediate performance that will be enjoyed by

an audience due to the clear active use of the characters by the actor.

In literature and art, stereotypes are clichd or predictable characters or situations. Throughout

history, storytellers have drawn from stereotypical characters and situations, in order to connect

the audience with new tales immediately. Sometimes such stereotypes can be sophisticated, such

as Shakespeare's Shylock in The Merchant of Venice. Arguably a stereotype that becomes

complex and sophisticated ceases to be a stereotype per se by its unique characterisation. Thus

while Shylock remains politically unstable in being a stereotypical Jew, the subject of prejudicial

derision in Shakespeare's era, his many other detailed features raise him above a simple

stereotype and into a unique character, worthy of modern performance. Simply because a feature

of a character can be categorized as being typical does not make the entire character a stereotype.

Despite their proximity in etymological roots, clich and stereotype are not used synonymously in

cultural spheres. For example a clich is a high criticism in narratology where genre and

categorization automatically associates a story within its recognizable group. Labeling a situation

or character in a story as typical suggests it is fitting for its genre or category. Whereas declaring

that a storyteller has relied on clich is to pejoratively observe a simplicity and lack of originality

in the tale. To criticize Ian Fleming for a stereotypically unlikely escape for James Bond would

be understood by the reader or listener, but it would be more appropriately criticized as a clich in

that it is overused and reproduced. Narrative genre relies heavily on typical features to remain

recognizable and generate meaning in the reader/viewer.

The instantly recognisable nature of stereotypes mean that they are very useful in producing

effective advertising and situation comedy. Media stereotypes change and evolve over time - for

instance, we now instantly recognize only a few of the stereotyped characters shown to us in

John Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress. The teen sitcom, Saved By The Bell features a typical

group of high school stereotypes such as a class clown (Zack Morris), a jock (A.C. Slater), a nerd

(Samuel "Screech" Powers), a cheerleader (Kelly Kapowski), a feminist (Jessie Spano), and a

superficial fashion plate (Lisa Turtle). Some observed the sitcom, like many teen sitcoms of that
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time, in addition to stereotyping people, stereotyping an institution itself, that of high school. TV

stereotypes of high schools have often promoted a "typical American school" as football games,

fashion styles, skirt chasing, and not much devotion to academics or studying.

In movies and TV the halo effect is often used. This is when, for example, attractive men and

women are assumed to be happier, stronger, nicer people, explained by Greenwald and Banaji

from Psychological Review.

2. Racial and ethnic stereotyping

2.1 Black stereotypes

Stereotypes of African Americans are generalizations or stereotypes about the behavior

of African American groups or individuals. They developed in American culture since

the colonial years of settlement, particularly after slavery became a racial institution that

was heritable. The early blackface minstrel shows of the 19th century portrayed blacks as

joyous, naive, superstitious, and ignorant, characteristics related to the way slaveholders

in earlier years believed them to be. Such scholars as Patricia A. Turner note

"stereotyping objects in popular culture that depict blacks as servile, primitive, or

simpleminded and explains how the subtle influences of such seemingly harmless images

reinforce antiblack attitudes." As with every other identifiable group, stereotypes

continue today. Blacks are often portrayed as athletic, religious, poor, musically talented,

or criminals.

2.2 Black stereotypes: then and now

In the 1930s, studies found a high level of consistency among adjectives used to describe

black people. Furthermore, most of these adjectives were negative, and included terms

such as superstitious, lazy, and ignorant. Todays stereotypes are not much different, and

include unintelligent, loud, very religious, poor, and criminal. Stereotypes can also be

positive terms, although this does not make them less damaging to their targets. Current

stereotypes of African Americans include athletic and musical/rhythmic.

Many of these stereotypes are obviously and verifiably false. Most black people are not

poor and most of America's poor people are not black. On TV, black people are depicted

as poor nearly twice as often as their true incidence of poverty; black people actually
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account for 24.1% of Americas poor. Given the representations in popular media

(including "gangsta rap" videos), some people might assume the incidence to be in excess

of 50%.

African-American youth are significantly less likely to report using tobacco, alcohol or

some illicit drugs than either white or Hispanic young people. The reported incidence of

weapon carrying and violent behavior was higher among black female students (11.7%

and 38.6% respectively) than white female students (3.6% and 22.3%). Black male

students (23.1% and 44.4%) had higher incidence of weapon carrying and violent

behavior than white male students (28.6% and 43.2%).

Top ten stereotypes of black Americans

Year 1933 1995

1 Superstitious Athletic

2 Lazy/Slovenly Rhythmic/Musical

3 Happy-go-lucky Unintelligent/Ignorant/Stupid

4 Ignorant Poor

5 Musical Loud

6 Ostentatious Criminal

7 Very Religious Hostile

8 Dirty (physically) Very Religious

9 Nave Loyal to Family

10 Unreliable Dirty (physically)
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2.3 Early stereotypes

The movie Birth of a Nation questioned whether or not Black people were fit to run for

governmental offices or vote. Secretary of State John C. Calhoun arguing for the

extension of slavery in 1844 said "Here (scientific confirmation) is proof of the necessity

of slavery. The African is incapable of self-care and sinks into lunacy under the burden of

freedom. It is a mercy to give him the guardianship and protection from mental death."

Even after slavery ended the intellectual capacity of Black people was still frequently

questioned. Lewis Terman wrote in The measurement of intelligence in 1916

"(Black and other ethnic minority children) are uneducable beyond the nearest rudiments

of training. No amount of school instruction will ever make them intelligent voters or

capable citizens in the sense of the worldtheir dullness seems to be racial, or at least

inherent in the family stock from which they comeChildren of this group should be

segregated in special classes and be given instruction which is concrete and practical.

They cannot master abstractions, but they can be made efficient workersThere is no

possibility at present of convincing society that they should not be allowed to reproduce,

although from a eugenic point of view they constitute a grave problem because of their

unusual prolific breeding."

2.4 Modern stereotypes

Patricia J. Williams, writer for The Nation, said this of Jar Jar Binks, a character from the

1999 and 2002 Star Wars films The Phantom Menace and Attack of the Clones,

respectively: "...intentionally or not, Jar Jar's pratfalls and high jinks borrow heavily from

the genre of minstrelsy. Despite the amphibian get-up, his manchild-like idiocy is

imported directly from the days of Amos 'n' Andy." Many aspects of Jar Jar's character

are believed to be highly reminiscent of the archetypes portrayed in blackface minstrelsy
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According to Robert M. Entman and Andrew Rojecki, authors of the The Black Image in

the White Mind, in television and film Black characters are less likely to be "the

intellectual drivers of its problem solving." In one example, a study of the portrayal of

race, ethnicity and nationality in televised sporting events by journalist Derrick Jackson

in 1989 showed that blacks were more likely than whites to be described in demeaning

intellectual terms. Political activist and one-time presidential candidate Rev. Jesse

Jackson said in 1985 that the news media portray blacks as less intelligent than we

are.Film director Spike Lee explains that these images have negative impacts. "In my

neighborhood, we looked up to athletes, guys who got the ladies, and intelligent people,"

said Lee.

Even so-called positive images of Black people can lead to stereotypes about intelligence.

In Darwin's Athletes: how sport has damaged Black America and preserved the myth of

race, John Hoberman writes that the prominence of African-American athletes

encourages a de-emphasis on academic achievement in black communities. In a 1997

study on racial stereotypes in sports, participants were shown a photograph of a white or

a black basketball player. They then listened to a recorded radio broadcast of a basketball

game. White photographs were rated as exhibiting significantly more intelligence in the

way they played the game, even though the radio broadcast and target player represented

by the photograph were the same throughout the trial. Several other authors have said that

sports coverage that highlights 'natural black athleticism' has the effect of suggesting

white superiority in other areas, such as intelligence

3. History of ethnic stereotypes in the United States

The stratification and separation of groups, especially racial minorities, in the United States

began in the nations earliest years of colonization. With the colonists first contact with the Native

Americans, the stereotype of the savage was born. The idea of a savage was the framework the

colonists used to judge and interpret the Native Americans . As colonization continued in the US,

groups were separated into categories like Christians and heathens and civilized and savage . It

took merely decades for these attitudes and ideas to firmly plant themselves with the minds of

Americans; todays stereotypes of Native Americans are rooted in the colonists initial thoughts.

The media perpetuates these stereotypes by portraying Native Americans in a negative light,
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such as savage and hostile Many Whites view Native Americans as devoid of self control and

unable to handle responsibility. Malcolm D. Holmes and Judith A. Antell hypothesize that such

ideas about Native Americans form the ideology that is used today to justify the disparity

between Whites and Native Americans

The early Anglo-Saxon colonists had a very different relationship with the first African

Americans in the United States than they did with the Native Americans. Their initial thoughts

were shaped by popular English views of Blacks as evil, animalistic, uncivilized, and un-

Christian . White colonists commonly believed that the Blacks were inferior to Whites; these

thoughts helped justify slavery and the institution of many laws that continually condoned

inhumane treatment and perpetuated the keeping of Blacks in a lower socioeconomic position .

The first American settlers thoughts on African Americans were shaped by those of the English;

and many of their same initial thoughts still permeate the thoughts and stereotypes of African

Americans today. Like it does with the stereotypes of Native Americans, the media continues to

perpetuate the stereotypes of African Americans. Not only are African Americans present less

frequently in the media than Whites, they are often portrayed negatively. In the past African

Americans have been depicted as subservient, lazy, violent, and maybe slow; it is clear that such

negative stereotypes like these would grow out of the thoughts of slaveholders.

The most clear historical basis for todays stereotypes is seen in those stereotypes used for

viewing Native Americans and Blacks; however, other minority groups are also subject to

stereotypes that are based in history. Mexican Americans and Asian Americans are typically seen

within a very fixed, rigid framework. Since Mexican Americans, like other Hispanics, have

traditionally been immigrants to the United States for the purpose of doing agricultural work,

they were often seen as inferior and dispensable. Even now, the stereotypes of Mexican

Americans revolve around this idea of desperate laborers, many of whom struggle with speaking

English, flocking to the United States illegally to work. Groups of Asian Americans have also

experienced stereotyping and unequal treatment, especially when the events of Pearl Harbor

were piled on top of years of negative thoughts about Asian laborers. However, groups of Asian

Americans came out of the years of unfair treatment with a very different image than the

Hispanics. Today, Chinese Americans are viewed as groups of model citizens.
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4. Stereotypical portrayal in the media

4.1 Early stereotypes

Early minstrel shows lampooned the assumed stupidity of black people. Detail from cover of

The Celebrated Negro Melodies, as Sung by the Virginia Minstrels, 1843

Early minstrel shows of the mid-19th century lampooned the supposed stupidity of black

people. In 1844 Secretary of State John C. Calhoun, arguing for the extension of slavery,

wrote,

Here (scientific confirmation) is proof of the necessity of slavery. The African is incapable of

self-care and sinks into lunacy under the burden of freedom. It is a mercy to give him the

guardianship and protection from mental death

Even after slavery ended the intellectual capacity of black people was still frequently

questioned. Movies such as Birth of a Nation (1915) questioned whether or not black people

were fit to run for governmental offices or vote.

In 1916 Lewis Terman wrote in The measurement of intelligence,

Black and other ethnic minority children) are uneducable beyond the nearest rudiments of

training. There is no possibility at present of convincing society that they should not be

allowed to reproduce, although from a eugenic point of view they constitute a grave problem

because of their unusual prolific breeding.

Stephen J. Gould's book The Mismeasure of Man (1981) demonstrated how early 20th

century biases among scientists and researchers affected their purportedly objective scientific

studies, data gathering, and conclusions which they drew about the absolute and relative

intelligence of different groups, and of men vs. women.

Some critics have considered Mark Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn as racist due to

its depiction of the slave Jim, among other black characters. Some schools have excluded the

book from their curriculum or libraries. The word "nigger" appears numerous times, and is

used to describe Jim and other black characters. While the term was contemporary for the

period when Twain wrote the book, some modern readers have found it offensive,

particularly those who do not understand the book. Other critics have noted that Twain's

portrayal of the relationship between Finn and Jim overturned stereotypes of the time, and

recognized Jim's humanity and strength.
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4.2 Film and television

According to Robert M. Entman and Andrew Rojecki, authors of the The Black Image in

the White Mind, in television and film black characters are less likely to be the "the

intellectual drivers of its problem solving." Entman and Rojeki assert that media images

of black people may have profound effects on the perceptions by both black and white

people about black intellectual potential.

Political activist and one time presidential candidate Rev. Jesse Jackson said in 1985 that

the news media portray black people as "less intelligent than we are." Film director Spike

Lee explains that these images have negative impacts "In my neighborhood, we looked

up to athletes, guys who got the ladies, and intelligent people," said Lee. "[Now] If you're

intelligent, you're called a white guy or girl."

In film, black people are also shown in a stereotypical manner that promotes notions of

moral inferiority. In terms of female movie characters shown by race:

o Using vulgar profanity: black people 89 percent, white people 17 percent

o Being physically violent: black people 56 percent, white people 11 percent

o Being restrained: black people 55 percent, white people 6 percent

4.3 Sports

In Darwin's Athletes, John Hoberman writes that the prominence of African-American

athletes encourages a de-emphasis on academic achievement in black communities.

Several other authors have said that sports coverage that highlights "natural black

athleticism" has the effect of suggesting white superiority in other areas, such as

intelligence. Some contemporary sports commentators have questioned whether black

people are intelligent enough to hold "strategic" positions or coach games such as

football. In another example, a study of the portrayal of race, ethnicity and nationality in

televised sporting events by journalist Derrick Jackson in 1989 showed that black people

were more likely than white people to be described in demeaning intellectual terms.

4.4 The news media: criminal stereotyping

The Black Image in the White Mind illustrates ways in which negative media images of

African Americans are disproportionate and arguably harmful to race relations:
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o A mug shot of a black defendant is four times more likely to appear in a local television news

report than of a white defendant.

o The black accused is twice as likely to be shown physically restrained in a local television news

report than when the accused is white.

o The name of the accused is two times more likely to be shown on screen in a local TV news

report if the defendant is black, rather than white.

According to Lawrence Grossman, former president of CBS News and PBS, TV

newscasts "disproportionately show African-Americans under arrest, living in slums, on

welfare, and in need of help from the community." African-Americans are

misrepresented for several reasons. Although FBI statistics show that most violent crimes

involve others of same race, there is a common misconception that crimes by black

people against white people are more common.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Text typography

 Readability and legibility

 Display typography

 Advertising

 Inscriptional and architectural lettering

Definition/Overview:

o A mug shot of a black defendant is four times more likely to appear in a local television news

report than of a white defendant.

o The black accused is twice as likely to be shown physically restrained in a local television news

report than when the accused is white.

o The name of the accused is two times more likely to be shown on screen in a local TV news

report if the defendant is black, rather than white.

According to Lawrence Grossman, former president of CBS News and PBS, TV

newscasts "disproportionately show African-Americans under arrest, living in slums, on

welfare, and in need of help from the community." African-Americans are

misrepresented for several reasons. Although FBI statistics show that most violent crimes

involve others of same race, there is a common misconception that crimes by black

people against white people are more common.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:
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 Readability and legibility

 Display typography

 Advertising

 Inscriptional and architectural lettering

Definition/Overview:
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report if the defendant is black, rather than white.

According to Lawrence Grossman, former president of CBS News and PBS, TV
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welfare, and in need of help from the community." African-Americans are

misrepresented for several reasons. Although FBI statistics show that most violent crimes
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Typography: Typography is the craft, art, and science of typesetting, type design, and

modifying type glyphs. Type glyphs (characters) are created and modified using a variety of

illustration techniques. Details involved in the arrangement of type include the selection of fonts,

point size, line length, leading (inter-linear spacing), letter spacing, and kerning.

Typography is performed by typographers, typesetters, compositors, graphic artists, art directors,

and clerical workers. Until the Digital Age, typography was a specialized occupation.

Digitization opened up typography to new generations of visual designers and lay users.

Key Points:

1. Text typography

In traditional typography, text is composed to create a readable, coherent, and visually satisfying

whole that works invisibly, without the awareness of the reader. Even distribution with a

minimum of distractions and anomalies are aimed at producing clarity and transparency.

Choice of font(s) is perhaps the primary aspect of text typographyprose fiction, non-fiction,

editorial, educational, religious, scientific, spiritual and commercial writing all have differing

characteristics and requirements. For historic material, established text typefaces are frequently

chosen according to a scheme of historical genre acquired by a long process of accretion, with

considerable overlap between historical periods.

Contemporary books are more likely to be set with state-of-the-art seriffed "text romans" or

"book romans" with design values echoing present-day design arts, which are closely based on

traditional models such as those of Nicolas Jenson, Francesco Griffo (a punchcutter who created

the model for Aldine typefaces), and Claude Garamond. With their more specialized

requirements, newspapers and magazines rely on compact, tightly-fitted text romans specially

designed for the task, which offer maximum flexibility, readability and efficient use of page

space. Sans serif text fonts are often used for introductory paragraphs, incidental text and whole
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short articles. A current fashion is to pair sans serif type for headings with a high-performance

seriffed font of matching style for the text of an article.

The text layout, tone or color of set matter, and the interplay of text with white space of the page

and other graphic elements combine to impart a "feel" or "resonance" to the subject matter. With

printed media typographers are also concerned with binding margins, paper selection and

printing methods.

Typography is modulated by orthography and linguistics, word structures, word frequencies,

morphology, phonetic constructs and linguistic syntax. Typography also is subject to specific

cultural conventions. For example, in French it is customary to insert a non-breaking space

before a colon (:) or semicolon (;) in a sentence, while in English it is not.

2. Readability and legibility

Readability and legibility are often confused. Readability is most often and more properly used

to describe the ease with which written language is read and understood it concerns the difficulty

of the language itself, not its appearance. Factors that affect readability include sentence and

word length, and the frequency of uncommon words.

In contrast, legibility describes how easily or comfortably a typeset text can be read. It is not

connected with content or language, but rather with the size and appearance of the printed or

displayed text.

Studies of legibility have examined a wide range of factors including type size, type design. For

example, comparing serif vs sans serif type, italic type vs roman type), line length, line spacing,

colour contrast, the design of right-hand edge (for example, justification, straight right hand

edge) vs ranged left, and whether hyphenated.

Legibility research was published from the late nineteenth century on, but the overall finding has

been that the reading process is remarkably robust, and that significant differences are hard to

find. So comparative studies of seriffed vs sans serif type, or justified vs unjustified type, have

failed to settle the argument over which is best

Legibility is usually measured through speed of reading, with comprehension scores used to

check for effectiveness (that is, not a rushed or careless read). For example, Miles Tinker, who
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published numerous studies from the 1930s to the 1960s, used a speed of reading test that

required participants to spot incongruous words as an effectiveness filter.

These days, legibility research tends to be limited to critical issues, or the testing of specific

design solutions (for example, when new typefaces are developed). Examples of critical issues

include typefaces (also called fonts) for people with visual impairment, and typefaces for

highway signs, or for other conditions where legibility may make a key difference.

Much of the legibility research literature is somewhat atheoretical various factors were tested

individually or in combination (inevitably so, as the different factors are interdependent), but

many tests were carried out in the absence of a model of reading or visual perception. Some

typographers believe that the overall word shape is very important in readability, and that letter

by letter recognition (sometimes known as parallel letterwise recognition) is either wrong, less

important, or not the entire picture. Studies that distinguish between the two models have favored

parallel letterwise recognition, and the latter is widely accepted by cognitive psychologists

Many popular newspapers use typography heavily.

Some commonly agreed findings of legibility research include:

 text set in lower case is more legible than text set all in upper case (capitals), presumably because

lower case letter structures and word shapes are more distinctive

 having greater saliency with the presence of extenders (ascenders, descenders and other

projecting parts);

 regular upright type (roman) is found to be more legible than italics.

 contrast, without dazzling brightness, has also been found to be important, with black on

yellow/cream being most effective

 positive images (eg, black on white) are easier to read than negative or reversed (eg, white on

black);

 the upper portions of letters play a stronger part than the lower portions in the recognition

process.

3. Display typography

Display typography is a potent element in graphic design, where there is less concern for

readability and more potential for using type in an artistic manner. Type is combined with
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negative space, graphic elements and pictures, forming relationships and dialog between words

and images.

Color and size of type elements are much more prevalent than in text typography. Most display

typography exploits type at larger sizes, where the details of letter design are magnified. Color is

used for its emotional effect in conveying the tone and nature of subject matter. Display

typography encompasses:

 posters; book covers;

 typographic logos and wordmarks; billboards;

 packaging; on-product typography; calligraphy;

 graffiti; inscriptional and architectural lettering;

 poster design and other large scale lettering signage;

 business communications and promotional collateral; advertising;

 wordmarks and typographic logos (logotypes),

 and kinetic typography in motion pictures and television; vending machine displays; online and

computer screen displays.

 The wanted poster for the assassins of Abraham Lincoln was printed with lead and woodcut type,

and incorporates photography

4. Advertising

Typography has long been a vital part of promotional material and advertising. Designers often

use typography to set a theme and mood in an advertisement; for example using bold, large text

to convey a particular message to the reader. Type is often used to draw attention to a particular

advertisement, combined with efficient use of color, shapes and images. Today, typography in

advertising often reflects a company's brand. Fonts used in advertisements convey different

messages to the reader, classical fonts are for a strong personality, while more modern fonts are

for a cleaner, neutral look. Bold fonts are used for making statements and attracting attention.
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5. Inscriptional and architectural lettering

The history of inscriptional lettering is intimately tied to the history of writing, the evolution of

letterforms, and the craft of the hand. The widespread use of the computer and various etching

and sandblasting techniques today has made the hand carved monument a rarity, and the number

of lettercarvers left in the States continues to dwindle.

For monumental lettering to be effective it must be considered carefully in its context.

Proportions of letters need to be altered as their size and distance from the viewer increases. An

expert letterer gains understanding of these nuances through much practice and observation of

their craft. Letters drawn by hand and for a specific project have the possibility of being richly

specific and profoundly beautiful in the hand of a master. Each can also take up to an hour to

carve, so it is no wonder that the automated sandblasting process has become the industry

standard.

To create a sandblasted letter, a rubber mat is laser cut from a computer file and glued to the

stone. The sand then bites a coarse groove or channel into the exposed surface. Unfortunately,

many of the computer applications which create these files and interface with the laser cutter do

not have many typefaces available, and often have inferior versions of typefaces that are

available. What can now be done in minutes, however, lacks the striking architecture and

geometry of the chisel-cut letter which allows light to play across its distinct interior planes.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:

Graphic Design

Informational Graphics

Cartoons
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Tools of Computer Graphics

 Computers versus the creative process

 Types of graphic design

 Page layout

 Printmaking

 Typography in Graphic Design

 Web design

 Occupations

 Practical design applications

Definition/Overview:

Graphic Design: The term graphic design can refer to a number of artistic and professional

disciplines which focus on visual communication and presentation. Various methods are used to

create and combine symbols, images and/or words to create a visual representation of ideas and

messages. A graphic designer may utilize typography, visual arts and page layout techniques in

varying degrees to produce the final result of the project. Graphic design often refers to both the

process (designing) by which the communication is created and the products (designs) which are

generated.

Common uses of graphic design include magazines, advertisements, product packaging and web

design. For example, a product package might include a logo or other artwork, organized text

and pure design elements such as shapes and color which unify the piece. Composition is one of

the most important features of graphic design especially when utilizing pre-existing materials or

using diverse elements.
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Key Points:

1. Tools of Computer Graphics

Critical, observational, quantitative and analytic thinking are required for design layouts and

rendering. If the executor is merely following a sketch, script or instructions (as may be supplied

by an art director) they are not usually considered the author. The layout is produced using

external traditional or digital image editing tools. Selecting the appropriate tools for each project

is critical in how the project will be perceived by its audience.

In the mid 1980s, the arrival of desktop publishing and graphic art software applications

introduced a generation of designers to computer image manipulation and creation that had

previously been manually executed. Computer graphic design enabled designers to instantly see

the effects of layout or typographic changes without using any ink, and to simulate the effects of

traditional media without requiring a lot of space. However, traditional tools such as pencils or

markers are often used to develop ideas even when computers are used for finalization.

Computers are generally considered to be an indispensable tool used in the graphic design

industry. Computers and software applications are generally seen, by creative professionals, as

more effective production tools than traditional methods. However, some designers continue to

use manual and traditional tools for production, such as Milton Glaser.

New ideas can come by way of experimenting with tools and methods. Some designers explore

ideas using pencil and paper to avoid creating within the limits of whatever computer fonts,

clipart, stock photos, or rendering filters (e.g. Kai's Power Tools) are available on any particular

configuration. Others use many different mark-making tools and resources from computers to

sticks and mud as a means of inspiring creativity. One of the key features of graphic design is

that it makes a tool out of appropriate image selection in order to convey meaning

2. Computers versus the creative process

There is some debate whether computers enhance the creative process of graphic design Rapid

production from the computer allows many designers to explore multiple ideas quickly with
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more detail than what could be achieved by traditional hand-rendering or paste-up on paper,

moving the designer through the creative process more quickly. However, being faced with

limitless choices does not help isolate the best design solution and can lead to designers

endlessly iterating without a clear design outcome.

A graphic designer may use sketches to explore multiple or complex ideas quickly without the

potential distractions of technical difficulties from software malfunctions or learning the

software. Hand rendered comps are often used to get approval of an idea execution before

investing time to produce finished visuals on a computer or in paste-up. The same thumbnail

sketches or rough drafts on paper may be used to rapidly refine and produce the idea on the

computer in a hybrid process. This hybrid process is especially useful in logo design here a

software learning curve may detract from a creative thought process. The traditional-

design/computer-production hybrid process may be used for freeing ones creativity in page

layout or image development as well. Traditional graphic designers may employ computer-savvy

production artists to produce their ideas from sketches, without needing to learn the computer

skills themselves. However, this practice is less utilized since the advent of desktop publishing

and its integration with most graphic design courses.

3. Types of graphic design

A graphic design project may involve the presentation of existing text and imagery, such as with

a newspaper story which begins with the journalists and photojournalists. It then becomes the

graphic designer's job to organize the page into a reasonable layout and determine if any other

graphic elements should be required. In a magazine article or advertisement, often the graphic

designer or art director will commission photographers or illustrators to create original pieces

just to be incorporated into the design layout. Contemporary design practice has been extended

to the modern computer, for example in the use of WYSIWYG user interfaces, often referred to

as interactive design, or multimedia design.

4. Page layout

Page layout is the part of graphic design that deals in the arrangement and style treatment of

elements (content) on a page. Beginning from early illuminated pages in hand-copied books of

the Middle Ages and proceeding down to intricate modern magazine and catalog layouts, proper

page design has long been a consideration in printed material. With print media, elements usually
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consist of type (text), images (pictures), and occasionally place-holder graphics for elements that

are not printed with ink such as die/laser cutting, foil stamping or blind embossing.

5. Printmaking

Printmaking is the process of making artworks by printing, normally on paper. Except in the case

of monotyping, the process is capable of producing multiples of the same piece, which is called a

print. Each piece is not a copy but an original since it is not a reproduction of another work of art

and is technically known as an impression. Painting or drawing, on the other hand, create a

unique original piece of artwork. Prints are created from a single original surface, known

technically as a matrix. Common types of matrices include: plates of metal, usually copper or

zinc for engraving or etching; stone, used for lithography; blocks of wood for woodcuts,

linoleum for linocuts and fabric plates for screen-printing. But there are many other kinds,

discussed below. Works printed from a single plate create an edition, in modern times usually

each signed and numbered to form a limited edition. Prints may also be published in book form,

as artist's books. A single print could be the product of one or multiple techniques.

6. Typography in Graphic Design

Typography is the art, craft and techniques of type design, modifying type glyphs, and arranging

type. Type glyphs (characters) are created and modified using a variety of illustration techniques.

The arrangement of type is the selection of typefaces, point size, line length, leading (line

spacing) and letter spacing.

Typography is performed by typesetters, compositors, typographers, graphic artists, art directors,

and clerical workers. Until the Digital Age, typography was a specialized occupation.

Digitization opened up typography to new generations of visual designers and lay users.

7. Web design

Graphic designers are often involved in web design. Combining visual communication skills

with the interactive communication skills of user interaction and online branding, graphic

designers often work with web developers to create both the look and feel of a web site and

enhance the online experience of web site visitors.

In the job field, many companies look for someone who can do both graphic design and the web

application development involved in web design, including programming. There is a great deal
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of debate in the professional design community about whether this trend is positive, or if graphic

designers are being over-tasked with unrelated skills and disciplines. A collaborative web-design

team may split the tasks between graphic designers and software engineers.

8. Occupations

8.1 Production artist

A production artist is a technical and often considered an entry level job position in a

creative profession. The job title originated at advertising agencies, assigning what was

known as paste-up work (now prepress production) to the position. It's often assumed to

be a graphic designer or art director in training position, similar to an apprenticeship.

Production artists work closely with the designer and art director to execute the design.

What distinguishes "production art" from design is the lack of opportunities to utilize

creativity and design training in the work involved. Although the position may be treated

as low-skilled labor, the degree of technical knowledge required for some production art

work may be comparable to higher skilled engineering, especially with computers.

8.2 Art director

The term art director is a blanket title for a variety of similar job functions in advertising,

publishing, film and television, the Internet, and video games.

8.3 Advertising & Marketing

Art directors in advertising aren't necessarily the head of an art department although the

title may suggest it. In modern advertising practice, they typically work in tandem with a

copywriter. Together, or the art director and copywriter work on a concept for

commercials, print advertisements, and any other advertising medium. Individually, the

art director is mostly responsible for the visual look and feel of the creative product, and

the copywriter has ultimate responsibility for the product's verbal and textual content.

Both are responsible for coming up with big, effective and persuasive ideas.

8.4 Film
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An art director, in the hierarchical structure of a film art department, works directly

below the production designer, in collaboration with the set decorator, and above the set

designer. A large part of their duties include the administrative aspects of the art

department. They are responsible for assigning tasks to personnel, keeping track of the art

department budget and scheduling, as well as overall quality control. They are often also

a liaison to other departments; especially the construction department. In the past, the art

director title was used to denote the head of the art department (hence the Academy

Award for Best Art Direction).

8.5 Publishing

Art directors in publishing typically work with the publications editors. Together they

work on a concept for sections and pages of a publication. Individually, the art director is

mostly responsible for the visual look and feel of the publication, and the editor has

ultimate responsibility for the publications verbal and textual content.

9. Practical design applications

From road signs to technical schematics, from interoffice memorandums to reference manuals,

graphic design enhances transfer of knowledge. Readability is enhanced by improving the visual

presentation of text.

Design can also aid in selling a product or idea through effective visual communication. It is

applied to products and elements of company identity like logos, colors, and text. Together these

are defined as branding.. Branding has increasingly become important in the range of services

offered by many graphic designers, alongside corporate identity and the terms are often used

interchangeably.

Textbooks are designed to present subjects such as geography, science, and math. These

publications have layouts which illustrate theories and diagrams. A common example of graphics

in use to educate is diagrams of human anatomy. Graphic design is also applied to layout and

formatting of educational material to make the information more accessible and more readily

understandable.
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Graphic design is applied in the entertainment industry in decoration, scenery, and visual story

telling. Other examples of design for entertainment purposes include novels, comic books,

opening credits and closing credits in film, and programs and props on stage.

From scientific journals to news reporting, the presentation of opinion and facts is often

improved with graphics and thoughtful compositions of visual information - known as

information design. Newspapers, magazines, blogs, television and film documentaries may use

graphic design to inform and entertain. With the advent of the web, information designers with

experience in interactive tools such as Adobe Flash are increasingly being used to illustrate the

background to news stories.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Overview

 Fields of visualization

 Visual communication and visual analytics

Definition/Overview:

Informational Graphics: Visualization is any technique for creating images, diagrams, or

animations to communicate a message. Visualization through visual imagery has been an

effective way to communicate both abstract and concrete ideas since the dawn of man. Examples

from history include cave paintings, Egyptian hieroglyphs, Greek geometry, and Leonardo da

Vinci's revolutionary methods of technical drawing for engineering and scientific purposes.

Visualization today has ever-expanding applications in science, education, engineering (e.g.

product visualization), interactive multimedia, medicine , etc. Typical of a visualization
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from history include cave paintings, Egyptian hieroglyphs, Greek geometry, and Leonardo da

Vinci's revolutionary methods of technical drawing for engineering and scientific purposes.

Visualization today has ever-expanding applications in science, education, engineering (e.g.

product visualization), interactive multimedia, medicine , etc. Typical of a visualization
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application is the field of computer graphics. The invention of computer graphics may be the

most important development in visualization since the invention of central perspective in the

Renaissance period. The development of animation also helped advance visualization.

Key Points:

1. Overview

The use of visualization to present information is not a new phenomenon. It has been used in

maps, scientific drawings, and data plots for over a thousand years. Examples from cartography

include Ptolemy's Geographia (2nd Century AD), a map of China (1137 AD), and Minard's map

(1861) of Napoleon's invasion of Russia half a century earlier. Most of the concepts learned in

devising these images carry over in a straight forward manner to computer visualization. Edward

Tufte has written two critically acclaimed books that explain many of these principles.

Computer graphics has from its beginning been used to study scientific problems. However, in

its early days the lack of graphics power often limited its usefulness. The recent emphasis on

visualization started in 1987 with the special issue of Computer Graphics on Visualization in

Scientific Computing. Since then there have been several conferences and workshops, co-

sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society and ACM SIGGRAPH, devoted to the general topic,

and special areas in the field, for example volume visualization.

Most people are familiar with the digital animations produced to present meteorological data

during weather reports on television, though few can distinguish between those models of reality

and the satellite photos that are also shown on such programs. TV also offers scientific

visualizations when it shows computer drawn and animated reconstructions of road or airplane

accidents. Some of the most popular examples of scientific visualizations are computer-

generated images that show real spacecraft in action, out in the void far beyond Earth, or on
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other planets. Dynamic forms of visualization, such as educational animation, have the potential

to enhance learning about systems that change over time.

Apart from the distinction between interactive visualizations and animation, the most useful

categorization is probably between abstract and model-based scientific visualizations. The

abstract visualizations show completely conceptual constructs in 2D or 3D. These generated

shapes are completely arbitrary. The model-based visualizations either place overlays of data on

real or digitally constructed images of reality, or they make a digital construction of a real object

directly from the scientific data.

Scientific visualization is usually done with specialized software, though there are a few

exceptions, noted below. Some of these specialized programs have been released as Open source

software, having very often its origins in universities, within an academic environment where

sharing software tools and giving access to the source code is common. There are also many

proprietary software packages of scientific visualization tools.

Models and frameworks for building visualizations include the data flow models popularized by

systems such as AVS, IRIS Explorer, and VTK toolkit, and data state models in spreadsheet

systems such as the Spreadsheet for Visualization and Spreadsheet for Images.

2. Fields of visualization

2.1 Educational visualization

Educational visualization is using a simulation normally created on a computer to create

an image of something so it can be taught about. In the Roman times, this is very useful

when teaching about a topic which is difficult to otherwise see, for example, atomic

structure, because atoms are far too small to be studied easily without expensive and

difficult to use scientific equipment. It can also be used to view past events, such as
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looking at dinosaurs, or looking at things that are difficult or fragile to look at in reality

like the human skeleton, without causing physical or mental harm to a subjective

volunteer or cadaver.

2.2 Information visualization

Information visualization concentrates on the use of computer-supported tools to explore

large amount of abstract data. The term "information visualization" was originally coined

by the User Interface Research Group at Xerox PARC and included Dr. Jock Mackinlay.

Practical application of information visualization in computer programs involves

selecting, transforming and representing abstract data in a form that facilitates human

interaction for exploration and understanding. Important aspects of information

visualization are the interactivity and dynamics of visual representation. Strong

techniques enable the user to modify the visualization in real-time, thus affording

unparalleled perception of patterns and structural relations in the abstract data in

question.

2.3 Knowledge visualization

The use of visual representations to transfer knowledge between at least two persons aims

to improve the transfer of knowledge by using computer and non-computer based

visualization methods complementarily. Examples of such visual formats are sketches,

diagrams, images, objects, interactive visualizations, information visualization

applications and imaginary visualizations as in stories. While information visualization

concentrates on the use of computer-supported tools to derive new insights, knowledge

visualization focuses on transferring insights and creating new knowledge in groups.

Beyond the mere transfer of facts, knowledge visualization aims to further transfer

insights, experiences, attitudes, values, expectations, perspectives, opinions, and

predictions by using various complementary visualizations.
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2.4 Product Visualization

Product Visualization involves visualization software technology for the viewing and

manipulation of 3D models, technical drawing and other related documentation of

manufactured components and large assemblies of products. It is a key part of Product

Lifecycle Management. Product visualization software typically provides high levels of

photorealism so that a product can be viewed before it is actually manufactured. This

supports functions ranging from design and styling to sales and marketing. Technical

visualization is an important aspect of product development. Originally technical

drawings were made by hand, but with the rise of advanced computer graphics the

drawing board has been replaced by computer-aided design (CAD). CAD-drawings and

models have several advantages over hand-made drawings such as the possibility of 3-D

modeling, rapid prototyping and simulation.

3. Visual communication and visual analytics

Visual communication is the communication of ideas through the visual display of information.

Primarily associated with two dimensional images, it includes: alphanumerics, art, signs, and

electronic resources. Recent research in the field has focused on web design and graphically

oriented usability.

A related term, visual analytics, focuses on human interaction with visualization systems as part

of a larger process of data analysis. Visual analytics has been defined as "the science of

analytical reasoning supported by the interactive visual interface. Its focus is on human

information discourse (interaction) within massive, dynamically changing information spaces.

Visual analytics research concentrates on support for perceptual and cognitive operations that

enable users to detect the expected and discover the unexpected in complex information space.

Technologies resulting from visual analytics find their application in almost all fields, but are

being driven by critical needs (and funding) in biology and national security.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Cartoon Art

 Print media

 Motion pictures

Definition/Overview:

Cartoon: A cartoon is any of several forms of illustrations with varied meanings. The term has

evolved from its original meaning in art of a preparatory drawing, to the more modern meaning

of humorous illustrations in magazines and newspapers, and further to the contemporary

meaning referring to animated programs.

Key Points:

1. Cartoon Art

A cartoon (from the Italian "cartone" and Dutch word "karton", meaning strong, heavy paper or

pasteboard) is a full-size drawing made on paper as a study for further drawings, such as a

painting or tapestry. Cartoons were typically used in the production of frescoes, to accurately

link the component parts of the composition when painted onto plaster over a series of days.

Such cartoons often have pinpricks along the outlines of the design; a bag of soot was then

rubbed over the cartoon, held against the wall to leave black dots on the plaster ("pouncing").

Cartoons by painters such as the Raphael Cartoons in London and examples by Leonardo da

Vinci are highly prized in their own right. Tapestry cartoons, usually coloured, were followed by

eye by the weavers on the loom.
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2. Print media

In modern print media, a cartoon is a piece of art, usually humorous in intent. This usage dates

from 1843 when Punch magazine applied the term to satirical drawings in its pages, particularly

sketches by John Leech. The first of these parodied the preparatory cartoons for grand historical

frescoes in the then-new Palace of Westminster. The original title for these drawings was Mr

Punch's face is the letter Q and the new title "cartoon" was intended to be ironic, a reference to

the self-aggrandising posturing of Westminster politicians.

Modern gag cartoons, found in magazines and newspapers, generally consist of a single drawing

with a caption immediately beneath or (less often) a speech balloon. Many consider New Yorker

cartoonist Peter Arno the father of the modern gag cartoon (as did Arno himself). Gag cartoonists

of note include Charles Addams, Gary Larson, Charles Barsotti, Chon Day and Mel Calman.

Editorial cartoons are a type of gag cartoon found almost exclusively in news publications.

Although they also employ humor, they are more serious in tone, commonly using irony or

satire. The art usually acts as a visual metaphor to illustrate a point of view on current social

and/or political topics. Editorial cartoons often include speech balloons and, sometimes, multiple

panels. Editorial cartoonists of note include Herblock, Mike Peters, David Low and Gerald

Scarfe.

Comic strips, also known as "cartoon strips" in the United Kingdom, are found daily in

newspapers worldwide, and are usually a short series of cartoon illustrations in sequence. In the

United States they are not as commonly called "cartoons" themselves, but rather "comics" or

"funnies". Nonetheless, the creators of comic stripsas well as comic books and graphic novelsare

referred to as "cartoonists". Although humor is the most prevalent subject matter, adventure and

drama are also represented in this medium. Noteworthy cartoonists in this sense include Charles

Schulz, Bill Watterson, Scott Adams, Mort Walker, Steve Bell.

3. Motion pictures

Because of the stylistic similarities between comic strips and early animated movies, "cartoon"

came to refer to animation, and this is the sense in which "cartoon" is most commonly used

today. These are usually shown on television or in cinemas and are created by showing
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illustrated images in rapid succession to give the impression of movement. (In this meaning, the

word cartoon is sometimes shortened to toon, which was popularized by the movie Who Framed

Roger Rabbit). Although the term can be applied to any animated presentation, it is most often

used in reference to programs for children, featuring anthropomorphized animals, superheroes,

the adventures of child protagonists, and other related genres.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:

Photography

Motion Pictures

Television And VideoTop of Form

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Photographic cameras

 Controlling the photographic exposure and rendering

 Uses of photography

 Photography types

 Digital photography

 Photography styles
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Definition/Overview:

Photography: Photography is the process and art of recording pictures by means of capturing

light on a light-sensitive medium, such as a film or electronic sensor. Light patterns reflected or

emitted from objects expose a sensitive silver halide based chemical or electronic medium during

a timed exposure, usually through a photographic lens in a device known as a camera that also

stores the resulting information chemically or electronically. Photography has many uses for

both business and pleasure. It is often the basis of advertising and in fashion print. Photography

can also be viewed as a commercial and artistic endeavor.

The Nikon D1, the first DSLR to truly compete with, and begin to replace, film cameras in the

professional photojournalism and sports photography fields.

The word "photography" comes from the French photographie which is based on the Greek φώς

(phos) "light" + γραφίς (graphis) "stylus", "paintbrush" or γραφή (graph) "representation by

means of lines" or "drawing", together meaning "drawing with light." Traditionally, the product

of photography has been called a photograph, commonly shortened to photo.
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Key Points:

1. Photographic cameras

The camera or camera obscura is the image-forming device, and photographic film or a silicon

electronic image sensor is the sensing medium. The respective recording medium can be the film

itself, or a digital electronic or magnetic memory.

Photographers control the camera and lens to "expose" the light recording material (such as film)

to the required amount of light to form a "latent image" (on film) or "raw file" (in digital

cameras) which, after appropriate processing, is converted to a usable image. Modern digital

cameras replace film with an electronic image sensor based on light-sensitive electronics such as

charge-coupled device (CCD) or complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)

technology. The resulting digital image is stored electronically, but can be reproduced on paper

or film.

The controls usually include but are not limited to the following:

 Focus of the lens

 Aperture of the lens adjustment of the iris, measured as f-number, which controls the amount of

light entering the lens. Aperture also has an effect on focus and depth of field, namely, the

smaller the opening [aperture], the less light but the greater the depth of field--that is, the greater

the range within which objects appear to be sharply focused.

 Shutter speed adjustment of the speed (often expressed either as fractions of seconds or as an

angle, with mechanical shutters) of the shutter to control the amount of time during which the

imaging medium is exposed to light for each exposure. Shutter speed may be used to control the

amount of light striking the image plane; 'faster' shutter speeds (that is, those of shorter duration)

decrease both the amount of light and the amount of image blurring from subject motion or

camera motion.

 White balance on digital cameras, electronic compensation for the color temperature associated

with a given set of lighting conditions, ensuring that white light is registered as such on the

imaging chip and therefore that the colors in the frame will appear natural. On mechanical, film-

based cameras, this function is served by the operator's choice of film stock. In addition to using
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white balance to register natural coloration of the image, photographers may employ white

balance to aesthetic end, for example white balancing to a blue object in order to obtain a warm

color temperature.

 Metering measurement of exposure at a midtone so that highlights and shadows are exposed

according to the photographer's wishes. Many modern cameras feature this ability, though it is

traditionally accomplished with the use of a separate light metering device.

 ISO speed traditionally used to set the film speed of the selected film on film cameras, ISO

speeds are employed on modern digital cameras as an indication of the system's gain from light

to numerical output and to control the automatic exposure system. A correct combination of ISO

speed, aperture, and shutter speed leads to an image that is neither too dark nor too light.

 Auto-focus point on some cameras, the selection of a point in the imaging frame upon which the

auto-focus system will attempt to focus. Many Single-lens reflex cameras (SLR) feature multiple

auto-focus points in the viewfinder.

 Many other elements of the imaging device itself may have a pronounced effect on the quality

and/or aesthetic effect of a given photograph; among them are:

 Focal length and type of lens (telephoto or "long" lens, macro, wide angle, fisheye, or zoom)

 Filters or scrims placed between the subject and the light recording material, either in front of or

behind the lens

 Inherent sensitivity of the medium to light intensity and color/wavelengths.

 The nature of the light recording material, for example its resolution as measured in pixels or

grains of silver halide.

2. Controlling the photographic exposure and rendering

Camera controls are inter-related. The total amount of light reaching the film plane (the

"exposure") changes with the duration of exposure, aperture of the lens, and focal length of the

lens (which changes as the lens is zoomed). Changing any of these controls alters the exposure.

Many cameras may be set to adjust most or all of these controls automatically. This automatic

functionality is useful in many situations, and in most situations to occasional photographers.
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The duration of an exposure is referred to as shutter speed, often even in cameras that don't have

a physical shutter, and is typically measured in fractions of a second. Aperture is expressed by an

f-number or f-stop (derived from focal ratio), which is proportional to the ratio of the focal

length to the diameter of the aperture. If the f-number is decreased by a factor of \sqrt 2, the

aperture diameter is increased by the same factor, and its area is increased by a factor of 2. The f-

stops that might be found on a typical lens include 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, 16, 22, 32, where going up

"one stop" (using lower f-stop numbers) doubles the amount of light reaching the film, and

stopping down one stop halves the amount of light.

Exposures can be achieved through various combinations of shutter speed and aperture. For

example, f/8 at 8 ms (=1/125th of a second) and f/5.6 at 4 ms (=1/250th of a second) yield the

same amount of light. The chosen combination has an impact on the final result. In addition to

the subject or camera movement that might vary depending on the shutter speed, the aperture

(and focal length of the lens) determine the depth of field, which refers to the range of distances

from the lens that will be in focus. For example, using a long lens and a large aperture (f/2.8, for

example), a subject's eyes might be in sharp focus, but not the tip of the nose. With a smaller

aperture (f/22), or a shorter lens, both the subject's eyes and nose can be in focus. With very

small apertures, such as pinholes, a wide range of distance can be brought into focus.

Image capture is only part of the image forming process. Regardless of material, some process

must be employed to render the latent image captured by the camera into the final photographic

work. This process consists of two steps, development, and printing.

During the printing process, modifications can be made to the print by several controls. Many of

these controls are similar to controls during image capture, while some are exclusive to the

printing process. Most controls have equivalent digital concepts, but some create different

effects. For example, dodging and burning controls are different between digital and film

processes. Other printing modifications include:
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 Chemicals and process used during film development

 Duration of exposure equivalent to shutter speed

 Printing aperture equivalent to aperture, but has no effect on depth of field

 Contrast

 Dodging reduces exposure of certain print areas, resulting in lighter areas

 Burning increases exposure of certain areas, resulting in darker areas

 Paper texture glossy, matte, etc

 Paper type resin-coated (RC) or fiber-based (FB)

 Paper size

 Toners used to add warm to cool tones to black and white

3. Uses of photography

Photography gained the interest of many scientists and artists from its inception. Scientists have

used photography to record and study movements, such as Eadweard Muybridge's study of

human and animal locomotion in 1887. Artists are equally interested by these aspects but also try

to explore avenues other than the photo-mechanical representation of reality, such as the

pictorialist movement. Military, police, and security forces use photography for surveillance,

recognition and data storage. Photography is used to preserve memories of favorite times, to

capture special moments, to tell stories, to send messages, and as a source of entertainment.

Commercial advertising relies heavily on photography and has contributed greatly to its

development.

4. Photography types

4.1 Black-and-white photography

All photography was originally monochrome, most of these photographs were black-and-

white. Even after color film was readily available, black-and-white photography

continued to dominate for decades, due to its lower cost and its "classic" photographic
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look. It is important to note that some monochromatic pictures are not always pure blacks

and whites, but also contain other hues depending on the process. The Cyanotype process

produces an image of blue and white for example. The albumen process which was used

more then 150 years ago had brown tones.

Many photographers continue to produce some monochrome images. Some full color

digital images are processed using a variety of techniques to create black and whites, and

some cameras have even been produced to exclusively shoot monochrome.

4.2 Color photography

Color photography was explored beginning in the mid 1800s. Early experiments in color

could not fix the photograph and prevent the color from fading. The first permanent color

photo was taken in 1861 by the physicist James Clerk Maxwell.

One of the early methods of taking color photos was to use three cameras. Each camera

would have a color filter in front of the lens. This technique provides the photographer

with the three basic channels required to recreate a color image in a darkroom or

processing plant. Russian photographer Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin-Gorskii developed

another technique, with three color plates taken in quick succession.

Practical application of the technique was held back by the very limited color response of

early film; however, in the early 1900s, following the work of photo-chemists such as H.

W. Vogel, emulsions with adequate sensitivity to green and red light at last became

available.
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The first color plate, Autochrome, invented by the French Lumire brothers, reached the

market in 1907. It was based on a 'screen-plate' filter made of dyed dots of potato starch,

and was the only color film on the market until German Agfa introduced the similar

Agfacolor in 1932. In 1935, American Kodak introduced the first modern ('integrated tri-

pack') color film, Kodachrome, based on three colored emulsions. This was followed in

1936 by Agfa's Agfacolor Neue. Unlike the Kodachrome tri-pack process, the color

couplers in Agfacolor Neue were integral with the emulsion layers, which greatly

simplified the film processing. Most modern color films, except Kodachrome, are based

on the Agfacolor Neue technology. Instant color film was introduced by Polaroid in

1963.

Color photography may form images as a positive transparency, intended for use in a

slide projector or as color negatives, intended for use in creating positive color

enlargements on specially coated paper. The latter is now the most common form of film

(non-digital) color photography owing to the introduction of automated photoprinting

equipment.

5. Digital photography

Traditional photography burdened photographers working at remote locations without easy

access to processing facilities, and competition from television pressured photographers to

deliver images to newspapers with greater speed. Photo journalists at remote locations often

carried miniature photo labs and a means of transmitting images through telephone lines. In

1981, Sony unveiled the first consumer camera to use a charge-coupled device for imaging,

eliminating the need for film: the Sony Mavica. While the Mavica saved images to disk, the

images were displayed on television, and the camera was not fully digital. In 1990, Kodak

unveiled the DCS 100, the first commercially available digital camera. Although its high cost

precluded uses other than photojournalism and professional photography, commercial digital

photography was born.
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Digital imaging uses an electronic image sensor to record the image as a set of electronic data

rather than as chemical changes on film. The primary difference between digital and chemical

photography is that chemical photography resists manipulation because it involves film and

photographic paper, while digital imaging is a highly manipulative medium. This difference

allows for a degree of image post-processing that is comparatively difficult in film-based

photography and permits different communicative potentials and applications.

Digital point-and-shoot cameras have become widespread consumer products, outselling film

cameras, and including new features such as video and audio recording. Kodak announced in

January 2004 that it would no longer sell reloadable 35 mm cameras in western Europe, Canada

and the United States after the end of that year. Kodak was at that time a minor player in the

reloadable film cameras market. In January 2006, Nikon followed suit and announced that they

will stop the production of all but two models of their film cameras: the low-end Nikon FM10,

and the high-end Nikon F6. On May 25, 2006, Canon announced they will stop developing new

film SLR cameras.

According to a survey made by Kodak in 2007, 75 percent of professional photographers say

they will continue to use film, even though some embrace digital.

According to the U.S. survey results, more than two-thirds (68 percent) of professional

photographers prefer the results of film to those of digital for certain applications including:

 films superiority in capturing more information on medium and large format films (48 percent);

 creating a traditional photographic look (48 percent);

 capturing shadow and highlighting details (45 percent);

 the wide exposure latitude of film (42 percent); and

 archival storage (38 percent)
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Because photography is popularly synonymous with truth ("The camera doesn't lie."), digital

imaging has raised many ethical concerns. Many photojournalists have declared they will not

crop their pictures, or are forbidden from combining elements of multiple photos to make

"illustrations," passing them as real photographs. Many courts will not accept digital images as

evidence because of their inherently manipulative nature. Today's technology has made picture

editing relatively simple for even the novice photographer.

6. Photography styles

6.1 Commercial photography

Commercial photography is probably best defined as any photography to which money

exchanges hands. In this light money could be paid for the subject of the photograph or

the photograph itself. Wholesale, retail, and professional uses of photography would fall

under this definition. The commercial photographic world could include:

o Advertising photography: photographs made to illustrate and usually sell a service or product.

These images are generally done with an advertising agency, design firm or with an in-house

corporate design team.

o Fashion and glamour photography: This type of photography usually incorporates models.

Fashion photography emphasizes the clothes or product, glamour emphasizes the model.

Glamour photography is popular in advertising and in men's magazines. Models in glamour

photography may be nude, but this is not always the case.

o Crime Scene Photography: This type of photography consists of photographing scenes of crime

such as robberies and murders. A black and white camera or an infrared camera may be used to

capture specific details.

o Still life photography usually depicts inanimate subject matter, typically commonplace objects

which may be either natural or man-made.

o Food photography can be used for editorial, packaging or advertising use. Food photography is

similar to still life photography, but requires some special skills.

o Editorial photography: photographs made to illustrate a story or idea within the context of a

magazine. These are usually assigned by the magazine.
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o Photojournalism: this can be considered a subset of editorial photography. Photographs made in

this context are accepted as a documentation of a news story.

o Portrait and wedding photography: photographs made and sold directly to the end user of the

images.

o Fine art photography: photographs made to fulfill a vision, and reproduced to be sold directly to

the customer.

o Landscape photography: photographs of different locations made to be sold to tourists as

postcards

o Conceptual photography: Photography that turns a concept or idea into a photograph. Even

though what is depicted in the photographs are real objects, the subject is strictly abstract.

o Wildlife photography that demonstrates life of the animals.

o Pornography: explicit depiction of sexual subject matter, especially with the sole intention of

sexually exciting the viewer using a variety of media including photography.

o Photo sharing: publishing or transfer of a user's digital photos online.

The market for photographic services demonstrates the aphorism "one picture is worth a

thousand words," which has an interesting basis in the history of photography. Magazines

and newspapers, companies putting up Web sites, advertising agencies and other groups

pay for photography.

Many people take photographs for self-fulfillment or for commercial purposes.

Organizations with a budget and a need for photography have several options: they can

employ a photographer directly, organize a public competition, or obtain rights to stock

photographs. Photo stock can be procured through traditional stock giants, such as Getty

Images or Corbis; smaller microstock agencies, such as Fotolia; or web marketplaces,

such as Cutcaster.
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6.2 Photography as an art form

During the twentieth century, both fine art photography and documentary photography

became accepted by the English-speaking art world and the gallery system. In the United

States, a handful of photographers, including Alfred Stieglitz, Edward Steichen, John

Szarkowski, and Edward Weston, spent their lives advocating for photography as a fine

art. At first, fine art photographers tried to imitate painting styles. This movement is

called Pictorialism, often using soft focus for a dreamy, 'romantic' look. In reaction to

that, Weston, Ansel Adams, and others formed the f/64 Group to advocate 'straight

photography', the photograph as a (sharply focused) thing in itself and not an imitation of

something else.

The aesthetics of photography is a matter that continues to be discussed regularly,

especially in artistic circles. Many artists argued that photography was the mechanical

reproduction of an image. If photography is authentically art, then photography in the

context of art would need redefinition, such as determining what component of a

photograph makes it beautiful to the viewer. The controversy began with the earliest

images "written with light"; Nicphore Nipce, Louis Daguerre, and others among the very

earliest photographers were met with acclaim, but some questioned if their work met the

definitions and purposes of art.

Clive Bell in his classic essay Art states that only "significant form" can distinguish art

from what is not art.

There must be some one quality without which a work of art cannot exist;

possessing which, in the least degree, no work is altogether worthless. What is this

quality? What quality is shared by all objects that provoke our aesthetic emotions? What

quality is common to Sta. Sophia and the windows at Chartres, Mexican sculpture, a

Persian bowl, Chinese carpets, Giotto's frescoes at Padua, and the masterpieces of

Poussin, Piero della Francesca, and Cezanne? Only one answer seems possible -
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significant form. In each, lines and colors combined in a particular way, certain forms

and relations of forms, stir our aesthetic emotions.

On February 14th 2006 Sothebys London sold the 2001 photograph "99 Cent II

Diptychon" for an unprecedented $3,346,456 to an anonymous bidder making it the most

expensive of all time.

6.3 Technical photography

The camera has a long and distinguished history as a means of recording phenomena

from the first use by Daguerre and Fox-Talbot, such as astronomical events (eclipses for

example) and small creatures when the camera was attached to the eyepiece of

microscopes (in photomicroscopy). The camera also proved useful in recording crime

scenes and the scenes of accidents, one of the first uses being at the scene of the Tay Rail

Bridge disaster of 1879. The set of accident photographs was used in the subsequent

court of inquiry so that witnesses could identify pieces of the wreckage, and the

technique is now commonplace in courts of law.

Between 1846 and 1852 Charles Brooke invented a technology for the automatic

registration of instruments by photography. These instruments included barometers,

thermometers, psychrometers, and magnetometers, which recorded their readings by

means of an automated photographic process.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:
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 Industry of Motion Pictures

 Preview of Motion Pictures

 Trailer of Motion Pictures

 Production of Motion Pictures

 Crew of Motion Pictures

 Technology of Motion Pictures

 Independent of Motion Pictures

 Open content film of Motion Pictures

 Fan film of Motion Pictures

Definition/Overview:

Motion pictures: Because of the stylistic similarities between comic strips and early animated

movies, "cartoon" came to refer to animation, and this is the sense in which "cartoon" is most

commonly used today. These are usually shown on television or in cinemas and are created by

showing illustrated images in rapid succession to give the impression of movement. (In this

meaning, the word cartoon is sometimes shortened to toon, which was popularized by the movie

Who Framed Roger Rabbit). Although the term can be applied to any animated presentation, it is

most often used in reference to programs for children, featuring anthropomorphized animals,

superheroes, the adventures of child protagonists, and other related genres.

Film is a term that encompasses individual motion pictures, the field of film as an art form, and

the motion picture industry. Films are produced by recording images from the world with

cameras, or by creating images using animation techniques or special effects.

Films are cultural artifacts created by specific cultures, which reflect those cultures, and, in turn,

affect them. Film is considered to be an important art form, a source of popular entertainment

and a powerful method for educating or indoctrinating citizens. The visual element of cinema
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gives motion pictures a universal power of communication. Some films have become popular

worldwide attractions by using dubbing or subtitles that translate the dialogue.

Traditional films are made up of a series of individual images called frames. When these images

are shown rapidly in succession, a viewer has the illusion that motion is occurring. The viewer

cannot see the flickering between frames due to an effect known as persistence of vision,

whereby the eye retains a visual image for a fraction of a second after the source has been

removed. Viewers perceive motion due to a psychological effect called beta movement.

The origin of the name "film" comes from the fact that photographic film (also called film stock)

had historically been the primary medium for recording and displaying motion pictures. Many

other terms exist for an individual motion picture, including picture, picture show, photo-play,

flick, and most commonly, movie. Additional terms for the field in general include the big

screen, the silver screen,

Key Points:

1. Industry of Motion Pictures

The making and showing of motion pictures became a source of profit almost as soon as the

process was invented. Upon seeing how successful their new invention, and its product, was in

their native France, the Lumires quickly set about touring the Continent to exhibit the first films

privately to royalty and publicly to the masses. In each country, they would normally add new,

local scenes to their catalogue and, quickly enough, found local entrepreneurs in the various

countries of Europe to buy their equipment and photograph, export, import and screen additional

product commercially. The Oberammergau Passion Play of 1898 was the first commercial

motion picture ever produced. Other pictures soon followed, and motion pictures became a

separate industry that overshadowed the vaudeville world. Dedicated theaters and companies
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formed specifically to produce and distribute films, while motion picture actors became major

celebrities and commanded huge fees for their performances. Already by 1917, Charlie Chaplin

had a contract that called for an annual salary of one million dollars.

In the United States today, much of the film industry is centered around Hollywood. Other

regional centers exist in many parts of the world, such as Mumbai-centered Bollywood, the

Indian film industry's Hindi cinema which produces the largest number of films in the world.

Whether the ten thousand-plus feature length films a year produced by the Valley pornographic

film industry should qualify for this title is the source of some debate. Though the expense

involved in making movies has led cinema production to concentrate under the auspices of

movie studios, recent advances in affordable film making equipment have allowed independent

film productions to flourish.

Profit is a key force in the industry, due to the costly and risky nature of filmmaking; many films

have large cost overruns, a notorious example being Kevin Costner's Waterworld. Yet many

filmmakers strive to create works of lasting social significance. The Academy Awards (also

known as "the Oscars") are the most prominent film awards in the United States, providing

recognition each year to films, ostensibly based on their artistic merits.

There is also a large industry for educational and instructional films made in lieu of or in

addition to lectures and texts.

2. Preview of Motion Pictures

A preview performance refers to a showing of a movie to a select audience, usually for the

purposes of corporate promotions, before the public film premiere itself. Previews are sometimes

used to judge audience reaction, which if unexpectedly negative, may result in recutting or even

refilming certain sections. (cf Audience response.)

3. Trailer of Motion Pictures

Trailers or previews are film advertisements for films that will be exhibited in the future at a

cinema, on whose screen they are shown. The term "trailer" comes from their having originally

been shown at the end of a film programme. That practice did not last long, because patrons

tended to leave the theater after the films ended, but the name has stuck. Trailers are now shown

before the film (or the A movie in a double feature program) begins.
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4. Production of Motion Pictures

The nature of the film determines the size and type of crew required during filmmaking. Many

Hollywood adventure films need computer generated imagery (CGI), created by dozens of 3D

modellers, animators, rotoscopers and compositors. However, a low-budget, independent film

may be made with a skeleton crew, often paid very little. Also, an open source film may be

produced through open, collaborative processes. Filmmaking takes place all over the world using

different technologies, styles of acting and genre, and is produced in a variety of economic

contexts that range from state-sponsored documentary in China to profit-oriented movie making

within the American studio system.

A typical Hollywood-style filmmaking Production cycle is comprised of five main stages:

 Development

 Pre-production

 Production

 Post-production

 Distribution

This production cycle typically takes three years. The first year is taken up with development.

The second year comprises preproduction and production. The third year, post-production and

distribution.

5. Crew of Motion Pictures

A film crew is a group of people hired by a film company, employed during the "production" or

"photography" phase, for the purpose of producing a film or motion picture. Crews are

distinguished from cast, the actors who appear in front of the camera or provide voices for

characters in the film. The crew interacts with but is also distinct from the production staff,

consisting of producers, managers, company representatives, their assistants, and those whose

primary responsibility falls in pre-production or post-production phases, such as writers and

editors. Communication between production and crew generally passes through the director and

his/her staff of assistants. Medium-to-large crews are generally divided into departments with

well defined hierarchies and standards for interaction and cooperation between the departments.

Other than acting, the crew handles everything in the photography phase: props and costumes,
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shooting, sound, electrics (i.e., lights), sets, and production special effects. Caterers (known in

the film industry as "craft services") are usually not considered part of the crew.

6. Technology of Motion Pictures

Film stock consists of transparent celluloid, acetate, or polyester base coated with an emulsion

containing light-sensitive chemicals. Cellulose nitrate was the first type of film base used to

record motion pictures, but due to its flammability was eventually replaced by safer materials.

Stock widths and the film format for images on the reel have had a rich history, though most

large commercial films are still shot on (and distributed to theaters) as 35 mm prints.

Originally moving picture film was shot and projected at various speeds using hand-cranked

cameras and projectors; though 1000 frames per minute (16⅔ frame/s) is generally cited as a

standard silent speed, research indicates most films were shot between 16 frame/s and 23 frame/s

and projected from 18 frame/s on up (often reels included instructions on how fast each scene

should be shown) . When sound film was introduced in the late 1920s, a constant speed was

required for the sound head. 24 frames per second was chosen because it was the slowest (and

thus cheapest) speed which allowed for sufficient sound quality. Improvements since the late

19th century include the mechanization of cameras allowing them to record at a consistent speed,

quiet camera design allowing sound recorded on-set to be usable without requiring large

"blimps" to encase the camera, the invention of more sophisticated filmstocks and lenses,

allowing directors to film in increasingly dim conditions, and the development of synchronized

sound, allowing sound to be recorded at exactly the same speed as its corresponding action. The

soundtrack can be recorded separately from shooting the film, but for live-action pictures many

parts of the soundtrack are usually recorded simultaneously.

As a medium, film is not limited to motion pictures, since the technology developed as the basis

for photography. It can be used to present a progressive sequence of still images in the form of a

slideshow. Film has also been incorporated into multimedia presentations, and often has

importance as primary historical documentation. However, historic films have problems in terms

of preservation and storage, and the motion picture industry is exploring many alternatives. Most

movies on cellulose nitrate base have been copied onto modern safety films. Some studios save
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color films through the use of separation masters three B&W negatives each exposed through

red, green, or blue filters (essentially a reverse of the Technicolor process). Digital methods have

also been used to restore films, although their continued obsolescence cycle makes them (as of

2006) a poor choice for long-term preservation. Film preservation of decaying film stock is a

matter of concern to both film historians and archivists, and to companies interested in

preserving their existing products in order to make them available to future generations (and

thereby increase revenue). Preservation is generally a higher-concern for nitrate and single-strip

color films, due to their high decay rates; black and white films on safety bases and color films

preserved on Technicolor imbibition prints tend to keep up much better, assuming proper

handling and storage.

Some films in recent decades have been recorded using analog video technology similar to that

used in television production. Modern digital video cameras and digital projectors are gaining

ground as well. These approaches are extremely beneficial to moviemakers, especially because

footage can be evaluated and edited without waiting for the film stock to be processed. Yet the

migration is gradual, and as of 2005 most major motion pictures are still recorded on film.

7. Independent of Motion Pictures

Independent filmmaking often takes place outside of Hollywood, or other major studio systems.

An independent film (or indie film) is a film initially produced without financing or distribution

from a major movie studio. Creative, business, and technological reasons have all contributed to

the growth of the indie film scene in the late 20th and early 21st century.

On the business side, the costs of big-budget studio films also leads to conservative choices in

cast and crew. There is a trend in Hollywood towards co-financing (over two-thirds of the films

put out by Warner Bros. in 2000 were joint ventures, up from 10% in 1987).A hopeful director is

almost never given the opportunity to get a job on a big-budget studio film unless he or she has

significant industry experience in film or television. Also, the studios rarely produce films with

unknown actors, particularly in lead roles.

Before the advent of digital alternatives, the cost of professional film equipment and stock was

also a hurdle to being able to produce, direct, or star in a traditional studio film. The cost of 35
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mm film is outpacing inflation: in 2002 alone, film negative costs were up 23%, according to

Variety.

But the advent of consumer camcorders in 1985, and more importantly, the arrival of high-

resolution digital video in the early 1990s, have lowered the technology barrier to movie

production significantly. Both production and post-production costs have been significantly

lowered; today, the hardware and software for post-production can be installed in a commodity-

based personal computer. Technologies such as DVDs, FireWire connections and non-linear

editing system pro-level software like Adobe Premiere Pro, Sony Vegas and Apple's Final Cut

Pro, and consumer level software such as Apple's Final Cut Express and iMovie make movie-

making relatively inexpensive.

Since the introduction of DV technology, the means of production have become more

democratized. Filmmakers can conceivably shoot and edit a movie, create and edit the sound and

music, and mix the final cut on a home computer. However, while the means of production may

be democratized, financing, distribution, and marketing remain difficult to accomplish outside

the traditional system. Most independent filmmakers rely on film festivals to get their films

noticed and sold for distribution. The arrival of internet-based video outlets such as YouTube

and Veoh has further changed the film making landscape in ways that are still to be determined.

8. Open content film of Motion Pictures

An open content film is much like an independent film, but it is produced through open

collaborations; its source material is available under a license which is permissive enough to

allow other parties to create fan fiction or derivative works, than a traditional copyright. Like

independent filmmaking, open source filmmaking takes place outside of Hollywood, or other

major studio systems.

9. Fan film

A fan film is a film or video inspired by a film, television program, comic book or a similar

source, created by fans rather than by the source's copyright holders or creators. Fan filmmakers

have traditionally been amateurs, but some of the more notable films have actually been

produced by professional filmmakers as film school class projects or as demonstration reels. Fan
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films vary tremendously in length, from short faux-teaser trailers for non-existent motion

pictures to rarer full-length motion pictures.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Content

 Funding

 Characteristics of video streams

 Display resolution

 Aspect ratio

 Color space and bits per pixel

 Video quality

 Video compression method (digital only)

 Video formats

Definition/Overview:

Television: Television is a widely used telecommunication medium for broadcasting and

receiving live, moving greyscale or color images with sound. The term may also be used to refer

specifically to a television set, programming or television transmission. The word is derived

from mixed Latin and Greek roots, meaning "far sight": Greek tele (τῆλε), far, and Latin vision,

sight (from video, vis- to see, or to view in the first person).

Commercially available since the late 1930s, the television set has become a common household

communications device in homes and institutions, particularly as a source of entertainment and

films vary tremendously in length, from short faux-teaser trailers for non-existent motion

pictures to rarer full-length motion pictures.
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from mixed Latin and Greek roots, meaning "far sight": Greek tele (τῆλε), far, and Latin vision,

sight (from video, vis- to see, or to view in the first person).

Commercially available since the late 1930s, the television set has become a common household

communications device in homes and institutions, particularly as a source of entertainment and

films vary tremendously in length, from short faux-teaser trailers for non-existent motion

pictures to rarer full-length motion pictures.
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At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:
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 Funding

 Characteristics of video streams

 Display resolution

 Aspect ratio
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 Video quality

 Video compression method (digital only)

 Video formats

Definition/Overview:

Television: Television is a widely used telecommunication medium for broadcasting and

receiving live, moving greyscale or color images with sound. The term may also be used to refer

specifically to a television set, programming or television transmission. The word is derived

from mixed Latin and Greek roots, meaning "far sight": Greek tele (τῆλε), far, and Latin vision,

sight (from video, vis- to see, or to view in the first person).

Commercially available since the late 1930s, the television set has become a common household

communications device in homes and institutions, particularly as a source of entertainment and
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news. Since the 1970s, video recordings on tape and later, digital playback systems such as

DVDs, have enabled the television to be used to view recorded movies and other programs.

A television system may be made up of multiple components, so a screen which lacks an internal

tuner to receive the broadcast signals is called a monitor rather than a television. A television

may be built to receive different broadcast or video formats, such as high-definition television,

commonly referred to as HDTV.

Video: Video is the technology of electronically capturing, recording, processing, storing,

transmitting, and reconstructing a sequence of still images representing scenes in motion.

Key Points:

1. Content

1.1 Programming

Getting TV programming shown to the public can happen in many different ways. After

production the next step is to market and deliver the product to whatever markets are

open to using it. This typically happens on two levels:

o Original Run or First Run a producer creates a program of one or multiple episodes and shows it

on a station or network which has either paid for the production itself or to which a license has

been granted by the producers to do the same.

o Syndication this is the terminology rather broadly used to describe secondary programming

usages (beyond original run). It includes secondary runs in the country of first issue, but also

international usage which may or may not be managed by the originating producer. In many

cases other companies, TV stations or individuals are engaged to do the syndication work, in

other words to sell the product into the markets they are allowed to sell into by contract from the

copyright holders, in most cases the producers.

First run programming is increasing on subscription services outside the U.S., but few

domestically produced programs are syndicated on domestic FTA elsewhere. This
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practice is increasing however, generally on digital-only FTA channels, or with

subscriber-only first run material appearing on FTA.

Unlike the U.S., repeat FTA screenings of a FTA network program almost only occur on

that network. Also, Affiliates rarely buy or produce non-network programming that is not

centred around local events.

2. Funding

2.1 Globe icon

The examples and perspective in this section may not represent a worldwide view of the

subject.

Around the globe, broadcast television is financed by either advertising, tv licencing (a

form of tax) or by subscription or any combination of all three. To protect revenues,

subscription TV channels are usually encrypted to ensure that only subscription payers

receive the decryption codes to see the signal. Non-encrypted channels are known as Free

to Air or FTA.

2.2 Advertising

Advertising attempts to influence people's behaviour and beliefs and television is

therefore a powerful and attractive medium for advertisers to use. TV stations sell air

time to advertisers in order to fund their programming.

2.3 Taxation or TV License

Television services in some countries may be funded by a television licence, a form of

taxation which means advertising plays a lesser role or no role at all. For example, some

channels may carry no advertising at all and some very little. The BBC carries no

advertising and is funded by an annual licence paid by all households owning a
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television. This licence fee is set by government, but the BBC is not answerable to or

controlled by government and is therefore genuinely independent. The fee also funds

radio channels, transmitters and the BBC web sites.

The two main BBC TV channels are watched by almost 90 percent of the population each

week and overall have 27 per cent share of total viewing. This in spite of the fact that

85% of homes are multichannel, with 42% of these having access to 200 free to air

channels via satellite and another 43% having access to 30 or more channels via

Freeview. The licence that funds the seven advertising-free BBC TV channels costs less

than 136 a year (about US$270) irrespective of the number of TV sets owned. When the

same sporting event has been presented on both BBC and commercial channels, the BBC

always attracts the lion's share of the audience, indicating viewers prefer to watch TV

uninterrupted by advertising.

The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) carries no advertising (except for the

ABC shop) as it is banned under lawABC Act 1983. The ABC receives its funding from

the Australian Government every three years. In the 2006/07 Federal Budget the ABC

received Au$822.67 Million this covers most of the ABC funding commitments. The

ABC also receives funds from its many ABC Shops in Australia.

2.4 Subscription

Some TV channels are partly funded from subscriptions and therefore the signals are

encrypted before broadcast to ensure that only paying subscribers have access to the

decryption codes. Most subscription services are also funded by advertising.

2.5 Television genres

Television genres include a broad range of programming types that entertain, inform, and

educate viewers. The most expensive entertainment genres to produce are usually drama

and dramatic miniseries. However, other genres, such as historical Western genres, may

also have high production costs.

Popular entertainment genres include action-oriented shows such as police, crime,

detective dramas, horror or thriller shows. As well, there are also other variants of the
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drama genre, such as medical dramas and daytime soap operas. Science fiction shows can

fall into either the drama or action category, depending on whether they emphasize

philosophical questions or high adventure. Comedy is a popular genre which includes

situation comedy (sitcom) and animated shows for the adult demographic such as South

Park".

The least expensive forms of entertainment programming are game shows, talk shows,

variety shows, and reality TV. Game shows show contestants answering questions and

solving puzzles to win prizes. Talk shows feature interviews with film, television and

music celebrities and public figures. Variety shows feature a range of musical performers

and other entertainers such as comedians and magicians introduced by a host or Master of

Ceremonies. There is some crossover between some talk shows and variety shows,

because leading talk shows often feature performances by bands, singers, comedians, and

other performers in between the interview segments. Reality TV shows "regular" people

(i.e., not actors) who are facing unusual challenges or experiences, ranging from arrest by

police officers (COPS) to weight loss (The Biggest Loser). A variant version of reality

shows depicts celebrities doing mundane activities such as going about their everyday life

(The Osbournes) or doing manual labour (Simple Life).

3. Characteristics of video streams

3.1 Number of frames per second

Frame rate, the number of still pictures per unit of time of video, ranges from six or eight

frames per second (frame/s) for old mechanical cameras to 120 or more frames per

second for new professional cameras. PAL (Europe, Asia, Australia, etc.) and SECAM

(France, Russia, parts of Africa etc.) standards specify 25 frame/s, while NTSC (USA,

Canada, Japan, etc.) specifies 29.97 frame/s. Film is shot at the slower frame rate of

24frame/s, which complicates slightly the process of transferring a cinematic motion

picture to video. The minimum frame rate to achieve the illusion of a moving image is

about fifteen frames per second.

3.2 Interlacing
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Video can be interlaced or progressive. Interlacing was invented as a way to achieve

good visual quality within the limitations of a narrow bandwidth. The horizontal scan

lines of each interlaced frame are numbered consecutively and partitioned into two fields:

the odd field (upper field) consisting of the odd-numbered lines and the even field (lower

field) consisting of the even-numbered lines. NTSC, PAL and SECAM are interlaced

formats. Abbreviated video resolution specifications often include an i to indicate

interlacing. For example, PAL video format is often specified as 576i50, where 576

indicates the vertical line resolution, i indicates interlacing, and 50 indicates 50 fields

(half-frames) per second.

In progressive scan systems, each refresh period updates all of the scan lines. The result

is a higher perceived resolution and a lack of various artifacts that can make parts of a

stationary picture appear to be moving or flashing.

A procedure known as deinterlacing can be used for converting an interlaced stream, such

as analog, DVD, or satellite, to be processed by progressive scan devices, such as TFT

TV-sets, projectors, and plasma panels. Deinterlacing cannot, however, produce a video

quality that is equivalent to true progressive scan source material.

4. Display resolution

The size of a video image is measured in pixels for digital video, or horizontal scan lines and

vertical lines of resolution for analog video. In the digital domain (e.g. DVD) standard-definition

television (SDTV) is specified as 720/704/640480i60 for NTSC and 768/720576i50 for PAL or

SECAM resolution. However in the analog domain, the number of visible scanlines remains

constant (486 NTSC/576 PAL) while the horizontal measurement varies with the quality of the

signal: approximately 320 pixels per scanline for VCR quality, 400 pixels for TV broadcasts, and

720 pixels for DVD sources. Aspect ratio is preserved because of non-square "pixels".

New high-definition televisions (HDTV) are capable of resolutions up to 19201080p60, i.e. 1920

pixels per scan line by 1080 scan lines, progressive, at 60 frames per second.

Video resolution for 3D-video is measured in voxels (volume picture element, representing a

value in three dimensional space). For example 512512512 voxels resolution, now used for

simple 3D-video, can be displayed even on some PDAs.
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5. Aspect ratio

Aspect ratio describes the dimensions of video screens and video picture elements. All popular

video formats are rectilinear, and so can be described by a ratio between width and height. The

screen aspect ratio of a traditional television screen is 4:3, or about 1.33:1. High definition

televisions use an aspect ratio of 16:9, or about 1.78:1. The aspect ratio of a full 35 mm film

frame with soundtrack (also known as "Academy standard") is around 2.37:1.

Pixels on computer monitors are usually square, but pixels used in digital video often have non-

square aspect ratios, such as those used in the PAL and NTSC variants of the CCIR 601 digital

video standard, and the corresponding anamorphic widescreen formats. Therefore, an NTSC DV

image which is 720 pixels by 480 pixels is displayed with the aspect ratio of 4:3 (which is the

traditional television standard) if the pixels are thin and displayed with the aspect ratio of 16:9

(which is the anamorphic widescreen format) if the pixels are fat.

6. Color space and bits per pixel

Color model name describes the video color representation. YIQ was used in NTSC television. It

corresponds closely to the YUV scheme used in NTSC and PAL television and the YDbDr

scheme used by SECAM television.

The number of distinct colours that can be represented by a pixel depends on the number of bits

per pixel (bpp). A common way to reduce the number of bits per pixel in digital video is by

chroma subsampling (e.g. 4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:2:0).

7. Video quality

Video quality can be measured with formal metrics like PSNR or with subjective video quality

using expert observation. The subjective video quality of a video processing system may be

evaluated as follows:

 Choose the video sequences (the SRC) to use for testing.

 Choose the settings of the system to evaluate (the HRC).

 Choose a test method for how to present video sequences to experts and to collect their ratings.

 Invite a sufficient number of experts, preferably not fewer than 15.

 Carry out testing.

 Calculate the average marks for each HRC based on the experts' ratings.
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Many subjective video quality methods are described in the ITU-T recommendation BT.500.

One of the standardized method is the Double Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS). In DSIS, each

expert views an unimpaired reference video followed by an impaired version of the same video.

The expert then rates the impaired video using a scale ranging from "impairments are

imperceptible" to "impairments are very annoying".

8. Video compression method (digital only)

A wide variety of methods are used to compress video streams. Video data contains spatial and

temporal redundancy, making uncompressed video streams extremely inefficient. Broadly

speaking, spatial redundancy is reduced by registering differences between parts of a single

frame; this task is known as intraframe compression and is closely related to image compression.

Likewise, temporal redundancy can be reduced by registering differences between frames; this

task is known as interframe compression, including motion compensation and other techniques.

The most common modern standards are MPEG-2, used for DVD and satellite television, and

MPEG-4, used for home video.

8.1 Bit rate (digital only)

Bit rate is a measure of the rate of information content in a video stream. It is quantified

using the bit per second (bit/s or bps) unit or Megabits per second (Mbit/s). A higher bit

rate allows better video quality. For example VideoCD, with a bit rate of about 1 Mbit/s,

is lower quality than DVD, with a bit rate of about 5 Mbit/s. HDTV has a still higher

quality, with a bit rate of about 20 Mbit/s.

Variable bit rate (VBR) is a strategy to maximize the visual video quality and minimize

the bit rate. On fast motion scenes, a variable bit rate uses more bits than it does on slow

motion scenes of similar duration yet achieves a consistent visual quality. For real-time

and non-buffered video streaming when the available bandwidth is fixed, e.g. in

videoconferencing delivered on channels of fixed bandwidth, a constant bit rate (CBR)

must be used.
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8.2 Stereoscopic

Stereoscopic video requires either two channels a right channel for the right eye and a left

channel for the left eye or two overlayed color coded layers. This left and right layer

technique is occasionally used for network broadcast, or recent "anaglyph" releases of 3D

movies on DVD. Simple Red/Cyan plastic glasses provide the means to view the images

discretely to form a stereoscopic view of the content.* New HD DVD and Blu-ray Discs

will greatly improve the 3D effect, in color coded stereo programs. The first

commercially available HD players were expected to debut at the 2006 NAB Show in Las

Vegas in April.

9. Video formats

There are different layers of video transmission and storage, each with its own set of formats to

choose from.

For transmission, there is a physical connector and signal protocol ("video connection standard"

below). A given physical link can carry certain "display standards" which specify a particular

refresh rate, display resolution, and color space. There are a number of analog and digital tape

formats, though digital video files can also be stored on a computer file system which have their

own formats. In addition to the physical format used by the storage or transmission medium, the

stream of ones and zeros that is sent must be in a particular digital video "encoding", of which a

number are available.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:

Computers

World Wide Web

The More You Know, The More You See
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 State of the Computer art

 Related fields

 Applications for computer vision

 Typical tasks of computer vision

 Recognition

 Motion

 Scene reconstruction

 Computer vision systems

Definition/Overview:

Computer vision: Computer vision is the science and technology of machines that see. As a

scientific discipline, computer vision is concerned with the theory for building artificial systems

that obtain information from images. The image data can take many forms, such as a video

sequence, views from multiple cameras, or multi-dimensional data from a medical scanner.

As a technological discipline, computer vision seeks to apply the theories and models of

computer vision to the construction of computer vision systems. Examples of applications of

computer vision systems include systems for:

 Controlling processes (e.g. an industrial robot or an autonomous vehicle).

 Detecting events (e.g. for visual surveillance or people counting).

 Organizing information (e.g. for indexing databases of images and image sequences).

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 State of the Computer art

 Related fields

 Applications for computer vision

 Typical tasks of computer vision

 Recognition

 Motion

 Scene reconstruction

 Computer vision systems

Definition/Overview:

Computer vision: Computer vision is the science and technology of machines that see. As a

scientific discipline, computer vision is concerned with the theory for building artificial systems

that obtain information from images. The image data can take many forms, such as a video

sequence, views from multiple cameras, or multi-dimensional data from a medical scanner.

As a technological discipline, computer vision seeks to apply the theories and models of

computer vision to the construction of computer vision systems. Examples of applications of

computer vision systems include systems for:

 Controlling processes (e.g. an industrial robot or an autonomous vehicle).

 Detecting events (e.g. for visual surveillance or people counting).

 Organizing information (e.g. for indexing databases of images and image sequences).

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 State of the Computer art

 Related fields

 Applications for computer vision

 Typical tasks of computer vision

 Recognition

 Motion

 Scene reconstruction

 Computer vision systems

Definition/Overview:

Computer vision: Computer vision is the science and technology of machines that see. As a

scientific discipline, computer vision is concerned with the theory for building artificial systems

that obtain information from images. The image data can take many forms, such as a video

sequence, views from multiple cameras, or multi-dimensional data from a medical scanner.

As a technological discipline, computer vision seeks to apply the theories and models of

computer vision to the construction of computer vision systems. Examples of applications of

computer vision systems include systems for:

 Controlling processes (e.g. an industrial robot or an autonomous vehicle).

 Detecting events (e.g. for visual surveillance or people counting).

 Organizing information (e.g. for indexing databases of images and image sequences).
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 Modeling objects or environments (e.g. industrial inspection, medical image analysis or

topographical modeling).

 Interaction (e.g. as the input to a device for computer-human interaction).

Computer vision can also be described as a complement (but not necessarily the opposite) of

biological vision. In biological vision, the visual perception of humans and various animals are

studied, resulting in models of how these systems operate in terms of physiological processes.

Computer vision, on the other hand, studies and describes artificial vision system that are

implemented in software and/or hardware. Interdisciplinary exchange between biological and

computer vision has proven increasingly fruitful for both fields.

Sub-domains of computer vision include scene reconstruction, event detection, tracking, object

recognition, learning, indexing, ego-motion and image restoration.

Key Points:

1. State of the Computer art

The field of computer vision can be characterized as immature and diverse. Even though earlier

work exists, it was not until the late 1970s that a more focused study of the field started when

computers could manage the processing of large data sets such as images. However, these studies

usually originated from various other fields, and consequently there is no standard formulation of

"the computer vision problem." Also, and to an even larger extent, there is no standard

formulation of how computer vision problems should be solved. Instead, there exists an

abundance of methods for solving various well-defined computer vision tasks, where the

methods often are very task specific and seldom can be generalized over a wide range of

applications. Many of the methods and applications are still in the state of basic research, but

more and more methods have found their way into commercial products, where they often

constitute a part of a larger system which can solve complex tasks (e.g., in the area of medical
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images, or quality control and measurements in industrial processes). In most practical computer

vision applications, the computers are pre-programmed to solve a particular task, but methods

based on learning are now becoming increasingly common.

2. Related fields

A significant part of artificial intelligence deals with autonomous planning or deliberation for

systems which can perform mechanical actions such as moving a robot through some

environment. This type of processing typically needs input data provided by a computer vision

system, acting as a vision sensor and providing high-level information about the environment

and the robot. Other parts which sometimes are described as belonging to artificial intelligence

and which are used in relation to computer vision is pattern recognition and learning techniques.

As a consequence, computer vision is sometimes seen as a part of the artificial intelligence field

or the computer science field in general.

Physics is another field that is strongly related to computer vision. A significant part of computer

vision deals with methods which require a thorough understanding of the process in which

electromagnetic radiation, typically in the visible or the infra-red range, is reflected by the

surfaces of objects and finally is measured by the image sensor to produce the image data. This

process is based on optics and solid-state physics. More sophisticated image sensors even require

quantum mechanics to provide a complete comprehension of the image formation process. Also,

various measurement problems in physics can be addressed using computer vision, for example

motion in fluids. Consequently, computer vision can also be seen as an extension of physics.

A third field which plays an important role is neurobiology, specifically the study of the

biological vision system. Over the last century, there has been an extensive study of eyes,

neurons, and the brain structures devoted to processing of visual stimuli in both humans and

various animals. This has led to a coarse, yet complicated, description of how "real" vision

systems operate in order to solve certain vision related tasks. These results have led to a subfield
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within computer vision where artificial systems are designed to mimic the processing and

behaviour of biological systems, at different levels of complexity. Also, some of the learning-

based methods developed within computer vision have their background in biology.

Yet another field related to computer vision is signal processing. Many methods for processing

of one-variable signals, typically temporal signals, can be extended in a natural way to

processing of two-variable signals or multi-variable signals in computer vision. However,

because of the specific nature of images there are many methods developed within computer

vision which have no counterpart in the processing of one-variable signals. A distinct character

of these methods is the fact that they are non-linear which, together with the multi-

dimensionality of the signal, defines a subfield in signal processing as a part of computer vision.

Beside the above mentioned views on computer vision, many of the related research topics can

also be studied from a purely mathematical point of view. For example, many methods in

computer vision are based on statistics, optimization or geometry. Finally, a significant part of

the field is devoted to the implementation aspect of computer vision; how existing methods can

be realized in various combinations of software and hardware, or how these methods can be

modified in order to gain processing speed without losing too much performance.

The fields, most closely related to computer vision, are image processing, image analysis, robot

vision and machine vision. There is a significant overlap in terms of what techniques and

applications they cover. This implies that the basic techniques that are used and developed in

these fields are more or less identical, something which can be interpreted as there is only one

field with different names. On the other hand, it appears to be necessary for research groups,

scientific journals, conferences and companies to present or market themselves as belonging

specifically to one of these fields and, hence, various characterizations which distinguish each of

the fields from the others have been presented.
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The following characterizations appear relevant but should not be taken as universally accepted.

Image processing and image analysis tend to focus on 2D images, how to transform one image to

another, e.g., by pixel-wise operations such as contrast enhancement, local operations such as

edge extraction or noise removal, or geometrical transformations such as rotating the image. This

characterization implies that image processing/analysis neither require assumptions nor produce

interpretations about the image content. Computer vision tends to focus on the 3D scene

projected onto one or several images, e.g., how to reconstruct structure or other information

about the 3D scene from one or several images. Computer vision often relies on more or less

complex assumptions about the scene depicted in an image. Machine vision tends to focus on

applications, mainly in industry, e.g., vision based autonomous robots and systems for vision

based inspection or measurement. This implies that image sensor technologies and control theory

often are integrated with the processing of image data to control a robot and that real-time

processing is emphasized by means of efficient implementations in hardware and software.

There is also a field called imaging which primarily focus on the process of producing images,

but sometimes also deals with processing and analysis of images. For example, medical imaging

contains lots of work on the analysis of image data in medical applications. Finally, pattern

recognition is a field which uses various methods to extract information from signals in general,

mainly based on statistical approaches. A significant part of this field is devoted to applying

these methods to image data. A consequence of this state of affairs is that you can be working in

a lab related to one of these fields, apply methods from a second field to solve a problem in a

third field and present the result at a conference related to a fourth field!

3. Applications for computer vision

One of the most prominent application fields is medical computer vision or medical image

processing. This area is characterized by the extraction of information from image data for the
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purpose of making a medical diagnosis of a patient. Generally, image data is in the form of

microscopy images, X-ray images, angiography images, ultrasonic images, and tomography

images. An example of information which can be extracted from such image data is detection of

tumours, arteriosclerosis or other malign changes. It can also be measurements of organ

dimensions, blood flow, etc. This application area also supports medical research by providing

new information, e.g., about the structure of the brain, or about the quality of medical treatments.

A second application area in computer vision is in industry. Here, information is extracted for the

purpose of supporting a manufacturing process. One example is quality control where details or

final products are being automatically inspected in order to find defects. Another example is

measurement of position and orientation of details to be picked up by a robot arm.

Military applications are probably one of the largest areas for computer vision. The obvious

examples are detection of enemy soldiers or vehicles and missile guidance. More advanced

systems for missile guidance send the missile to an area rather than a specific target, and target

selection is made when the missile reaches the area based on locally acquired image data.

Modern military concepts, such as "battlefield awareness", imply that various sensors, including

image sensors, provide a rich set of information about a combat scene which can be used to

support strategic decisions. In this case, automatic processing of the data is used to reduce

complexity and to fuse information from multiple sensors to increase reliability.

One of the newer application areas is autonomous vehicles, which include submersibles, land-

based vehicles (small robots with wheels, cars or trucks), aerial vehicles, and unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAV). The level of autonomy ranges from fully autonomous (unmanned) vehicles to

vehicles where computer vision based systems support a driver or a pilot in various situations.

Fully autonomous vehicles typically use computer vision for navigation, i.e. for knowing where

it is, or for producing a map of its environment (SLAM) and for detecting obstacles. It can also

be used for detecting certain task specific events, e. g., a UAV looking for forest fires. Examples
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of supporting systems are obstacle warning systems in cars, and systems for autonomous landing

of aircraft. Several car manufacturers have demonstrated systems for autonomous driving of cars,

but this technology has still not reached a level where it can be put on the market. There are

ample examples of military autonomous vehicles ranging from advanced missiles, to UAVs for

recon missions or missile guidance. Space exploration is already being made with autonomous

vehicles using computer vision, e. g., NASA's Mars Exploration Rover.

4. Typical tasks of computer vision

Each of the application areas described above employ a range of computer vision tasks; more or

less well-defined measurement problems or processing problems, which can be solved using a

variety of methods. Some examples of typical computer vision tasks are presented below.

5. Recognition

The classical problem in computer vision, image processing and machine vision is that of

determining whether or not the image data contains some specific object, feature, or activity.

This task can normally be solved robustly and without effort by a human, but is still not

satisfactorily solved in computer vision for the general case: arbitrary objects in arbitrary

situations. The existing methods for dealing with this problem can at best solve it only for

specific objects, such as simple geometric objects (e.g., polyhedrons), human faces, printed or

hand-written characters, or vehicles, and in specific situations, typically described in terms of

well-defined illumination, background, and pose of the object relative to the camera.

Different varieties of the recognition problem are described in the literature:

 Recognition: one or several pre-specified or learned objects or object classes can be recognized,

usually together with their 2D positions in the image or 3D poses in the scene.
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 Identification: An individual instance of an object is recognized. Examples: identification of a

specific person's face or fingerprint, or identification of a specific vehicle.

 Detection: the image data is scanned for a specific condition. Examples: detection of possible

abnormal cells or tissues in medical images or detection of a vehicle in an automatic road toll

system. Detection based on relatively simple and fast computations is sometimes used for finding

smaller regions of interesting image data which can be further analyzed by more computationally

demanding techniques to produce a correct interpretation.

Several specialized tasks based on recognition exist, such as:

 Content-based image retrieval: finding all images in a larger set of images which have a specific

content. The content can be specified in different ways, for example in terms of similarity

relative a target image (give me all images similar to image X), or in terms of high-level search

criteria given as text input (give me all images which contains many houses, are taken during

winter, and have no cars in them).

 Pose estimation: estimating the position or orientation of a specific object relative to the camera.

An example application for this technique would be assisting a robot arm in retrieving objects

from a conveyor belt in an assembly line situation.

 Optical character recognition (or OCR): identifying characters in images of printed or

handwritten text, usually with a view to encoding the text in a format more amenable to editing

or indexing (e.g. ASCII).

6. Motion

Several tasks relate to motion estimation, in which an image sequence is processed to produce

an estimate of the velocity either at each points in the image or in the 3D scene. Examples of

such tasks are:

 Egomotion: determining the 3D rigid motion of the camera.

 Tracking: following the movements of objects (e.g. vehicles or humans).
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7. Scene reconstruction

Given one or (typically) more images of a scene, or a video, scene reconstruction aims at

computing a 3D model of the scene. In the simplest case the model can be a set of 3D points.

More sophisticated methods produce a complete 3D surface model.

Image restoration

The aim of image restoration is the removal of noise (sensor noise, motion blur, etc.) from

images. The simplest possible approach for noise removal is various types of filters such as low-

pass filters or median filters. More sophisticated methods assume a model of how the local image

structures look like, a model which distinguishes them from the noise. By first analysing the

image data in terms of the local image structures, such as lines or edges, and then controlling the

filtering based on local information from the analysis step, a better level of noise removal is

usually obtained compared to the simpler approaches.

8. Computer vision systems

The organization of a computer vision system is highly application dependent. Some systems are

stand-alone applications which solve a specific measurement or detection problem, while other

constitute a sub-system of a larger design which, for example, also contains sub-systems for

control of mechanical actuators, planning, information databases, man-machine interfaces, etc.

The specific implementation of a computer vision system also depends on if its functionality is

pre-specified or if some part of it can be learned or modified during operation. There are,

however, typical functions which are found in many computer vision systems.

 Image acquisition: A digital image is produced by one or several image sensor which, besides

various types of light-sensitive cameras, includes range sensors, tomography devices, radar,

ultra-sonic cameras, etc. Depending on the type of sensor, the resulting image data is an ordinary

2D image, a 3D volume, or an image sequence. The pixel values typically correspond to light

intensity in one or several spectral bands (gray images or colour images), but can also be related
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to various physical measures, such as depth, absorption or reflectance of sonic or

electromagnetic waves, or nuclear magnetic resonance.

 Pre-processing: Before a computer vision method can be applied to image data in order to extract

some specific piece of information, it is usually necessary to process the data in order to assure

that it satisfies certain assumptions implied by the method. Examples are

o Re-sampling in order to assure that the image coordinate system is correct.

o Noise reduction in order to assure that sensor noise does not introduce false information.

o Contrast enhancement to assure that relevant information can be detected.

o Scale-space representation to enhance image structures at locally appropriate scales.

 Feature extraction: Image features at various levels of complexity are extracted from the image

data. Typical examples of such features are

o Lines, edges and ridges.

o Localized interest points such as corners, blobs or points.

More complex features may be related to texture, shape or motion.

 Detection/Segmentation: At some point in the processing a decision is made about which image

points or regions of the image are relevant for further processing. Examples are

o Selection of a specific set of interest points

o Segmentation of one or multiple image regions which contain a specific object of interest.

 High-level processing: At this step the input is typically a small set of data, for example a set of

points or an image region which is assumed to contain a specific object. The remaining

processing deals with, for example:

 Verification that the data satisfy model-based and application specific assumptions.

 Estimation of application specific parameters, such as object pose or object size.

 Classifying a detected object into different categories.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 How the Web works

 Standards

 Java and JavaScript

 Publishing Web pages

 Statistics

 Speed issues

 Caching

Definition/Overview:

World Wide Web: The World Wide Web (commonly shortened to the Web) is a system of

interlinked hypertext documents accessed via the Internet. With a Web browser, a user views

Web pages that may contain text, images, videos, and other multimedia and navigates between

them using hyperlinks. The World Wide Web was created in 1989 by Sir Tim Berners-Lee,

working at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland and

released in 1992. Since then, Berners-Lee has played an active role in guiding the development

of Web standards (such as the markup languages in which Web pages are composed), and in

recent years has advocated his vision of a Semantic Web.

Key Points:

1. How the Web works

Viewing a Web page on the World Wide Web normally begins either by typing the URL of the

page into a Web browser, or by following a hyperlink to that page or resource. The Web browser
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then initiates a series of communication messages, behind the scenes, in order to fetch and

display it.

First, the server-name portion of the URL is resolved into an IP address using the global,

distributed Internet database known as the domain name system, or DNS. This IP address is

necessary to contact and send data packets to the Web server.

The browser then requests the resource by sending an HTTP request to the Web server at that

particular address. In the case of a typical Web page, the HTML text of the page is requested first

and parsed immediately by the Web browser, which will then make additional requests for

images and any other files that form a part of the page. Statistics measuring a website's

popularity are usually based on the number of 'page views' or associated server 'hits', or file

requests, which take place.

Having received the required files from the Web server, the browser then renders the page onto

the screen as specified by its HTML, CSS, and other Web languages. Any images and other

resources are incorporated to produce the on-screen Web page that the user sees.

Most Web pages will themselves contain hyperlinks to other related pages and perhaps to

downloads, source documents, definitions and other Web resources. Such a collection of useful,

related resources, interconnected via hypertext links, is what was dubbed a "web" of information.

Making it available on the Internet created what Tim Berners-Lee first called the

WorldWideWeb (a term written in CamelCase, subsequently discarded) in 1990.
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2. Standards

Many formal standards and other technical specifications define the operation of different

aspects of the World Wide Web, the Internet, and computer information exchange. Many of the

documents are the work of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), headed by Berners-Lee,

but some are produced by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and other organizations.

Usually, when Web standards are discussed, the following publications are seen as foundational:

 Recommendations for markup languages, especially HTML and XHTML, from the W3C. These

define the structure and interpretation of hypertext documents.

 Recommendations for stylesheets, especially CSS, from the W3C.



 Standards for ECMAScript (usually in the form of JavaScript), from Ecma International.

 Recommendations for the Document Object Model, from W3C.

Additional publications provide definitions of other essential technologies for the World Wide

Web, including, but not limited to, the following:

 Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), which is a universal system for referencing resources on the

Internet, such as hypertext documents and images. URIs, often called URLs, are defined by the

IETF's RFC 3986 / STD 66: Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax, as well as its

predecessors and numerous URI scheme-defining RFCs;

 HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), especially as defined by RFC 2616: HTTP/1.1 and RFC

2617: HTTP Authentication, which specify how the browser and server authenticate each other.

3. Java and JavaScript

A significant advance in Web technology was Sun Microsystems' Java platform. It enables Web

pages to embed small programs (called applets) directly into the view. These applets run on the

end-user's computer, providing a richer user interface than simple Web pages. Java client-side

applets never gained the popularity that Sun had hoped for a variety of reasons, including lack of

integration with other content (applets were confined to small boxes within the rendered page)

and the fact that many computers at the time were supplied to end users without a suitably
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installed Java Virtual Machine, and so required a download by the user before applets would

appear. Adobe Flash now performs many of the functions that were originally envisioned for

Java applets, including the playing of video content, animation, and some rich UI features. Java

itself has become more widely used as a platform and language for server-side and other

programming.

JavaScript, on the other hand, is a scripting language that was initially developed for use within

Web pages. The standardized version is ECMAScript. While its name is similar to Java,

JavaScript was developed by Netscape and it has almost nothing to do with Java, although, like

Java, its syntax is derived from the C programming language. In conjunction with a Web page's

Document Object Model, JavaScript has become a much more powerful technology than its

creators originally envisioned. The manipulation of a page's Document Object Model after the

page is delivered to the client has been called Dynamic HTML (DHTML), to emphasize a shift

away from static HTML displays.

In simple cases, all the optional information and actions available on a JavaScript-enhanced Web

page will have been downloaded when the page was first delivered. Ajax ("Asynchronous

JavaScript And XML") is a group of inter-related web development techniques used for creating

interactive web applications that provide a method whereby parts within a Web page may be

updated, using new information obtained over the network at a later time in response to user

actions. This allows the page to be more responsive, interactive and interesting, without the user

having to wait for whole-page reloads. Ajax is seen as an important aspect of what is being

called Web 2.0. Examples of Ajax techniques currently in use can be seen in Gmail, Google

Maps, and other dynamic Web applications.
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4. Publishing Web pages

Web page production is available to individuals outside the mass media. In order to publish a

Web page, one does not have to go through a publisher or other media institution, and potential

readers could be found in all corners of the globe.

Many different kinds of information are available on the Web, and for those who wish to know

other societies, cultures, and peoples, it has become easier.

The increased opportunity to publish materials is observable in the countless personal and social

networking pages, as well as sites by families, small shops, etc., facilitated by the emergence of

free Web hosting services.

5. Statistics

According to a 2001 study, there were massively more than 550 billion documents on the Web,

mostly in the "invisible Web", or deep WebA 2002 survey of 2,024 million Web pages

determined that by far the most Web content was in English: 56.4%; next were pages in German

(7.7%), French (5.6%), and Japanese (4.9%). A more recent study, which used Web searches in

75 different languages to sample the Web, determined that there were over 11.5 billion Web

pages in the publicly indexable Web as of the end of January 2005. As of June 2008, the indexed

web contains at least 63 billion pages.

Over 100.1 million websites operated as of March 2008. Of these 74% were commercial or other

sites operating in the .com generic top-level domain.Among services paid for by advertising,

Yahoo! could collect the most data about commercial Web users, about 2,500 bits of information

per month about each typical user of its site and its affiliated advertising network sites. Yahoo!

was followed by MySpace with about half that potential and then by AOL-TimeWarner, Google,

Facebook, Microsoft, and eBay. About 26% of websites operated outside .com addresses.
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6. Speed issues

Frustration over congestion issues in the Internet infrastructure and the high latency that results

in slow browsing has led to an alternative, pejorative name for the World Wide Web: the World

Wide Wait. Speeding up the Internet is an ongoing discussion over the use of peering and QoS

technologies. Other solutions to reduce the World Wide Wait can be found on W3C.

Standard guidelines for ideal Web response times are (Nielsen 1999, `Designing Web Usability',

page 42):

 0.1 second (one tenth of a second). Ideal response time. The user doesn't sense any interruption.

 1 second. Highest acceptable response time. Download times above 1 second interrupt the user

experience.

 10 seconds. Unacceptable response time. The user experience is interrupted and the user is likely

to leave the site or system.

These numbers are useful for planning server capacity.

7. Caching

If a user revisits a Web page after only a short interval, the page data may not need to be re-

obtained from the source Web server. Almost all Web browsers cache recently-obtained data,

usually on the local hard drive. HTTP requests sent by a browser will usually only ask for data

that has changed since the last download. If the locally-cached data is still current, it will be

reused.

Caching helps reduce the amount of Web traffic on the Internet. The decision about expiration is

made independently for each downloaded file, whether image, stylesheet, JavaScript, HTML, or

whatever other content the site may provide. Thus even on sites with highly dynamic content,

many of the basic resources only need to be refreshed occasionally. Web site designers find it

worthwhile to collate resources such as CSS data and JavaScript into a few site-wide files so that
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they can be cached efficiently. This helps reduce page download times and lowers demands on

the Web server.

There are other components of the Internet that can cache Web content. Corporate and academic

firewalls often cache Web resources requested by one user for the benefit of all.. Some search

engines, such as Google or Yahoo!, also store cached content from websites.

Apart from the facilities built into Web servers that can determine when files have been updated

and so need to be re-sent, designers of dynamically-generated Web pages can control the HTTP

headers sent back to requesting users, so that transient or sensitive pages are not cached. Internet

banking and news sites frequently use this facility.

Data requested with an HTTP 'GET' is likely to be cached if other conditions are met; data

obtained in response to a 'POST' is assumed to depend on the data that was POSTed and so is not

cached.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to understand:

 Overview

Definition/Overview:

The More You Know: The More You Know (sometimes abbreviated "TMYK") is a series of

public service announcements (or PSAs) broadcast on the NBC Universal family of channels in
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the United States and other locations. The spots feature personalities from various NBC shows.

Tom Brokaw was the first person to do a The More You Know spot; it aired on NBC in January

1989 (these replaced the One to Grow On PSAs that were used from 1983 to 1989). While the

other U.S. broadcast networks have similar campaigns, namely CBS Cares and ABC's A Better

Community TMYK is likely the most well known.

Key Points:

Overview

These PSAs are broadcast regularly during NBC's programming in primetime, late night, and

Saturday morning. Some of the spots are produced in conjunction with various groups and the

Ad Council. On some stations, TMYK spots during NBC shows are sponsored by local

companies -- for instance, Publix Super Markets and either Chevrolet or GMC sponsor TMYK

on Tampa Bay's NBC affiliate, WFLA-TV, ProHealth Care for WTMJ-TV in Milwaukee, and

Farm Fresh Supermarkets for WAVY-TV in Hampton Roads, VA.
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